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INTRODUCTION 
Operation of a farm firm, or business, involves both human and non-
human resource inputs. The non-human resources may be categorized as 
including land and capital (or the non-human resource inputs which may be 
purchased with capital). The human resource input may be subdivided by 
function into three distinctly different and mutually exclusive services -
labor, supervision, and management (125). These two general classes of 
resource inputs are not independent categories since a part of the function 
of the human resource is to make, and implement, decisions concerning the 
allocation of the non-human resource inputs. 
Agricultural production in this country, from the subsistence farming 
of a century ago down to the present age of commercial farming, has always 
been characterized by the same categories of resource inputs indicated 
above. However, structural changes in the agricultural production process, 
especially during the past 25 years, have been instrumental in bringing 
about changes in the relative importance of the three human resource inputs 
as they pertain to the economically successful operation of farm firms. 
These structural changes have been induced largely by the rapid introduc­
tion of new technology into the agricultural production process. The 
application of new technology has typically resulted in one, or more, of 
the following effects: (1) increasing the capital investment per farm firm 
(2) reducing the amount of labor required to achieve the same or a higher 
level of output and (3) increasing total output and efficiency (output per 
unit of input). These effects have made possible greater economies of 
scale in agriculture, thereby resulting in increases in farm size and 
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capital investment per farm firm while holding constant or even diminish­
ing the labor requirement (16). 
Althoi.%1" the family farm - any farm on which most of the labor and 
management activities are carried out by the same individual or family 
(16) - still prevails as the fundamental unit of agricultural production, 
the nature of the operator and/or family role has changed in accord with 
changes in the nature of production inputs, i.e. substitution of capital 
in the form of technology for labor. Under the structure of subsistence 
agriculture, with only limited production alternatives, the principal in­
put limiting farm size and output was the availability of labor which is 
defined as ". . .including all human energy inputs utilized in transform­
ing production factors into products" (125, p. 2). However, with the 
aforementioned changes in structure which have expanded the alternative 
means, the size and output of the family farm is today largely determined 
by the availability of capital (42) and the presence of management to 
effectively analyse alternatives and make decisions relative to the allo­
cation of the basic factors of production - land, labor, capital and the 
managerial input itself (46, 50). 
Management, by definition, consists of, ". . .making decisions rela­
tive to the allocation of the firm's resources and . . .determining the 
production combinations to produce, the combination of factors to use in 
production, the amount of each product to produce, and the production 
techniques to employ" (125, p. 2). As resources, production techniques, 
and other production alternatives have increased it is expected that the 
management function would require a greater expenditure of time and effort 
and would be a critical factor in determining the economic success of the 
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farm firm. Although labor is still a necessary production input its 
importance has diminished relative to the management function in determin­
ing the economic success of the modern day farm (46). 
It is the primary purpose of this dissertation to investigate the pro­
cess of farm management and to relate factors hypothesized to be related 
to the performance of the management function to a criteria of economic 
productivity of the farm firms operated by the individuals included in 
the study. The analysis will focus mainly on the relationship of manager's 
values and attitudes to the goals toward which their actions are directed 
and to their (managers) approach to and performance of the management func­
tion of decision-making. 
In traditional economic theory an underlying assumption of the theory 
of the firm is that entrepreneurs have as their primary goal or objective 
the maximization of economic returns from the firm and that decisions con­
cerning the use and allocation of resources made by the entrepreneur, or 
manager, are oriented to this end. This assumption also extends to define 
the requisite characteristics of the entrepreneur, necessary to enable him 
to always make optimum decisions in terms of a criteria of profit maximiz­
ation. As stated by Edwards (32) these assumed characteristics of the 
"economic man" include : ". . .(1) he (economic man) is completely informed 
(2) he is infinitely sensitive (to changes in prices and other productive 
factors) and (3) he is concerned with maximization of profits" (32, p. 
382). Under the conditions of this assumption the ideal type economic man 
is not only solely oriented toward the attainment of economic ends, but 
also possesses the necessary characteristics to be unfailing in his efforts 
to maximize business profits. 
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While the assumption of economic rationality is typically employed in 
economic analyses of business management it is a basic postulate of this 
study that farm business management is a particular type of human behavior. 
As a specific type of human behavior management is subject to perceptual 
and cognitive limitations as well as individual differences in beliefs, 
values, goals, aspirations and other predispositional forces, any or all 
of which, may have a sub-optimizing effect on profit maximization when com­
pared with the ideal-type economic man. Simon (114) and Miller and Starr 
(85) are among many who have directed attention to the fact that actual 
rationality of human behavior falls far short of the type of global ration­
ality postulated by economic theory largely because of the complexities of 
decision making situations in the empirical world and, the psychological 
limitations of the organism to effectively cope with these complexities. 
These complexities and limitations of the organism are considered to result 
in the individual making sub-optimum decisions even when behavior is in-
tendedly rational and oriented toward maximum economic return as an end or 
goal. 
Although the assumptions of the economic man are not met empirically 
it. and similar formulations from sociological and psychological theory 
have practical utility in the measurement and prediction of human behavior. 
In the case of the conception of the economic man a set of ideal character­
istics are defined which are postulated to be essential to the optimum 
attainment of economic ends. These characteristics can be of value in 
formulating concepts and developing measures which should enable differ­
entiation of relatively successful (in term^^^an economic criteria) from 
relatively unsuccessful managers. Based on the defined characteristics of 
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the economic man it is a fundamental postulate of this dissertation that 
the more closely the characteristics and behavior of business managers 
coincide with the ideal type economic man the more successful they will be 
in terms of an economic criteria of goal attainment. 
Economic rationality as exemplified by the definition of the economic 
man will be included as a part of the conceptual framework of this disser­
tation and, therefore, will be used along with other theoretical concep­
tions to derive the hypotheses to be tested. 
Thus far only the single goal of profit-maximization has been discus­
sed in relation to farm business management. However, empirically it is 
a well established generalization that individuals are characterized by 
an orientation toward the attainment of a multiplicity of goals which may 
be arranged hierarchically according to individual preferences. It is the 
position of many sociologists and social psychologists (12, 19, 65, 83, 
146) that individual's goals are not innate characteristics but rather a 
function of culturally and individually defined belief and value systems. 
Williams (146) and Catton (19) both note that values are not the concrete 
goals of action but rather the criteria by which goals are chosen and in­
dividual preferences ordered. 
In relation to farm business management although profits must accrue 
for any business activity to survive and perpetuate there is an abundance 
of recent research evidence revealing that profit-maximization is frequent­
ly only a secondary goal of farm managers (23, 55, 58, 103, 145). These 
research efforts have indicated that some farm managers are more oriented 
toward security, familism, ease and convenience, leisure and various goals 
other than profit maximization. If, as indicated, these kinds of goals 
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occupy a higher position in the individual's preference system than the 
maximization of profits, these other goals may be expected to be competi­
tive with profit-maximization (in terms of allocation of the manager's time 
resource) and thus result in the individual attaining less than the maximum 
possible level of profits from the business he manages. Based on the pre­
mise that values are the criteria by which individual's goals are chosen 
and the research evidence that individual's are oriented toward goals other 
than profit maximization, it will be one of the objectives of this disser­
tation to develop measures of the value individual farm managers place on 
economic ends and to relate these measures to the economic productivity 
of the firm managed by the individual. 
In addition to being a factor in determining the particular goals to­
ward which an individual's action is directed, individual beliefs, values, 
and attitudes are also postulated to have an effect on the individual's 
choice of means for the attainment of the goal. Although an individual 
may be positively oriented toward the attainment of some goal he may have 
some values higher in his personal preference system (value hierarchy) 
which may cause him to reject some means despite their superior efficacy 
for attainment of that goal. This aspect of values is discussed by Bohlen 
and Beal who state that: 
"Part of man's value system is the tendency to organize both ends 
and means into more or less organized hierarchies on the basis of 
favorableness and acceptability to himself as an individual. He 
may place these in juxtaposition when making his choices of alter­
natives. When he does this he may choose a lower level of less 
favorable goal because the means of attaining the more favorable 
goal was too unsatisfactory for him to accept. When a given goal 
exists with alternative means of attaining it, he inevitably 
(unless he is mentally ill) chooses the means which he considers 
most satisfactory to him." (12, p. 6) 
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Since the maximization of profits from a business depends not only on 
positive valuation of that end but also on the choice of means to attain 
the end it will be an additional objective of this dissertation to develop 
some measures of the values of individuals pertaining to the economically 
rational selection of means and to relate these value measures to the 
economic productivity of the firm managed by the individual. 
Another characteristic of the economic man as ideally defined was 
infinite sensitivity, or knowledge of all relevant information and the 
ability to correctly analyze alternatives. However it is well established 
that individuals because of their perceptual and cognitive limitations are 
not infinitely sensitive. Although it is equally well established that 
there are significant individual differences in ability to perform these 
functions. Thus the differential perceptual and cognitive capacities and 
abilities of individuals may play a role in profit maximization, assuming 
a positive orientation toward that end and the means to attain it. It 
will be an additional objective of this analysis to determine the relative 
abilities of individual's to analyze and interpret information and alter­
natives and to relate these abilities to the economic productivity of the 
firm managed by the individual. 
Finally the decisions made by the individual and the degree of effect 
of these decisions are dependent to an extent upon the availability of 
both human and non-human resources to implement the decisions (65). This 
relative availability of resources has been well established by economists 
(46, 51, 52, 106, 138) as a factor effecting the relative productivity of 
the management input. In recognition of the possible effect of this factor 
it will be an additional objective of this analysis to determine the 
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economic level of operation and the availability of resources to individual 
farm managers and to relate this to the measured values, attitudes and 
abilities of individual managers and to the economic productivity of the 
farm firm. 
In the process of developing the measures specified it is also the 
intent of this dissertation to develop a behavioral model of economic 
rationality which inferentially will also be considered as a predictive 
model of differential management productivity. It would be anticipated 
that if the various independent measures of values, attitudes, and abili­
ties account for a significant degree of variation in the economic product­
ivity of farm firms managed by individuals included in the study, that 
such measures would have some practical value in developing additional 
training for present and potential farm managers and also as a selective 
device for use with prospective farm managers to determine those individu­
als possessing characteristics associated with economically successful farm 
operation. 
In summary then the objectives of this dissertation are: 
1. To develop a predictive model of differential farm management 
productivity including predispositional, situational and percep­
tual and cognitive factors. 
2. To develop measures of the relative value farm managers place on 
economic ends and relate these measures to the economic product­
ivity of the firm they manage. 
3. To develop measures of the values of farm managers pertaining 
to the selection of economically rational means and to relate 
these value measures to the criteria of economic productivity. 
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4. To develop measures of the mental and analytical abilities of 
farm operators and relate these measures to the criteria of 
economic productivity. 
5. Measure and determine the relationship of economic scale of 
operation variables to economic productivity of the farm firm 
and 
6. To determine the degree of predictability of the overall behav­
ioral model in terms of the criteria of economic productivity. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
As stated in the Introduction the primary purpose of this dissertation 
is to attempt to measure some basic value orientations and to determine the 
degree of relationship between the measured values and some productivity 
measures of the farm firm which will be used to infer differential farm 
management ability or productivity. The underlying assumption of this 
inference is that the management ability of the entrepreneur is reflected 
in the economic performance of the firm, i.e. the greater the management 
ability of the entrepreneur the greater the efficiency and economic return 
of the business he manages. 
A review of literature pertaining to this research objective can be 
conveniently segregated into three parts: (1) previous research on factors 
related to farm management performance and the process of management, 
(2) previous value and attitudinal research as it pertains to the predic­
tion of criteria only indirectly related to farm management performance and 
(3) literature pertaining to the conceptual framework utilized for hypoth­
esis derivation in this dissertation. 
The first two of the above categories constitute separate bodies of 
research findings primarily because, to the knowledge of the writer, there 
have been few previous research attempts to link individual value orienta­
tions directly to farm management performance. Previous research efforts 
which have sought to measure value orientations and their relationship to 
some performance criteria have typically focused on criteria which are a 
part of the management process, but not direct measures of managerial per­
formance . Included among these studies are those which have sought to 
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determine relationships between value-orientations (or attitudes) and the 
adoption of farm practices (9, 54, 55, 56, 76, 103, 145), capital ration­
ing among farmers (52, 133), differential contact with extension service 
and other specialized sources of information (7, 68, 70, 101, 148), partic­
ipation in intensive extension work (123), and management of money (87). 
In each of these studies the value-orientation(s) being measured proved 
to be significant predictors of the criterion variable under consideration, 
but in no case have value measures accounted for very large portions of 
variation in the criterion. Strauss (124) in developing a Rural Attitudes 
Profile found validity coefficients of .40 between his Economic Motivation 
Scale and gross farm income, .33 between an Innovation Proneness Scale 
and willingness to make operational changes, which are significant relation­
ships but account for no more than 16 percent of the variation in the 
criterion. Similarly Ramsey, Poison and Spencer (103) constructed scales 
to measure 12 dominant American value orientations identified by Robin 
Williams (146). After independent construction of the scales they related 
scores on each of the 12 value-orientation scales to the adoption of recom­
mended farm practices. They found significant relationships between five 
of the value-orientations (achievement, belief in science, material com­
fort, security and traditionalism) and the adoption of recommended prac­
tices, but all relationships were low in magnitude. A multiple correlation 
coefficient was computed between the significantly correlated value-orient­
ations and the adoption score with the resulting coefficient accounting 
for slightly less than 10 percent of the variation in practice adoption. 
The two studies cited are typical of the degree of relationship that has 
been found between measured value-orientations of farm operators and var-
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ious performance criteria. An explanation of these relatively low rela­
tionships is offered by Ramsey et al. in their suggestions for future 
research. 
". . .It may be that the homogeneity of values in the sample reduced 
the relationships. (While the measurement of these value orient­
ations was based upon data obtained by means of responses of indiv­
idual farmers, they may represent broad social values.) However 
with acceptable methods and low correlations, not much hope can be 
held out for future research in this area unless more fundamental 
research is conducted on the nature and methodology of measuring 
values. . .There has been much fundamental thinking about values, 
their nature, and their relationship to social change. However 
little has been done to advance the correspondence between measure­
ment and concepts. Until this correspondence is more fully realized, 
it is probable that relationships between value orientations and 
adoption of changes in farming will be found to be disappointingly 
low." (103, p. 47) 
While the writer is in basic agreement with Ramsey et al. concerning 
the need for additional refinement of value measures, it is also suggested 
that the relatively low relationships could be caused by considerable 
error variance in the criteria as well as the highly situational nature 
of farm practice adoption as a criterion variable. Although an individual 
may place a high value on achievement and economic rationality, it is not 
known to the researcher whether the adoption of an individual practice is 
an economically rational decision unless the researcher has available to 
him all the alternatives facing the individual at the time he made the 
decision to adopt or not adopt a particular practice. Therefore it would 
be expected that there would be less than a 1 to 1 relationship between 
the adoption of particular farm practices and a high value placed on econ­
omic rationality, or other values hypothesized to be related to the 
acceptance of change. 
The second section of the review of literature pertains to previous 
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research on the process of farm management, i.e. decision-making and 
factors related to differential performance of farm managers. Here the 
weight of previous research has concentrated primarily on the decision 
making and the process of management. A perusal of the Journal of Farm 
Economics for the past 30 years disclosed only three studies which were 
directly concerned with the measurement of personal and social factors 
related to differential farm management productivity (102, 105, 142). 
These three studies along with studies by Hess and Miller (51), Robertson 
(106), Brayfield and Marsh (15), and McCormick, Blanchard and Thomas (81), 
are among the few that have sought to determine the relationship between 
various personal and social characteristics of the operator and his man­
agerial productivity. The theoretical and conceptual approach and the 
independent variables under consideration in each of these studies varies 
considerably with the Wilcox (142), and Pond and Wilcox (102) studies being 
primarily concerned with the measurement of knowledge (intelligence) and 
motivation, Robertson (106) with various efficiency measures, Brayfield 
and Marsh (15) with psychological tests of personality and interests, 
Reiss (105), and McCormick et al. (81) with biographical items and Hess 
and Miller (51) with various personal and sociological factors such as 
knowledge, education and social participation. Among these studies one 
factor, knowledge, has been found to be significantly related to managerial 
productivity in all studies which have sought to measure it (51, 81, 102, 
142). The remainder of the generalizations can only be gleaned from indiv­
idual studies since knowledge (intelligence) was the only independent 
variable in common to any of the above studies. 
While there has been a paucity of research effort on personal and 
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social factors related to management performance there has been an abun­
dance of research focusing on the process of management. This emphasis 
has probably been instigated in large part by recent developments in linear 
programming and game and decision theory which have become the dominant 
theoretical and methodological approaches in farm management research dur­
ing the past 10 years. Linear programming, as a methodological innovation, 
has typically made various assumptions about the quality of the managerial 
input in the process of determining an optimum combination of production 
inputs to achieve a particular output. As such it has proven to be a valu­
able farm management tool but has shed little light on differential quality 
of management as an input. 
Studies of the process of farm management have typically focused on 
decision-making as one of the more critical functions of management. Host 
of the decision-making studies reviewed by the author either explicitly, 
or implicitly, equated the ability to make "correct" (on the basis of avail­
able information and alternatives) decisions with superior management 
ability. However, as pointed out by Heady (46), Dillon and Heady (26), 
Nielson (89), and Johnson et al. (58), the management process also includes 
implementing the decision as well as bearing responsibility for the decis­
ion and subsequent action. Although there have been numerous decision­
making studies of the management process (23, 26, 33, 59, 138, 145) utiliz­
ing sociological, psychological, economic, and mathematical approaches the 
latest, and most comprehensive, effort has been the Interstate Management 
Survey reported by Johnson, Halter, Jensen and Thomas (58). This seven 
state cooperative effort focused on the complete range of managerial activ­
ities including the role of knowledge, analytical processes, formulation 
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of expectations, action-taking and responsibility bearing in an effort to 
develop some generalizations concerning the process of management. Among 
important generalizations from this study are the following: 
"1. Management can be usefully envisioned as six rather than five 
nearly equally important steps or functions as in several pre­
vious studies: 





f. responsibility bearing 
These six functions are viewed as interrelated parts of a whole 
process which has continuity through time and is hardly divis­
ible except for expository purposes. . . 
2. Different sources of information are often used by farmers for 
information on prices, existing production methods, new tech­
nology, institutional arrangements, and human behavior. Dif­
ferent kinds of farmers with respect to such factors as age, 
income and education employ different sources in securing a 
given type of information. . . 
3. The analytical processes employed by farmers are diverse, 
ranging from the extremes of induction through various combin­
ations with deduction to the extremes of deduction." (58, p. 
172, 174, 178) 
Although the study focused on the process of management it excluded 
from consideration various value and attitudinal factors which may have 
an important bearing on the decision making process. This oversight is 
recognized by the researchers and is suggested as a guideline for future 
research: 
"1. It would be fruitful (a) to conceive of managers as developing 
and using value concepts as well as factual concepts in defin­
ing and solving problems rather than (b) conceiving of managers 
as developing and using factual concepts in solving specified 
problems based on given value concepts as was done in the IMS. 
This procedure would permit students of the management process 
to expand their understanding of the managerial process." 
(58, p. 171) 
The purpose of the above discussion has been to provide a brief over­
view of previous research work in the areas of rural value and attitude 
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measurement and the farm management process. This discussion has not been 
intended as an exhaustive summary of specific findings but rather findings 
of a specific nature will be reported throughout the dissertation as they 
have a bearing on the analysis. 
The review of literature pertaining to the conceptual framework of 
this study is similarly incorporated into the body of the dissertation. 
Since an important part of the development of the conceptual framework is 
a discussion and comparison of various theoretical approaches, it seems 
logical to include a review of literature as a part of the development of 
the conceptual model. 
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THEORY AND DERIVATION OF HYPOTHESES 
Introduction 
The primary purpose of this section will be to discuss the process of 
management in some detail and to relate this process to a theoretical and 
conceptual framework of behavior for the purpose of deriving hypotheses 
concerning expected relationships between various social and psychological 
factors and differential management productivity. An attempt will also be 
made to develop a logically interrelated conceptual framework which will 
seek to interrelate the derived hypotheses into a systematic relationship 
of independent variables to the dependent variable of differential economic 
productivity of farm managers. 
Although this research is not intended to be a comprehensive and all-
encompassing investigation of the management process, the development of 
hypotheses nevertheless involves the perspective, concepts, and research 
generalizations of various academic disciplines. Principal among the 
disciplines from which research generalizations and theory will be inte­
grated are economics, sociology, social-psychology and psychology. Im­
plicit in this approach is that no one discipline provides all of the 
concepts and generalizations to properly account for the complex behavior 
involved in business management. 
The sequence of development of this section will be to first consider 
a general framework of human action, or behavior, and within this framework 
identify predispositional and situational factors related to differential 
rationality of behavior. The general concept of rationality will be accord­
ed a central position in this discussion and its treatment and signifi­
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cance from the standpoint of several theoretical approaches will be ana­
lyzed for the purpose of relating rationality of behavior to the process 
of farm business management. The development of general considerations 
will be followed by a delineation of various specific values and attitudes 
presumed to be associated with the more general concept of rationality. 
In the course of this discussion the various specific functions of manage­
ment will be analyzed separately for the purpose of identifying the partic­
ular values, attitudes, abilities and situational factors pertaining most 
directly to the various specific phases of the management process. All of 
the hypotheses to be tested in this research will be derived in this sec­
tion. 
Human Action 
The specific approach to human action utilized in the development of 
the conceptual framework relies heavily on the means-ends schema of behav­
ior characteristic of economics, typological theories of sociology, and 
certain motivational theories of psychology. The basic premise of this 
approach to human action is that behavior is goal-oriented, i.e. there is 
some end state of affairs, (which may vary from immediate to long range) 
desired by the actor which motivates his behavior and, that the individual 
is aware of, and has at his disposal, means which can be employed to attain 
his desired ends or goals. 
Although behavior is assumed to be goal-oriented the action of the 
individual over time indicates that he is not oriented solely toward the 
satisfaction or accomplishment of any single goal or want, but rather the 
actor is positively oriented toward the attainment of a multiplicity of 
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goals which can be arranged hierarchically according to various criteria. 
One such criteria of ordering of goals or wants is proposed by Maslow (78), 
who suggests that lower order, or basic, needs are dominant until satisfied 
and that only upon satisfaction of these basic needs does the individual 
seek satisfaction of higher order needs. Maslow's postulated hierarchy of 
needs from lower to higher order is as follows: 
1. Physiological needs, i.e. hunger, thirst 
2. safety needs, e.g. security, order, 
3. belongingness and love needs e.g. affection, identification 
4. esteem needs, e.g. prestige, success 
5. need for self actualization i.e. the desire for self-fulfillment. 
Although lower order needs are most predominant until satisfied it is 
characteristic of needs that they recur, or exist over time. Although 
momentary satisfaction of one of the more basic needs (hunger or thirst) 
frees energy for an orientation toward the satisfaction of higher order 
needs, this does not replace the continued or repetitive orientation toward 
the satisfaction of lower order needs. 
Although wants, needs and goals have been discussed interchangeably 
in the above paragraphs it is important to the following analysis to 
differentiate them although they are functionally similar in that they are 
sources of motivation. For purposes of this analysis the distinction be­
tween needs (wants) and goals is made on the basis of their level of gen­
eralization. Needs are defined as a continuing source of motivation for 
the individual (either positive or negative) and goals as the empirical 
referent, or operationalization of the need. Needs and goals are inter­
dependent to the extent that the goal of the individual is the specific 
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method, or manner, by which the individual seeks to satisfy a need. In 
this respect goals cannot be considered apart from the need which generated 
the more specific goal. 
This differentiation between needs and goals implies an important 
relationship between goals and means which will be discussed briefly at 
this point and elaborated later in the analysis. The manner in which needs 
were differentiated from goals actually makes the accomplishment of goals 
a means, for the satisfaction of needs. Thus the level of generalization 
is a criteria by which actions, or alternatives, may be categorized as 
goals or means. For what may be considered as a goal for an individual at 
one point in time may actually be a means for the accomplishment of a more 
distant goal, or in this case, a higher order need. Although an individu­
al's behavior may be oriented toward the accomplishment of a particular 
goal or end he may view the accomplishment of this goal only as an inter­
mediate step, or a means, to the accomplishment of some goal which has 
greater ultimate value for him. As an illustration an individual may be 
motivated toward the maximization of profits from his business in the short 
run, but may view the accrual of profits as a means to the satisfaction of 
goals such as increased status, community prestige, increased leisure, etc. 
As suggested by John Dewey, "The 'end' is merely a series of acts viewed 
at a remote stage; and a means is merely the series viewed at an earlier 
one." (24, p. 34) and that, "means and ends are two names for the same 
reality." (24, p. 36) 
Criteria of goal selection 
Using as a criteria the above distinction between goals and needs 
there may be a multitude of alternative means (goals) by which an individ­
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ual seeks to satisfy a particular need. According to Krech et ail. (65) 
which particular goal(s) are selected and their rank-ordering by an indiv­
idual depend on: 
1. cultural norms and values 
2. biological capacity (of the individual) 
3. accessibility in the physical and social environment* 
Paraphrasing from these general factors the criteria of ordering, or 
the particular hierarchical arrangement of individual's goals is a function 
of cultural norms, cultural and individual values, the individual's percep­
tual and cognitive capabilities and limitations and accessibility, both of 
the goals and the means to attain them. 
The function of cultural values in individual behavior is suggested 
by the following statement from Catton who emphasizes that: "The noun 
'value' has usually been used to imply some code, or standard, which per­
sists through time, and provides a criterion by which people order their 
intensities of desiring various desiderata. To the extent that people are 
able to place objects, actions, ways of life and so on, on a continuum of 
approval-disapproval with some reliability it appears that their responses 
to particular desideratum are functions of culturally acquired values." 
(19, p. 311) It is important to note that Catton emphasizes that responses 
of individuals are a function of culturally acquired values. 
Although there are certain values which may be identified as character­
istic of a particular culture these values may be held with varying degrees 
^This is treated as true accessibility by Krech et al^. and not as 
perceived accessibility which would be more a function of the biological 
capacities, experiences, and values of the individual. 
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of intensity by various members of the culture or sub-culture, and thus 
result in individual differences in goal orientation and thus behavior. 
The relationship between individual value systems and those identified as 
characteristic of a culture or social system is clarified by Parsons and 
Smelser who state that: 
"The most important similarity between personality systems and 
social systems is that they interpenetrate if they both possess 
common content of value patterns. But there are two fundamental 
differences as well: (1) Since the contents of personality value 
patterns are derived by the internalization of social role-objects 
in socialization processes, their hierarchy differs from that of the 
values of the social system. This is because the individual is 
socialized in specialized agencies (e.g. the family and the educa­
tional system) and in a determinate time sequence, not in, and 
through, the whole social structure all at once. (2) the specific 
goals and the adaptive and integrative exigencies of personalities 
differ from any social system. The value content is, in its 
implementation directed toward different problems." (97, p. 176, 
177) 
Thus Parsons and Smelser point to two situational factors which can have 
an effect on the individual1 s value system - variations in the socializa­
tion processes and variations in individual problems and situations. 
Illustrative of individual differences in values Robin Williams (146) 
identifies 15 dominant value themes as characteristic of the American cul­
ture, two of which are "achievement" and "external conformity". Although 
an individual in American society may place a positive value on both 
achievement and external conformity he may place a greater value on 
achievement and thus it would be expected that his behavior would reflect 
the greater value in those situations where the two might come into con­
flict. Of the various goals of an individual actor some may be more 
dominant than others based on the actor's values and the situation, or 
an interaction of the two. Therefore knowledge of the dominant values of 
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the individual provides some insight concerning patterns of behavior he may 
be expected to exhibit. 
The norms of the culture also play an important role in determining 
the goals of the individual. Although norms and values tend to be highly 
interrelated, the principal function of cultural norms is to delimit accep­
table means of satisfying needs and to prescribe criteria of success of 
want satisfaction. Thus cultural norms provide the frame of reference for 
both the establishment of goals by the individual and the criteria of suc­
cess or goal attainment. However more specifically, the norms and values 
of an individual's primary reference groups typically have a more direct 
effect on the goals set by the individual and the means he employs to 
attain these goals. Such reference groups are usually the structure 
through which cultural norms and values are articulated. 
In addition to the role of cultural and group norms and individual, 
group, and cultural values, individual differences in perceptual and cog­
nitive capabilities are important factors influencing the goals selected 
by an individual and his expectations concerning goal attainment. Func­
tionally values and norms are particularly important in influencing the 
specific goals selected by the individual, whereas perceptual and cognitive 
abilities have a more direct effect on the expected level of realization 
of the goal, once selected (65). This implies another characteristic of 
goals that is of importance to the present analysis. Most individual 
goals may be considered as having a quantitative as well as qualitative 
dimension; that is, there may be various levels of attainment and not just 
a dichotomy of attainment-unattainment. Although two individuals may seek 
the same generalized end, e.g. economic success, the level of attainment 
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for goal satisfaction of one individual may be considerably different than 
another based at least partially, on the individuals' perception of his 
relative biological capacity (such as mental abilities) to attain a certain 
level of realization. In addition to individual differences in ego-ideal, 
or perception of biological capacities to achieve, the capacities and 
limitations themselves play a role in effecting level of goal attainment. 
An individual's over-evaluation of his capabilities to attain a certain 
level of realization frequently results in frustration if, in fact, he is 
unable to attain the level set for himself. 
Before turning to the role of accessibility it may be pointed out that 
some goals may be of a sufficient level of generalization, and the value 
placed on the goal sufficiently high, that it serves as a nearly constant 
source of motivation and may never be attained to the satisfaction of the 
individual. An example of such a goal might be an individual's quest for 
eternal life. More attention will be devoted to this characteristic of 
goals later in this section. 
The third major factor identified as influencing the individual's 
selection of goals and his expectation of success, is the accessibility of 
the selected goal in the physical and social environment. Paraphrased, 
the individual will most likely orient his behavior toward the attainment 
of some goal(s) attainable within his environment, and his frame of refer­
ence concerning level of realization of the goals will be similarly 
influenced by environmental and situational factors. As an example, assum­
ing a goal of economic success for two individuals, the criteria of success, 
or goal attainment, would probably vary considerably if one individual were 
socialized in a lower class environment and the other provided the economic 
advantages and resources of an upper class environment. Thus two individ­
uals who share the same values and who possess similar biological capac­
ities could differ in expected level of realization of goals depending on 
the comparative advantage of accessibility to means provided by the envi­
ronment of one as opposed to the other. Here the concept environment, 
is used in the broadest sense to include situational factors as well as 
the cultural and physical surroundings and advantages to the individual. 
In summarizing the effect of these three factors then, it may be 
stated that each plays a role in influencing the individual's selection of 
goals as well as his expected level of.goal attainment. Controlling on 
any two of these three factors while varying the third could be expected 
to result in individual differences in selection of goals and aspiration 
level concerning goal satisfaction. 
Criteria of means selection 
Although the relationship between ends and means was discussed briefly 
above, the emphasis thus far has been on factors related to selection of 
goals on the part of the individual. As in the case of goals, there usual­
ly exists for the actor a multiplicity of alternative methods, or means, 
which could be employed by the actor for the purpose of attaining a select­
ed goal. Means, as was discussed in relation to goals, can usually be 
arranged hierarchically according to the preferences of the actor, or in 
terms of their efficacy for the attainment of the actor's goals. Within 
the framework of action outlined, the individual must frequently make 
choices between alternative means with the choice being influenced to a 
great extent by the same general factors influencing the selection of 
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goals. (The difference between goals and means being relative and situa­
tional.) Thus the criteria of ordering of alternative means and their 
application may be a function of: (a) cultural norms and values (b) bio­
logical capacity of the individual (c) accessibility in the physical and 
social environment, or any combination of these factors (65). 
Cultural norms and values play a role in the actor's choice of means 
in that the culture usually defines a range of acceptable alternatives for 
the accomplishment of specified goals. As indicated by Parsons the insti­
tutional patterns of the culture, 11. . .define the goals the actor is 
expected to pursue, the means among which he may choose and the sentiments 
and attitudes he should manifest." (94, p. 275) Thus the culture may be 
considered as reducing, or restricting, the range of alternative means 
available to the individual. Although the individual is not entirely lim­
ited to a choice among culturally acceptable means, there are usually 
negative sanctions brought to bear on the deviant individual. In some 
tradition bound social systems the range of acceptable means may be so 
narrowly defined that the individual is virtually freed of the necessity 
to make a choice. 
As indicated above, means may be rank-ordered, not only in terms of 
the actor's preferences and values, but also according to their efficacy 
for the attainment of a particular goal. In decision making situations 
where an actor must make a choice between alternatives it is probable that 
both normative and analytical considerations may be brought to bear in 
making the decision. In so far as the actor seeks to employ those means 
which will be most effective in attaining his specified goals he must eval­
uate the alternatives in relation to the goal of action. It is in making 
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this evaluation that the perceptual and cognitive capabilities of the 
individual are particularly relevant. Thus differences in ability to 
analyze and evaluate alternative means in the process of making a choice 
could result in the selection and application of different means for the 
attainment of the same goal, with presumably a resultant differential in 
the level of goal attainment. 
Individual differences in perceptual and cognitive abilities may also 
be a factor in the individual's awareness of alternatives and thus effect 
his choice of alternative means. The actor in making a choice between 
alternative means can only evaluate and choose between those means which 
are objectively known to him. In this respect the effect of biological 
capacities on the individual's choice of means may be both quantitative 
and qualitative. 
Accessibility of alternatives may also be a factor in the individual's 
choice especially in a restrictive sense. Although an actor may be aware 
of, and place a positive value on a particular alternative he will not be 
able to employ it as a means if it is not available to him in his environ­
ment, or if he is lacking in the physical resources necessary to implement 
the alternative. As an illustration a farm manager may wish to expand his 
operation, but because of external capital rationing may not be able to 
accrue the necessary capital to employ this alternative. 
In summary, the individual's choice of means is usually limited to 
those which are culturally acceptable and accessible to him. In addition 
the perceptual and cognitive abilities and/or limitations of the individual 
may place further restrictions on alternatives available to the individual. 
These capacities or limitations may further effect the individual choice 
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of means because of differences in evaluation of alternatives. 
Decision-making 
As indicated above, the individual in the process of pursuing goals 
is frequently faced with situations where he must choose between alterna­
tive means to attain his goals. This process of choice, or decision-making, 
has been the focus of considerable theoretical and research effort. As 
indicated in the Introduction it is considered to be a central function of 
management behavior. This interest and concern with decision-making has 
been interdisciplinary with varying approaches to decision-making having 
been engendered by sociologists (68, 70, 90, 145), psychologists (86, 111), 
social-psychologists (143) and mathematicians and economists (74, 85, 114, 
135). 
Although various models of decision-making have been developed, 
basically most employ the same fundamental elements and conditions of human 
action discussed above. As stated by Bates, "The decision-making process 
involves a decision-maker (actor), an environment (situation) in which the 
decision-maker must operate, a set of actions available (means) and a set 
1 
of goals to be accomplished." (5, p. 340) The effect of these factors 
on the individual's decision or choice of means is indicated by Jensen and 
Halter who have stated that: 
". . .making the decision is, or may be, influenced by the man­
ager's value concepts and concepts of what will be, and/or is 
i.e., by how he sees the problem, which in turn determines what 
he will observe, what variables he will consider, and what infor­
mation he will gather. Further, making the decision is, or may 
be, influenced by how the manager analyzes the problem - by how 
*Terms in parentheses by the author. 
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he relates the variables - by what alternative plans or actions he 
considers. Making the decision is influenced by the consequences 
he expects will follow from alternative courses of action. Finally 
making the decision is influenced by the manager's ability to carry 
out alternative decisions (to act), which is circumscribed by 
resource availabilities, strategies, institutional restrictions 
and other environmental conditions." (57, p. 105) 
Differentiation of social and economic action 
Thus far human action has been considered generically with no particu­
lar attempt to differentiate kinds of action. Weber (140), in developing 
a theory of social and economic behavior and organization differentiates 
between kinds of action which is applicable to the present analysis. Weber 
states that individual action may be either economic or social, or both. 
By Weber's criteria the action of the individual is social in so far as, 
". . .by virtue of the subjective meaning attached to it by the acting 
individual(s) it takes account of the behavior of others and is thereby 
oriented in it's course." (140, p. 88) Within the framework of this def­
inition Weber considers economic action as a special case, differing from 
social action mainly in that the end (or goal) of action is specified as 
economic gain rather than some other socially derived end. Therefore 
economic action will be considered to differ from social action only in 
terms of the goal orientation of that action; in both cases the process of 
attaining the goal is social. Economic behavior fits this criteria since 
the nature of economic competition requires that the behavior of other 
individuals (or firms) be taken into consideration. In the context of 
Weber's definition, economic behavior is but one aspect of the social be­
havior of man, being similar in process to religious behavior, political 
behavior, etc. While the specific goals of individuals may vary, both the 
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goals and the process of attaining these goals are socially conditioned, 
being influenced by the norms and values of the social system(s) of which 
the individual is a part. 
In summarization of the preceding discussion of elements of action 
and factors effecting these elements the following general and simplified 
model may be postulated: 
A, f ( V + C + S) 
where A is defined as individual action, whether the action be the selec­
tion of personal goals, choosing means for the attainment of the goals, or 
the acquisition and evaluation of information used in the process of choos­
ing between alternatives (means). The action of the individual then in a 
generalized sense, is a function of the individual's values (V), his bio­
logical capacities and limitations (C), and the situation (S) in which he 
acts, including accessibility of resources, the decision-making environ­
ment, and certain personal and social characteristics of the individual 
i.e., stage of life cycle, family status, etc. - " 
For purposes of this analysis these three factors will be rather nar­
rowly defined especially with reference to (C) capacities and (S) situation. 
The discussion and analysis concerning (C) will focus primarily on mental 
and analytical abilities of the individual rather than on comparative 
physical strength, aptitudes or skills. Also since the analysis is pri­
marily concerned with economic action and an economic criteria of evalua­
tion, the situation (S) is defined in reference to the relative resources 
available to the decision-maker to implement his decisions. These re-
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sources will be viewed as primarily physical and economic rather than 
social. In addition, chronological age will be considered both as a capa­
city and as a situational factor since the age of the individual may have 
an effect on his motivation and planning horizon as well as being a factor 
in both physical and mental functioning. It is further postulated that 
at any point in time these factors constitute an interactive system (some 
determinate arrangement of parts, or entities, in an interdependent rela­
tionship) which has a direct influence on individual action. As indicated 
previously the primary concern of this analysis is with the value phase of 
this interactive system and it's relationship to individual action with 
the intent of controlling for variations of (C) and (S) to the extent 
possible within the limitations of the data. 
Rationality 
Patterned by the preceding postulates concerning individual action the 
analysis is now directed toward an evaluation of behavior, focusing on a 
criteria of rationality. This evaluational analysis will be guided by 
the general concept of rationality, and more specifically of economic 
rationality, with the intent being to specify particular values associated 
with this general concept. 
Rationality, as indicated by Parsons and Smelser, ". . .refers to a 
mode of organization relative to a standard of effective attainment of a 
system's (personality or societal) primary goal(s)." (97, p. 176) More 
specifically, whether assessed by economists, sociologists, or psycholo­
gists rationality of behavior is usually evaluated on the basis of the 
means selected by the actor to accomplish his particular ends or goals. 
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The actor's selection of the most efficient means, from the alternatives 
available to him, to attain a specified personal goal is considered a 
rational act, with the degree of rationality characteristic of the act 
being determined primarily on the basis of the appropriateness of the 
actor's choice of means. However appropriateness and efficiency are also 
relative concepts and therefore a criteria of evaluation of differential 
appropriateness is essential in order to determine the relative rationality 
of action. The development of such a criteria of evaluation will be a cen­
tral part of the following discussion. 
Economic conception of rationality 
The concept of rationality as postulated in classical economic theory 
specified that the individual may exhibit nonrational behavior both in his 
choice of means and his selection of goals. As indicated in the Introduc­
tion the goal of the rational economic man is assumed to be (on the produc­
tion side) the maximization of profits, and an orientation toward any other 
end of action interferes and competes with profit maximization. In addi­
tion to the assumed goal-orientation of economic behavior, the economic 
man is rational in his selection of means since he, according to Simon, is 
assumed to: 
". . .have knowledge of the relevant aspects of his environment which, 
if not absolutely complete, is at least impressively clear and 
voluminous. He is assumed also to have a well-organized and stable 
system of preferences and a skill in computation that enables him 
to calculate, for the alternative courses of action that are 
available to him, which of these will permit him to reach the 
highest attainable point on his preference scale." (114, p. 241) 
Thus the hypothetical economic man is completely rational in that he is 
oriented toward the attainment of a single goal and has, by definition, 
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the requisite characteristics to be able to always select the most appro­
priate means for the attainment of this goal. He not only has complete 
knowledge of all means available but is assumed to have the sensitivity 
and computational skill to be able to rank-order all means in terms of 
their degree of appropriateness for the attainment of maximum profits. The 
individual's subjective characteristics - his values, attitudes, sentiments 
and beliefs - are excluded from consideration in the assumption of economic 
rationality since their effects on goals and choices are assumed out of 
existence by definition. Given this non-valuational frame of reference 
for action, coupled with the perceptual and analytic limitations of actors, 
the role of economic man could be played more capably and efficiently by 
a digital computor. This, in effect, has been done in recent years with 
developments of computers and the techniques of linear programming having 
contributed to the machine computation of optimal management decisions 
for the individual firm. However in the absence of a computor and an 
economic analyst for each farm firm, management decisions must still be 
made by individuals characterized by subjective values, and perceptual 
limitations. 
Within the economic framework of rationality then the decisions and 
actions of individuals are considered less than rational when either 
(a) oriented toward the attainment of goals other than profit maximization 
or (b) they fail to choose the most appropriate means from those objective­
ly available to them. However in most cases neither can such acts be 
considered irrational; although the means chosen by the actor may not have 
been most efficacious for maximizing profits it is probable that his choice 
was not the least appropriate of the alternatives available to him. 
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Thus from the point of view of economic theory, rationality is a 
postulate, functional primarily as an underlying assumption in the develop­
ment of models, but of only indirect value in the analysis of behavior. 
As a methodological note a concept such as the economic man definition 
of rationality is a hypothetical construct or an "ideal-type" which, ac­
cording to Loomis and Beegle is, ". . .not found in actual life, but repre­
sent types which are extremes. . .like the components of atoms in nuclear 
physics they are fictions of the mind invented to assist in understanding 
the data." (73, p. 18) From a methodological and theoretical standpoint 
perhaps the greatest value of "ideal-types" is that they provide a "stand­
ard", or "norm", by which human behavior can be assessed. Such a norm by 
definition is unattainable, but can be of value in measuring the degree 
to which individual action deviates from this norm. As indicated by 
Loomis: 
". . .such types, as heuristic devices derive their utility in 
social science more from their capacity to explain empirical 
reality than from their accuracy in correspondence with such 
reality. Ideal types serve to order concrete data by relating them 
to the poles of a given vector or variable. At the poles the 
particular vector may be exaggerated or intensified in abstraction 
for this heuristic purpose." (72, p. 60) 
In the case of an ideal type like the economic man it is possible only to 
infer differential degrees of rationality empirically; it cannot be deter­
mined absolutely. 
Typically typological theories postulate two conceptually pure types, 
or polar elements, neither of which is observed empirically (29, 129, 136, 
140). However, if only one extreme is defined as in the case of the 
"economic man", the other extreme is usually taken as the antithesis of 
the defined polar element. Thus either explicitly or implicitly the ideal 
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type formulations constitute polar elements. This observation has fre­
quently lead to the assumption that the definition of polar elements 
implies a behavioral continuum between the two poles. This assumption 
however has been subjected to serious questioning and will not be an assump­
tion of this analysis. However it will be assumed that behavior is never 
completely rational, or irrational, and that it is possible to differen­
tiate variations in the degree of rationality of behavior e.g. the more 
closely the characteristics of the individual correspond to the character­
istics and action of the defined "ideal type" rationality, it is assumed 
the more rational his behavior will be. 
Since it is a purpose of this dissertation to determine differential 
degrees of rationality among farm managers by the delineation of related 
elements it seems imperative to explore other definitions of rationality 
which take into account the subjective elements of human behavior, as well 
as it's perceptual and cognitive limitations, since the economic concept 
of rationality provides no basis for the treatment of these factors. 
Bounded rationality 
The type of global rationality characteristic of the economic man has 
been criticized on this account by many (85, 96, 114) and has lead to the 
development of more realistic appraisals such as Simon's principle of 
"bounded rationality" which visualizes the individual as "satisficing" 
rather than "optimizing". As stated by Simon: 
". . .it appears probable that however adaptive the behavior of 
organisms in learning and choice situations, this adaptiveness 
falls far short of the ideal of 'maximizing' postulated in economic 
theory. Evidently organisms adapt well enough to 'satisfice', 
they do not in general 'optimize'. . .Because of the psychological 
limits of the organism (particularly with respect to computational 
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and predictive ability) actual human rationality can at best be an 
extremely crude and simplified approximation to the kind of global 
rationality that is implied, for example, by game theoretical 
models." (114, p. 243) 
To Simon then, rationality is "bounded" by the social and psychological 
limits (V, C, S) of the individual who can only behave rationally in rela­
tion to a relatively small and isolated segment of the total parameters 
that can effect a particular act or decision. Simon continues to state 
that: 
"If the principle (of bounded rationality) is correct, then the 
goal of classical economic theory - to predict the behavior of 
rational man without making an empirical investigation of his 
psychological properties - is unattainable. For the first con­
sequence of the principle of bounded rationality is that the 
intended rationality of an actor requires him to construct a simpli­
fied model of the real situation in order to deal with it. He 
behaves rationally with respect to this model, and such behavior 
is not even approximately optimal With respect to the real world. 
To predict his behavior, we must understand the way in which this 
simplified model is constructed and it's construction will cer­
tainly be related to his psychological properties as a perceiving, 
thinking, and learning animal." (114, p. 198) 
Within the framework of his principle of bounded rationality Simon 
suggests that the following elements are essential to the construction of 
models of rational behavior : 
"1. a set of behavior alternatives (goals and means) 
2. the subset of behavior alternatives that the organism 'con­
siders ' or perceives. That is the organism may make it's 
choice within a set of alternatives more limited than the 
whole range objectively available to it. 
3. The possible future states of affairs, or outcomes of 
choice, (goals) 
4. A payoff function, representing the value or utility placed 
by the organism upon each of the possible outcomes of choice. 
5. information as to which outcomes will actually occur if a 
particular alternative is chosen. This information may be 
incomplete - that is there may be more than one possible 
^Terms in parentheses by author. 
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outcome for each behavior alternative. 
6. information as to the probability that a particular outcome 
will ensue if a particular behavior alternative is chosen." 
(114, p. 244) 
These essential elements of models of rational behavior as postulated 
by Simon, bear definite similarity to the basic elements of behavior 
discussed in relation to the general framework of human action being used 
in this analysis. These elements will be incorporated into the subsequent 
analysis to develop an operational definition of rationality. 
Social and psychological conceptions of rationality 
As a generalization social and psychological definitions and theoret­
ical formulations of rationality are more in accord with Simon's concept 
of "bounded rationality" than the ideal type economic man. In general 
they take into account the limitations of the actor and his situation, 
thereby placing less rigid requirements on behavior to meet the criteria 
of rationality. 
The various definitions of rationality can perhaps be classified into 
three categories according to their treatment of the goal orientation of 
the actor. The first of these categories - orientation to a single 
specified goal - has been discussed in relation to the economic man. The 
definitions characteristic of the other two categories permit the indiv­
idual to be rational in relation to a broader range of goals, with the 
distinction between the two being made on the basis of the limitation of 
goal-orientations. The second category, of which the following definition 
by Oppenheim (92) is typical, treat rationality as being a completely situ­
ational and relative concept, and thus behavior may be oriented toward the 
attainment of any goal, whether empirical or not, and still be considered 
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rational. Oppenheim specifies his criteria of rationality of behavior as 
follows: 
"to determine the rationality of someone's choice, we must know 
(1) his actual goal (2) the information available to him at the 
time he chose that goal (3) his belief disposition at that time and 
(4) his standards of evaluation (values). Provided these elements 
are given to us, we are able to determine on the basis of the 
criteria which have been established whether or not any particular 
choice is rational." (92, p. 349) 
While such a definition takes into account the limitations and subjective 
aspects of human behavior it is so situational as to defy measurement. It 
would be necessary to have a complete case history of an individual in 
order to be able to determine if a particular act were rational. This 
particular criteria of rationality of action is the opposite extreme of 
the economic man concept of rationality and poses about as many problems 
in terms of empirical measurement. 
The third major category attributes rationality only to that action 
which is oriented toward the attainment of discrete, empirical goals. 
Included among the proponents of this position are Weber (140), Levy (67), 
and Parsons (94). Illustrative of this position, Parsons uses a scientific 
criteria and defines an act as rational, ". . .insofar as it pursues ends 
possible within the conditions of the situation and by the means which, 
among those available to the actor, are intrinsically best adapted to the 
end for reasons understandable and verifiable by positive empirical 
science." (94, p. 24) This limitation on ends is imposed by Parsons 
because of the difficulty involved in determining the efficacy of means 
chosen for the attainment of a non-empirical goal. The use of the scien­
tific method as an instrument for evaluating means has a bearing on the 
present analysis and will be discussed at greater length in this section. 
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Weber (140), in differentiating behavior oriented toward the attain­
ment of empirical goals as opposed to absolute values, makes an additional 
distinction which is useful in this analysis. Weber, whose theory is 
characterized by the use of "ideal types", defines not only empirical, 
(expedient) rationality, but also it's antithesis - traditionalism. In 
Weber's analysis social action may be classified according to it's mode 
of orientation into the following four types: 
". . .(1) in terms of rational orientation to a system of dis­
crete individual ends (zweckrational) that is, through expectations 
as to the behavior of objects in the external situation and of 
other human individuals, making use of these expectations as 
"conditions, or means" for the successful attainment of the actors 
own rationally chosen ends. (2) in terms of rational orientation 
to an absolute value (wertrational) involving a conscious belief 
in the absolute value of some ethical, aesthetic, religious, or 
other form of behavior, entirely for it's own sake and independently 
of any prospects of external success (3) in terms of effectual 
orientation, especially emotional, determined by the specific 
affects and states of feeling of the actor (4) traditionally 
oriented, through the habituation of long practice. . .it is 
very often a matter of almost automatic reaction to habitual 
stimuli which guide behavior in a course which has been repeat­
edly followed." (140, p. 115) 
Weber, although postulating four modes of individual orientation re­
duces this to a rational-traditional dichotomy with expedient rationality 
(zweckrational) at one pole and wertrational, affectual, and traditionally 
oriented action at the other. Weber justifies this dichotomy by stating 
that zweckrational (expedient rationality) involves : 
". . .rational consideration of alternative means to the end, of 
the relations of the end to other prospective results of employ­
ment of any given means, and finally of the relative importance of 
different possible ends. Determination of action, either in af­
fectual or in traditional terms is thus incompatible with this 
type. Choice between alternative and conflicting ends and results 
may well be determined by considerations of absolute value. In 
that case action is rationally oriented to a system of discrete 
ends only in respect to the choice of means. . .The orientation 
of action to absolute values may thus have various different 
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modes of relation to the other type of rational action, in terms 
of a system of discrete individual ends. From the latter point 
of view, however, absolute values are always irrational. Indeed, 
the more absolute value, the more 1 irrational' in this sense the 
corresponding action is. For the more unconditionally the actor 
devotes himself to this value for it's own sake. . .the less is he 
influenced by considerations of the consequences of his action." 
(140, p. 115) 
In addition to differentiating between rational and traditional ori­
entations on the basis of ends of action Weber also specifies differences 
in the process of means selection between the two types. Whereas tradi­
tional action involves "almost automatic reaction to habitual stimuli" 
rational action involves a "choice of means which is consciously and sys­
tematically oriented to the experience and reflection of the actor, which 
consists at the highest level of rationality, in scientific knowledge." 
(140, p. 117) For Weber action is rationally oriented to a system of dis­
crete individual ends (zweckrational) when ". . .the end, the means, and 
the secondary results are all rationally taken into account and weighed." 
(140, p. 117) Thus expedient rationality as explicated by Weber suggests 
a scientific criteria for evaluation of means and also as an additional 
factor in evaluation of the rationality of an individual's action. 
Similar to Weber, Mannheim (75) suggests that acts of thought which 
reveal intelligent insight into the inter-relations of events in a given 
situation may be classified as substantially rational. Mannheim also 
specifies the following as criteria of functional rationality, stating 
that: "Whether a series of actions is functionally rational or not is 
determined by two criteria (a) functional organization with reference to 
a definite goal and (b) a consequent calculability when viewed from the 
standpoint of an observer or a third person seeking to adjust himself to 
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it." (75, p. 509) Mannheim, although not specifying any particular goal 
to meet the criteria of rationality, does focus on the process of means 
selection as a basis for categorization of rational action. His use of 
calculability, intelligent insight, functional organization, and objectiv­
ity all imply that action may be considered rational when a scientific 
criteria of means selection is employed. 
In addition Mannheim alludes to an important consideration in the use 
of a scientific criteria for the evaluation of the rationality of an indiv­
idual's action. He implies the impartiality and objectivity of scientific 
analysis by introducing an observer, or third person, in the evaluation of 
the suitability of the individual's choice of means. As pointed out by 
Bohlen and Beal: 
". . .man is an organizing being. He organizes the world around 
him into patterns of cause and effect which jx) him are rational. 
Since in many instances, he does this without taking into con­
sideration all of the data that are known or possible to know, he 
sometimes assigns relationships to phenomena which are spurious, 
from the point of view of scientific 'fact'." (12, p. 3) 
Although no one of the sociological conceptions of rationality dis­
cussed in this section have specified any particular goal(s) as a requisite 
for rational action, each does state specifically that the actor's choice 
of means should be made on the basis of scientific evaluation in order for 
the act to be considered rational. The underlying assumption of scientific 
evaluation of means is, as indicated by both Weber and Parsons, that action 
is directed toward the attainment of empirical goals. 
Scientific method in means selection 
The suggestion of a scientific criteria of means selection does not 
imply however, a complete and exhaustive analysis before any act takes 
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place (Simon's principle of bounded rationality). It does however recog­
nize that most action occurs under conditions of uncertainty, i.e. incom­
plete information concerning both alternatives and outcomes, and that the 
most rational decisions are made when probabilities and related values of 
various outcomes are calculated or, as indicated by Weber (140), "taken 
into account", in choosing between alternatives. Recognizing the actor's 
limitations concerning mental and physical resources, time, etc., a frame­
work for scientific evaluation of means has been proposed by various 
researchers and theorists concerned with the process of decision-making. 
The use of a scientific criteria for the evaluation of action is an 
implicit feature of many of the theories of decision-making which typically 
suggest an ideal sequence for decision-making which involves problem spec­
ification (goals to be accomplished), collection of information, and 
objective analysis and evaluation of alternatives. Typical of these 
approaches to decision-making are the steps stated by Nielson (89): 
1. formulation of the goals or objectives of the firm or unit 
2. recognition and definition of a problem or recognition of an 
opportunity 
3. obtaining information-observation of relevant facts 
4. specification and analysis of alternatives 
5. decision-making - choosing the alternative 
or by Litchfield (71, p. 16): 
1. definition of the issue 
2. analysis of the existing situation 




According to Litchfield these sub-activities are involved in rational, 
deliberative, discretionary and purposive decision-making. 
Decision-making steps or activities similar to those indicated above 
have also been defined by Johnson and Haver (59), Diesing (25), Miller and 
Starr (85), Simon (114), and Luce and Raiffa (74) to mention a few. Each 
of these formulations include at least four activities in common: (1) prob­
lem definition (2) observation i.e. collection of information (3) analysis 
of alternatives and (4) making the decision. It may be noted that these 
activities bear definite similarity to the scientific method of hypothesis 
formulation (specification of the problem), experimentation (collection and 
analysis of information) and rejection or acceptance of the hypothesis 
(decision) and as such, suggest an orderly and systematic framework for the 
actor's evaluation and choice of means. 
Conclusions concerning rationality 
Based then on the preceding discussion of various conceptions of 
rationality the following generalizations and premises are set forth con­
cerning this concept. Although no attempt will be made to consolidate 
the conclusions and premises into an intensive definition of rationality 
it is the opinion of the author that the following points would be included 
either explicitly, or implicitly, in such a definition: 
1. Human behavior is never completely rational or nonrational but 
exhibits varying degrees of rationality. 
2. The individual is limited in his ability to cope with the environ­
ment and therefore must construct a simplified model with a 
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limited range of alternatives within which his actions display 
varying degrees of rationality. 
3. The way in which this simplified model is constructed and the 
individual's action in relation to the model is influenced by 
his situation (S), values and beliefs (V), and his abilities to 
analyze alternatives and carry out decisions (C) . 
4. Behavior to be considered rational must be oriented toward the 
attainment of empirical goals. As a special case economically 
rational behavior is that oriented toward the maximization of 
profits, utility, economic return, etc. 
5. Rational behavior involves the actor's choice of the most effica­
cious means for attaining a particular empirical goal. Behavior 
will be considered to be relatively more rational (given empirical 
ends of action) if it utilizes a scientific criteria of evaluation 
of means in the process of selecting the most efficient means for 
the attainment of the actor's goal(s). 
6. Non-rational behavior includes that oriented to the attainment of 
absolute values and/or influenced by affectual, emotional or 
traditional criteria in the selection of means. 
The above points then are the premises and definitions upon which the 
following analysis will be based. The remainder of the discussion will be 
primarily concerned with economic rationality and will focus attention on 
the relationship between economic productivity of entrepreneurs and the 
various dimensions of economic rationality. Although it will not be tested 
directly in this analysis it is postulated that the more economically 
rational (as defined above) an entrepeneur the greater his economic 
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productivity. 
The term entrepreneur is used in the above paragraph and will be used 
in the hypotheses to be developed and is defined as an individual who is 
engaged in an economic enterprise and who controls the sources of produc­
tion - land, labor, and capital - and in return for control and risk bear­
ing, receives profits. Management is considered to be the effective 
control of resources in the interest of the paramount goal of the business 
enterprise and may be functionally divorced from ownership. Thus the farm 
operator in this study will be considered as both an entrepreneur and as 
a manager with business profits accruing to him as the return for both 
entrepreneurship and management. 
Beliefs, Values and Attitudes 
With the preceding discussion and analysis of the various definitions 
of rationality as background, the analysis is now directed to the delinea­
tion of the specific sociological and psychological variables suggested as 
influencing the relative rationality of the behavior of the actor. 
Simon's (114) principle of "bounded rationality" postulated that in 
the process of making choices man constructs a simplified model of reality 
and tends to exhibit varying degrees of rationality within the confines of 
the model. Such a model whether specified deliberately and consciously, 
or whether it remains at a covert level, includes the minimal elements of 
alternative goals and their differential value to the individual, alter­
native means to the attainment of the specified goals, and information 
concerning the relationship between various alternatives and goals which 
enable the individual to select means in a purposeful and nonrandom manner. 
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The factors (V), (C), and (S) are postulated to be the key determinants in 
the individual's construction of the "simplified model". 
The "simplified model" may be considered as the individual's percep­
tion of reality pertaining to a particular decision and as such, involves 
a subset of premises which guide the decision of the actor concerning his 
course of action. These environmentally and socially determined premises 
may be considered as the beliefs of the actor which are defined by Krech 
and Crutchfield as, ". . .an enduring organization of perceptions and cog­
nitions about some aspect of the individual's world." (64, p. 150) It is 
important to note that Krech and Crutchfield define beliefs as an enduring 
organization with the implication that they exist over time and thus could 
be expected to have a repetitive effect on the individual's structuring 
of the "simplified model". The belief dispositions of the individual along 
with his value systems form the basis for subjective interpretation of 
phenomena and may be considered functionally as the underlying assumptions 
and postulates upon which an actor makes judgments, and evaluations. How­
ever while it is essential that an actor believes a certain course of 
action to be possible in order for his behavior to be directed toward its 
attainment, the beliefs of the actor provide no indication of whether such 
a course of action has a positive or negative affect for him. Thus to 
predict the direction of action of an individual, knowledge of his beliefs 
are a necessary, but not sufficient condition (64). 
Values are to a great extent a function of the beliefs of individuals 
but, unlike beliefs, values involve an expression of approval or disap­
proval. As Bohlen and Beal define values they are; ". . .a subjective 
interpretation of the relationship which ought to exist between phenomena." 
(12, p. 2) They also continue to suggest that since values are also endur­
ing organizations based on experience and cognition they may be considered 
as, ". . .normative beliefs." (12, p. 2) Williams (146) further differ­
entiates beliefs and values by stating that, ". . .a belief is a conviction 
that something is real whereas a value is a preference. . .value relates 
closely to cognition (as do beliefs) but the perception of what is supposed 
to exist (belief) is distinct from the subject's bias of favor or disfavor 
toward this supposed reality." (146, p. 379) As implied by the above 
definitions it may be concluded that neither beliefs nor values, having 
their basis in the perceptions and cognitions of the actor, bear any neces­
sary relationship to scientifically validated "facts", but rather indicate 
what the actor believes to be true or what conditions ought to be. 
Attitudes similarly to values and beliefs are a function of both per­
ceptual and cognitive elements but, as defined by Krech and Crutchfield 
(64) also include motivational and emotional elements, thus having a more 
direct relationship to individual action than beliefs. Krech and Crutch­
field also note in discussing the relationship between beliefs and atti­
tudes that, ". . .all attitudes incorporate beliefs but all beliefs are 
not a part of attitudes." (64, p. 152) 
The relationship of attitudes to action is noted by Sherif and Cantri1 
(113) who examined several definitions of attitudes and concluded that a 
"functional state of readiness", or a "predisposition to action", is an 
essential feature of an acceptable definition. However, they also state 
that not all states of readiness involve attitudes, and to differentiate 
attitudes from other states of readiness of the organism they add the fol­
lowing criteria: 
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"1. Attitudes always imply a subject-object relationship. 
2. Attitudes are formed and formed in relation to objects, 
persons and values. . .attitudes are not innate but are formed 
as a result of the individual's contact with his environment. 
3. Attitudes have affective properties of varying degrees. 
4. Attitudes are more or less enduring states of readiness." 
(113, p. 301) 
Attitudes have a direct subject-object relationship which implies that 
individuals tend to have specific attitudes toward (". . .degree of posi­
tive or negative effect toward some psychological object.") (128, p. 40) 
most subjects and objects which enter their experience, and that these 
attitudes are possessed with motivational, emotional and affective char­
acteristics . 
Sherif and Cantril also point out that attitudes are formed in rela­
tion to values, but an intensive differentiation between values and 
attitudes presents a degree of dilemma. As noted by Williams (146) values, 
like attitudes, are also affectively charged and represent actual or poten­
tial emotional mobilization. For purposes of the remainder of the analysis, 
a rather arbitrary differentiation will be made primarily on the basis of 
level of generality, with attitudes considered as specific manifestations 
of more generalized values and beliefs. This position is implied by Bohlen 
and Seal who define an attitude as ". . .an individual's tendency to act 
based upon his beliefs and values." (12, p. 2) 
As Krech, et al. (65) suggest, the relationship between values and 
attitudes is further complicated by the fact that there need not be a 
direct correspondence of content and direction between a value and a re­
lated attitude, for the, ". . .same value may lead different persons to 
develop different - even opposing - attitudes. . .The functional relation 
between a single value and the attitudes of the individual is influenced 
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by all his other cognitions, values, and attitudes, by his wants, and by 
his group affiliations. Because of this we should not expect to find a 
simple, univocal relation." (65, p. 193) Thus knowledge that an indiv­
idual places a high value on something does not ipso facto guarantee know­
ledge of the exact direction of the individual's attitude toward some 
psychological object related to the more general value. 
As a rather arbitrary distinction for purposes of this analysis an 
individual will be considered to have values related to a general class 
of phenomena and related attitudes to specific instances, or subjects of 
this general class. 
Knowledge of values, beliefs, or attitudes per se would be of little 
significance if they were not expressed in the behavior of the individual. 
However values, like attitudes, are latent variables which underlie behav­
ior and thus cannot be measured directly, but can only be inferred from 
observable behavior (30). This characteristic of values is denoted by 
Catton who states that: 
"In investigating the values of a person or group, a sociologist 
studies 'inferential constructs' rather than directly observable 
phenomena. These inferential constructs need not always resemble 
verbal statements that have been (or can be) made by the person 
whose behavior is being studied. The sociologists may simply 
regard it as useful to try to infer from the patterned choices of 
persons or groups some conception of the desirable which influen­
ces these selections from available modes, means and ends of 
action." (19, p. 311) 
While values are not the ends of action themselves they are the criteria 
by which goals are chosen, and in so far as the distinction between goals 
and means is primarily one of level of generality, or time sequence (24), 
they are a component in the selection of means as well. Thus empirically 
an individual's choices and preferences among various desiderata may be 
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considered as a behavioral manifestation of values held by the individual. 
In this respect one author, Mehren (83), has labelled goals (of action) as 
value surrogates. 
Performing a syllogism from the discussion thus far it is concluded 
that rationality of an individual's action is determined primarily on the 
basis of the means he selects for the attainment of a specified goal and 
that the choices made by the individual are to a great extent influenced 
by his beliefs and values. Thus the conclusion from these premises would 
be that rationality of action is a function of the values of the individual 
and, in so far as this analysis is concerned with a particular goal e.g. 
economic profits, rationality is a function of the level of valuation of 
that goal and the corresponding mode of organization for its attainment. 
Value systems 
Under the most uncomplicated conditions where an individual is involv­
ed in only a single course of action, and where all of his energies are 
applied to the realization of a single goal, the preceding statements pose 
no particular difficulty. However, individuals are characterized by a 
multiplicity of values and as Williams (146) points out, even the most 
simple choice situations involve not single values, but complexes of val­
ues, or value systems. Thus various specific values, some of which may be 
in conflict, may impinge on the decision-making process of the individual 
in the course of making any choice. However, most generally these values 
are organized along with beliefs, attitudes and cognitions, into relatively 
congruent and interdependent systems from the standpoint of the individual 
or the social system of which the individual may be a part. As denoted by 
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Williams, ". . .values are not simply distributed at random, but are in­
stead interdependent, arranged in a pattern, and subject to reciprocal or 
mutual variation." (146, p. 385) 
Taking such a system of values as a point of reference, various 
specific values may be considered to vary along at least two dimensions: 
(1) level of generality i.e. values may be considered on a continuum of 
salience or intensity. As an example, intense and rigid moral values at 
one pole would influence the content of less general values on the continu­
um and (2) differential ranking or content at the same level of generality. 
Similarly an individual's hierarchy of goals may be categorized on these 
two dimensions - both in terms of preference (of content) at a particular 
level of generality and also sequentially from most immediate to ultimate. 
Based on these dimensions in so far as a general value e.g. religion, may 
be equated to an ultimate goal of action e.g. quest for eternal life, it 
would be expected that this value would have an effect on the individual's 
choice of means (less general goals) to attain this end, and also on val­
ues pertaining to other activities e.g. economic, as well. Thus it is 
postulated that value systems are integrated and that values pertaining to 
choices between alternative means will be related to values that generated 
the goal toward which action is directed. 
Based on the above characteristics of beliefs, values and attitudes 
the following supporting hypothesis will be tested and will also serve as 
a postulate upon which following hypotheses will be developed: 
Supporting Hypothesis _1: There is a configuration of individual val­
ues and attitudes associated with economic rationality as previously 
defined. 
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Elaborating on this hypothesis, rationality may be conceptualized as 
a variable intervening between the value, belief and attitude system of 
the individual and an act, or acts, of behavior. This suggested relation­
ship is illustrated in Diagram 1 adapted from Dean et al. (23). It may be 
observed from this illustration that at the theoretical level the interven­
ing variable is labelled as a rational orientation rather than rationality 
per se. Empirically rationality is an ex post factum variable since the 
rationality of an individual's choice can only be determined after the 
choice, or selection of means, has been made (values and attitudes are 
latent variables). As indicated by the illustration a configuration of 
beliefs, values and attitudes is postulated which result in a predisposi­
tion or orientation to engage in what has been defined as economically 
rational action. Insofar as the analysis is concerned with prediction, it 
is essential then to determine the particular values and attitudes which 
are associated with, or characteristic of such a predisposition. 
Based on the above supporting hypothesis and the relationships in­
cluded in the following diagram the following general hypothesis will be 
tested: 
General Hypothesis 1: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with an economically rational value orientation. 
Economic Motivation 
As denoted and defined previously rationality can be assessed only in 
relation to some empirical goal of action i.e. there must be some empirical 
criteria for evaluating the individual's choice of means, and insofar as 
the analysis is concerned with economic rationality then action must be 
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Diagram 1. Postulated relationships between values, beliefs and attitudes 
and economically rational action 
*These particular values and characteristics will be discussed and 
developed individually in the following sections. 
evaluated in relation to the goal of profit maximization. 
Although economic success, or achievement, has been identified as a 
dominant value in current American society, (39, 97, 146) not all members 
of the society are equally oriented to this end. While in a money economy 
such as ours a minimum level of attainment of economic ends is nearly 
essential in order to satisfy basic needs, i.e. hunger, shelter, there is 
a closely identified relationship between the accrual of money, or economic 
assets, and societally defined success and status (39, 146). In an 
affluent society most individuals are able to satisfy their lower order 
needs with the expenditure of relatively small increments of energy and 
thus have available a relatively greater amount of energy and resources 
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with which to pursue higher order needs such as prestige and/or success 
(78). 
In a society where prestige or success tend to be evaluated to a great 
extent by economic criteria, and since there is no absolute state of goal 
fulfillment of economic ends, it is possible at the extreme, for acquisi­
tion to be a dominating value, and thus a nearly perpetual source of 
motivation for the individual, although the more ultimate end may be 
prestige, or status, accrued from attainment of economic ends. As suggest­
ed previously attainment of certain ends e.g. economic, is not dichotomous 
but rather continuous, with the aspiration level of the individual defin­
ing the point of satisfaction from the minimum level necessary to satisfy 
basic physiological needs, (or in terms of business management to perpet­
uate the firm), to the virtually unlimited accrual of wealth at the oppos­
ite extreme. 
An orientation toward the attainment of any goal involves the commit­
ment of resources, which limits the resources (especially the individual's 
time resource) available to pursue other ends (146). Other factors being 
equal (controlling on abilities and capacities, as well as accessibility 
of resources and other aspects of the situation) the higher value the 
individual places on the attainment of economic ends the more successful 
he should be in their attainment. As stated previously and repeated here 
Parsons and Smelser indicate that, "Economic rationality in the value 
system sense is the valuation of the goals of economic production." (97, 
p. 176) and further it depends on . .the level of valuation of economic 
production." (97, p. 177) Thus the relative aspiration level of the 
individual concerning the attainment of economic ends for whatever purpose 
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(as an end in itself, or as a means to some more remote end), is hypothe­
sized to be a contributing factor in the actual attainment of this end, 
again other factors assumed to be equal. 
In the management and operation of a farm it is possible that the 
individual may set a certain desired profit level for the firm, and once 
attained he may then choose to devote his own time resource to additional 
leisure, family or community activities, or any other interests. While 
in so doing the individual may be satisfying other personal needs, the com­
mitment of his time resource to these non-firm related activities then 
becomes competitive with additional economic productivity of the firm he 
manages. 
For purposes of this analysis the expected relationship between valu­
ation of economic ends and economic productivity is stated in the following 
hypothesis: 
Sub-general Hypothesis 1^: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with the relative value they place on economic ends. 
Within the limitations of present methodology it is not possible to 
determine the absolute level of valuation, for any individual or to deter­
mine his ranking of economic ends relative to all other values. Therefore 
the word relative is included in the above hypothesis to denote that the 
value placed on economic ends by an individual manager will be assessed 
in relation to the value placed on economic ends by other managers included 
in this analysis. 
Values and Attitudes Related to Means Selection 
As suggested in the preceding hypothesis, the economically rational 
manager is primarily oriented toward the maximization of economic returns 
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from a given set of resources. Based on this goal orientation it would be 
expected that the manager would use marginal economic returns as a criteria 
of choice in deciding between alternative means to be employed toward 
attaining that end. However the computation of marginal returns, the 
alternatives the individual "considers", his knowledge of the intrinsic 
properties of means, and all the other separate functions of the decision­
making process, are subject to the limitations of the individual to perform 
these functions. The process of observation, analysis and decision-making 
are each separately effected by the values and beliefs of the individual 
(V), his ability to perform these functions (C), and the accessibility of 
resources or alternatives (S). These limitations may have a suboptimizing 
effect on the decisions made (alternatives chosen) even under the assump­
tion of an orientation toward profit maximization as a goal. Given the 
assumed goal of profit maximization it will be the purpose of this section 
to investigate the role of values and attitudes and their relationship to 
differential effectiveness of the manager in performing each of the various 
management functions. 
One of the purposes of the Interstate Management Survey reported by 
Johnson, et al. (58) was to determine some socio-economic and personal 
factors related to differential performance of each of the various manage­
ment functions. The IMS reported significant differences between managers 
in their approach to the collection of information (79), the analytical 
processes used (126), and the criteria of choice in making decisions (57). 
These differences in approaches between managers were all found to contrib­
ute to differences in actual decisions made. It was a cardinal conclusion 
of the IMS that normative concepts as well as factual concepts influenced 
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the approach of managers to the various functions involved in making 
choices between alternatives. As stated in the summary of the IMS, "It 
would be fruitful (a) to conceive the managers as developing and using 
value concepts as well as factual concepts in defining and solving problems 
rather than, (b) conceiving of managers as developing and using factual 
concepts in solving specified problems based on given value concepts as 
was done in the IMS." (58, p. 171) While this dissertation is also con­
cerned with given value concepts it is the purpose to measure differential 
adherence, or orientation to those values considered to be hypothetically 
ideal in terms of economically rational decision-making. The term hypo­
thetical ly ideal is used since, as was previously assumed, most managers 
are not oriented solely to the maximization of profits, nor only concerned 
with economically rational criteria in decision-making, but rather exhibit 
differential degrees of such behavior. 
Although actual choices and behavior of managers falls short of the 
hypothetical ideal of economic rationality, consideration of economic 
action in an ideal-type framework is functional from the standpoint of 
developing specific concepts and values postulated to be involved in 
economically rational action. Several ideal-type theories of rational be­
havior postulate some characteristic beliefs, values, attitudes and 
capabilities associated with the type action defined at either extreme. 
One such typology - the rational-traditional dichotomy of Weber (140) - was 
examined briefly in the development of the definition of rationality. In 
addition to Weber several other theorists have developed similar typologies 
of both societal, and individual, structure and function. Among these 
theories and the typologies explicated by each are the "Gemeinschaft-
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Gesellschaft" of Toennies (129), the "sacred-secular" of VonWeise and 
Becker (136), the "folk-urban" of Redfield (104), the "familistic-con-
tractual" of Sorokin (117), the "localité-cosmopolite" of Merton (84), and 
the economic man assumption (31, 114, 122), or definition of rationality 
discussed previously. 
With the exception of Merton's "localité-cosmopolite", and the 
economic man assumption each of the above typologies has sought to explain 
social change both from the standpoint of societal and individual person­
ality systems. However for purposes of this analysis their concepts will 
be applied primarily to individual action, mindful of the interpénétration 
of social and personality systems (97). This reductionism is based on the 
premise that the individual will tend to display behavior characteristics 
which are compatible with the norms, attitudes, and values of the societal 
type of which he is a member. That is to say, societal types produce 
personality types which reflect but are not exactly the same as the values, 
attitudes and norms of the basic social system. Thus an integrated member 
of a Gemeinschaft social system would be expected to display Gemeinschaft 
characteristics in his action. 
Gemeinschaft-Gesellschaft 
Each of the aforementioned typological theories was primarily concern­
ed with changes in values, beliefs, norms, and other systemic elements of 
both social systems, and individuals as the basic mode of production shifts 
from agrarian subsistence to the specialization and ends orientation of 
modern industrialized society. Since they focus on essentially the same 
phenomena each conception tends to share a number of common elements and 
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concepts with the others. For this reason one - the Gemeinschaft-Gesel-
lschaft of Toennies - will be explicated with concepts drawn from the 
others as they have a bearing on the discussion. 
The conceptions of human action utilized by Toennies, were based on 
"wills" as the orientation of action. Toennies characterized "wills" as 
a voluntary choice made by the acting individual, which he differentiates 
as "natural wills" and "rational wills". In the case of "natural will", 
Toennies suggests that social relationships are "willed" by the individual 
and that such relationships are natural, or instinctive, characteristics 
of man. These relationships can become the goal, or end of action in them­
selves. Conversely "rational will" is characteristic of social action 
which is entered into by the individual in hopes of achieving some definite 
end. A characteristic of "rational will" is the utilization of social 
relationships as means to the achievement of rational goals. Toennies 
categorizes relationships based on "natural will" as Gemeinschaft and those 
relationships based on "rational will" as Gesellschaft. 
Parsons (95), in analyzing the Gemeinschaft-Gesellschaft typology 
suggests that these conceptions are too general to be applied to specific 
types of action. Utilizing the typologies of Toennies and Weber, Parsons 
develops five "pattern" variables which he suggests describe the normative 
structure and the pattern of relationships for the Gemeinschaft and 
Gesellschaft. Loomis (72) has included these pattern variables, along 
with concepts from some of the aforementioned typologists, into a profile 
describing the characteristics of what he generally labels as Gemeinschaft 
and Gesellschaft action and/or systems. The variables typed at either pole 
are as follows: 
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These variables describe the modes of action and social relationships as 
they are defined in both the Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft. As Loomis 
indicates decision-making as carried on by Gesellschaft systems is pre­
dominantly universalistic, affectively neutral, functionally specific, 
achievement oriented, contractual, secular and rational (72). 
The type of economically rational action defined and under analysis 
in this dissertation is considered to be of the same general nature as that 
of the Gesellschaft and consequently the economically rational individual 
will be expected to exhibit those characteristic values, beliefs, and modes 
of action identified with the Gesellschaft. 
Thus these pattern variables will be used to develop hypotheses con­
cerning the approach to decision-making and means selection of the 
economically rational manager. However before turning to the development 
of these hypotheses a few general comments will be made concerning the 
rural value structure in the American society. 
The first five on either side are the pattern variables developed 
by Parsons. The remaining three are types mentioned above in conjunction 
with other theorists i.e. Sorokin, Becker and Weber. 
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Rural value systems 
In general the American society has been characterized as having a 
value system similar in many respects to the identified characteristic of 
the Gesellschaft (146). Although achievement, secular rationality, func­
tional specificity, and the other associated characteristics have been 
identified as dominant value themes of the total society there are notable 
social system and individual deviations from this theme. Rural areas in 
particular, being characterized by perfect competition (homogeneous produc­
tion units), functional diffuseness, interrelationship of family and 
business, etc., have tended to be more Gemeinschaft in value orientation 
than urban sectors of the society. Larson (66) makes the following gen­
eralizations about the values of rural people in this society which aid in 
establishing a perspective for the action of individual farm managers: 
". . .farmers as an occupational group appear on the whole to be 
moving closer to, rather than further from, the central value 
orientations of the society. 
. . .among farmers, just as among other occupational groups, there is 
a wide diversity in the extent of adherence and intensity of 
adherence to some of the most dominant value orientations, and 
probably even more diversity with respect to lesser values. 
. . .the evidence of diversity increases as one examines value 
orientations more locally, more situationally, and in relation 
to specific variables. 
. . .while goals held by farm people are generally consistent with 
their values, the goals are not usually specifically or completely 
verbalized, nor is the means-end relation among goals clearly 
indicated." (66, p. 147) 
The central conclusions drawn from Larson's statements as they pertain to 
this study are, that in general, the type of expedient rationality under 
analysis in this dissertation is not normative in rural social systems 
(statements 1 and 4), but there does exist considerable individual varia­
tion in the extent of adherence to the dominant value orientations of the 
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society. 
Instrumentality and universalisa 
In accord with the definition of rationality and the defined elements 
of Gesellschaft the choice criteria in decision-making is based primarily 
on scientific evaluation of means. That is to say, objective information 
and analysis related to the determination of the most efficacious means 
is the principle criteria for choice, rather than normative criteria or 
value judgments. Such a criteria of choice involves a distinct separation 
of ends and means with means being evaluated primarily in relation to the 
end (instrumentality). This criteria of choice also implies the individ­
ual's willingness to consider all means and not to reject any on the basis 
of value and normative considerations (universalisa). As Simon (114) has 
pointed out, value considerations may lead the individual to make a choice 
from a set of alternatives more limited than the whole range objectively 
available to him. Rejection of alternatives on the basis of conflicting 
values, attitudes, or beliefs, rather than on the basis of their relation­
ship to the end of action will be considered as basically nonrational or 
traditional action. 
A scientific criteria of means selection will be considered as multi­
dimensional including considerations of (a) universalism - willingness to 
"consider" all alternatives, (b) instrumentality - evaluation of means in 
relation to ends and (c) the method of analysis. The method of analysis 
is considered to be relevant to the systematic determination of the differ­
ential properties, or applicability of various means to the end which, in 
the case of this study, is considered as profit maximization. 
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Empirically farm managers do not have the resources or capabilities 
to analyze all alternatives or in most cases even the limited alternatives 
of which they may be aware. Consequently farm managers always make decis­
ions on the basis of uncertainty. However, with the institutionalized 
systems in the American society for scientifically validating knowledge 
and information, the individual can avail himself of research results and 
information relevant to means selection without his experiencing and 
analyzing these alternatives directly. These institutionalized sources 
include the colleges and universities with their extension function, re­
search agencies, manufacturers, mass media, etc. By availing himself of 
information from these sources the individual manager can obtain the 
benefit of a voluminous amount of information and analysis with relatively 
little effort. However, despite the availability of such information to 
aid in the decision-making process numerous studies have found that rel­
atively few farm managers avail themselves of these services (7, 8, 21, 
22, 54, 68, 70, 79). As reported by several of these studies, farmer's 
use of the sources of scientifically validated information is associated 
with a positive attitude and orientation toward science and the use of 
scientific methods in farming (8, 21, 54, 76). 
The function of information and analysis in a decision-making frame­
work is basically to reduce uncertainty and, other factors being equal, 
the less uncertainty the more optimum the decision in terms of goal-
attainment (46). Several studies have found significant relationships 
between a belief in science or use of the scientific method and economic 
success in farming. Brayfield and Marsh (15) found only the Scientific 
sub score of the Kuder Preference Record to be significantly related to a 
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performance rating of a sample of farm operators. Similarly several other 
studies have found a belief in science (as an expressed attitude or value) 
to be positively associated with various indicators of economic success 
such as farm size, gross income, etc. (37, 38, 51, 54, 76, 103, 109). 
Based on the findings of these studies and the theoretical rationale 
presented thus far the following sub-general hypothesis is proposed: 
Sub-general Hypothesis 2_; Economic productivity of entrepreneurs 
will vary directly with their orientation toward science and scientific 
methods. 
Physical work as a value 
As portrayed in the preceding discussion scientific and analytical 
processes are methods which, when coupled with the goal of profit maximiza­
tion, can be instrumental in determining the most efficient (and highest 
marginal return) alternatives from those objectively available to the mana­
ger. However, it was suggested that some means may have value implications 
which cause the actor to assign them a greater subjective weight than a 
criteria of marginal returns would warrant. In this section physical labor 
will be considered to have such value implications for some individuals. 
It was emphasized in the Introduction that the human resource input 
in farming may be subdivided by function into three distinct categories -
labor, supervision and management. Under the current structure of agricul­
ture these functions are typically performed by the same individual or 
family. In a means-ends framework of analyzing management the time re­
source of the manager and his division of time between these three 
functions may be considered as a means which can be allocated according 
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to the desires and objectives of the manager. The manager's own definition 
of his role in relation to these productive services may have an important 
bearing on how the "simplified decision-making model" is constructed and 
also, as many farm management studies have pointed out (50, 51, 81, 89, 
99, 105, 106) an effect on the profits of the firm. 
Most elementary economics textbooks treat labor as an homogeneous 
production input, with little consideration given to the effect of varia­
tions in the quality of the labor input on business profits. Conversely 
management, including its analytical and decision-making processes, is 
usually considered to be the key determinant of the economic success of a 
business, given equality of physical resources i.e. primarily capital. 
Although most farm operators perform both the labor and management func­
tions the relative emphasis the operator places on the two has a direct 
bearing on profits (assuming full employment of the manager's time 
resource). As Heady and Jensen point out "True management as a planning 
and decision-making activity, does not involve physical exertion. . .it 
involves mental effort almost entirely. . .(and) The greatest returns 
(economic) in farming are to be had from 'brain activity' rather than 
'brawn activity'." (48, p. 16) 
Despite the economic implications the emphasis on "physical work" has 
been identified as a characteristic value of rural social systems which 
has often (for individual actors and systems) been valued to such an extent 
as to become elevated to the status of an end in itself. In his analysis 
of American society Williams discusses the role of "physical work" in the 
rural value structure and states that: 
". . .this 'metaphysical drive to work' permeated the older 
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agrarian culture of this country and exists even today in rural 
areas and among certain other subgroups that have not fully 
assimilated the more recent cult of success and conspicuous 
consumption. . .The emphasis upon work as an end in itself repre­
sented a convergence of factors all operating in one direction -
a mutual reinforcement of self-interest, social recognition, and 
ethical and religious precepts; 1work1 therefore became a value 
incorporated into the ego ideal of the representative personality 
types of the culture and often approached the intensity of a true 
matter of conscience." (146, p. 391) 
This value on physical work, as an end in itself, has been associated with 
the moral virtues of the Portestant Ethic (139) and also associated with 
individual prestige and status where the values characteristic of the 
Protestant Ethic are central values of the social system. 
Ramsey et al. (103), indicated by their definition, how belief in 
hard work as an end in itself may influence the decision-making process, 
or choice criteria, of the farm operator : "The orientation toward hard 
work is a high value placed upon the achievement of goals through manual 
labor. The scaling of the belief in hard work indicated that the farmer 
would judge success in terms of working hard and would think of hard work 
as the method of solving problems of farmers." (103, p. 43) As implied 
by the above statement a value placed on hard work may be of sufficient 
intensity that physical labor as a means ceases to be evaluated instru­
mental^ . 
However to be properly evaluated in an economic framework, physical 
work must be analyzed on the basis of the marginal returns of alternative 
uses of the manager's time resource (assuming a goal of profit maximiza­
tion) . For each scale of operation there is an optimum allocation of the 
operator's time resource between labor and management. It is essential 
that a sufficient amount of labor be provided (whether hired or provided 
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by the operator) to operate the firm. However beyond this minimum 
essential the marginal returns of time spent performing additional labor 
are comparatively lower than time spent in management (46). As an example, 
if a farm operator has reached a scale of operation which requires a full-
time labor input he as an operator would usually profit by hiring a part 
of the labor function to free his time resource for management. The dif­
ferential marginal returns for these inputs (labor and management) is 
indicated at least in part by the difference in market price for these 
inputs. 
Therefore if the value an individual places on physical work is of 
sufficient intensity to be considered as an end in itself, it may then 
become competitive with the hypothesized goal of rational economic action. 
Whether evaluated as a means, or an end, it is hypothesized that farm 
managers placing a relatively higher value on physical work than on the 
analytical and information gathering functions of management, will be 
characterized by relatively lower economic productivity, other factors 
(resources and capacities) being equal. 
Sub-general Hypothesis _3: The economic productivity of farm managers 
will vary directly with the relative value placed on mental as opposed to 
physical processes in farm operation. 
Individualism as ji value 
The typologies referred to earlier in this section either explicitly 
or implicitly associated Gesellschaft or rational action with a self-
oriented or affectively neutral orientation. The Gesellschaft individual 
as defined evaluates social relationships primarily on the basis of their 
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expediency or instrumentality in terms of attainment of his rationally 
chosen ends. Levy (67), in applying Parson's pattern variables to the 
analysis of social systems, adds an additional set of polar variables to 
the five delineated by Parsons to further differentiate between action, 
or relationships, which he refers to as logical (rational) and illogical 
(traditional). Levy states that: 
". . .(A) given relationship is more or less individualistic to 
the degree that each of the parties to the relationship may be 
expected to calculate how best to secure maximum advantage from the 
relationship for himself without regard to the goals sought by 
the other parties to the relationship. A given relationship is 
more or less responsible to the degree that each of the parties 
to the relationship may be expected, in seeking to realize his 
own goals, to safeguard, even at the expense of some of his own 
goals, such goals of the other parties as are relevant to the 
relationship." (67, P. 272) 
As Levy indicates in his discussion of economic relationships, although 
caveat emptor is legally regulated} both parties to contractual economic 
transactions, if the action of each is rational, may be expected to bar­
gain for maximum individual benefit without concern for the effect on the 
other contractor. This aspect of economic rationality is implicit in the 
definition of the economic man. 
Thus far the role of the social milieu in relation to the management 
decision-making process has been mentioned only in a generalized way as 
a contributing factor to the beliefs, values and attitudes of the indiv­
idual. This social milieu is generally composed of various social systems 
each having rather specialized functions (in American society) and each of 
which has basic differences in the articulation of elements which sets it 
apart from other social systems. In the typical rural setting these 
social systems usually include the family, neighborhood, church, community, 
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farm organizations, etc. which together form the social environment in 
which the individual makes decisions and operates the farm business. How­
ever there are considerable variations between individuals concerning the 
specific social systems to which they belong and refer, and for that reason 
one type of social system common to most farm managers - the rural neigh­
borhood - will be the principle focus of the following discussion. 
The rural neighborhood is an informal social system which is based 
primarily on spatial proximity and on a common occupation, with the rela­
tionships being characteristically personal and functionally diffuse (73). 
The relationships are categorized as predominately functionally diffuse 
since agriculture is one of the few segments of the economy where family, 
neighborhood, and economic systems are so closely interrelated. The com­
monality of occupation and the similarities of the physical situation 
become a focus of interaction on an informal basis where the experiences 
of individuals tend to be shared. These shared experiences tend to serve 
as a basis for certain methods, techniques, and means of occupational per­
formance to become codified and over time, a part of the normative 
structure of the system. Thus if the neighborhood is a significant 
reference group for the individual then its norms tend to be prescriptive 
of which goals are worthy of pursuit, as well as serving as a criteria for 
evaluating economic alternatives and making farm business decisions. 
However Merton (84), Sorokin (117) and others have generalized that 
spatial proximity does not mean social proximity and that as transportation 
and communication technology has developed so has the degree of orientation 
of individuals to extra-locality social systems. Therefore residence in a 
particular locality does not necessarily imply normative integration into 
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the locality system. As emphasized in relation to Toennie's polar types 
of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft the degree of normative integration of an 
individual in various systems and the ends he expects to achieve are the 
primary criteria for determining the degree to which the individual's 
action may be evaluated as Gemeinschaft (traditional) or Gesellschaft 
(rational). In so far as the neighborhood system is based largely on 
social relationships and these affective relationships tend to permeate 
occupational performance through the prescription of certain goals and 
means, it would be expected that the rationalist would deviate from the 
norms of this system in his economic activity. 
Merton (84) has noted in discussing the modes of individual adapta­
tion, that action can be categorized according to its orientation to cul­
turally (or system) defined ends and means. Merton labels as an innovator 
the individual who accepts the culturally defined goals while rejecting 
the culturally defined means. Here the rural neighborhood may be consider­
ed as the systemic source of defined goals and means. Conversely Merton 
labels as a ritualist the individual who rejects the culturally defined 
goals and adheres rigidly to the culturally defined means. 
Empirically research on the adoption of recommended farm practices 
has shown individuals who are most economically successful are among the 
first to adopt new practices and methods (deviation from normative methods) 
(3, 8, 21, 54, 90, 107, 143). Such individuals do not forego the economic 
advantage of an innovation to await its assimilation as an acceptable 
means by the locality social system. . 
Summarizing from the above discussion it is postulated that econom­
ically rational behavior is primarily self, or individualistically orient­
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ed, in the satisfaction of individual economic goals and that such an 
individual will evaluate means in terms of their instrumentality and 
efficiency and not submit to social judgments, or approval, in making 
decisions between alternative means. If an individual manager makes decis­
ions specifically to maximize the returns from his. firm he must act as 
an individual and not on the basis of neighborhood norms. 
From this and the preceding discussion it is hypothesized that the 
economically rational manager will place a relatively high value on indiv­
idualism and independence, or autonomy, in decision-making and, in so far 
as economic rationality may be equated with economic productivity, the 
following hypothesis is stated: 
Sub-general Hypothesis Uz Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with the relative value placed on independence in making 
decisions. 
It may be noted that the above hypothesis is stated without qualifi­
cation. The relationship may be qualified since the hypothesis concerns 
economic activity only and that the relationship may be further effected 
by the capabilities and the situation of the individual. The effect of 
these factors will be discussed in the last part of this section. 
Risk-aversion as _a value 
As has been stated at various points in the discussion thus far, farm 
management decisions are made in an uncertain environment, with a number 
of relevant decision-making parameters beyond the control of the individ­
ual. Since agriculture is characterized by the approximate conditions of 
perfect competition price, although subject to probability prediction, it 
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is uncontrollable by the individual decision-maker as are the unpredictable 
effects of nature. Thus no matter how complete the information the 
decision-maker has at his disposal (a priori to the decision) short run 
deviations and fluctuations of the uncontrollable factors contribute to 
the uncertainty of decision-making. As Heady et al. point out, the neces­
sity to make plans and decisions in the short run based on uncertainty 
may lead to one of two kinds of errors both of which have a suboptimization 
effect on decisions and profits: 
". . .(1) If a particular price is expected and plans are made to 
conform exactly to these expectations, losses or small profits 
may be realized if the expectations prove to be wrong (2) If the 
farmer realizes that his price or yield expectations may prove 
to be wrong and accordingly selects a compromise plan, his profits 
will not be maximized even if the expectations prove to be accurate. 
The possibility of these two types of errors causes investment 
decisions to be surrounded with confusion. If the farmer is too 
conservative in his investment policy, he stands to make errors 
of the second type; if he is not conservative, he stands to make 
errors of the first type." (47, p. 993) 
The role of information in the decision-making process is to reduce 
uncertainty. This was originally suggested by Knight (63) who identified 
three decision-making situations - certainty, risk and uncertainty -
differentiated according to the decision-maker's degree of knowledge and 
information pertaining to outcomes. Under the conditions of certainty the 
decision-maker would have perfect knowledge and thence would always know 
the outcome to be expected from employing a particular alternative. Deci­
sions are made on the basis of risk when the decision-maker has sufficient 
information to establish a probability distribution of expected outcomes 
associated with various alternatives. In this respect risk may be calcu­
lated and included as an operational cost in the long run. The final 
category, uncertainty, refers to future events where the parameters of the 
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probability distribution cannot be determined empirically. In this respect 
uncertainty is entirely subjective and reactions to it are peculiar to 
each individual. 
For purposes of this discussion it is important to point out a rela­
tionship between risk and uncertainty which may have a definite effect on 
individual decision-making and the possibility of the errors pointed out 
by Heady. While it may be possible to establish a probability distribution 
of expected outcomes in the long run, for any given period of time in the 
short run the manager may view the alternative as characterized by uncer­
tainty (although a drought may have a probability of occurrence of .05 the 
individual has no a priori knowledge concerning what particular year it 
may occur) and thus discount long run returns associated with the probabil­
ity distribution because of the immediate uncertainty or possibility of 
a negative outcome. Several studies have indicated that many managers 
discount long run returns heavily because of uncertainty in the short run 
and that as a result make conservative, sub-optimum decisions which may 
minimize losses but not maximize returns (26, 47, 51). Thus the individu­
al's aversion to risk may cause him to select alternatives which are 
relatively safe in the short run and to by-pass opportunities which are 
profit maximizing in the long run. 
Although the possession of relevant information reduces uncertainty, 
the collection of information has associated with it economic costs which 
may take any, or all, of the following forms: (1) direct costs of col­
lection, (2) alternative uses of the decision-maker/manager's time resource 
and/or (3) foregone economic opportunity resulting from inaction while 
information is being collected. Thus for each decision there is a point 
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of diminishing returns where marginal costs (in terms of any of the above 
factors) of collecting additional increments of information exceed the 
marginal returns from the presumably "better", or more accurate, decision 
as the result of using the additional information. This point of diminish­
ing returns is not a fixed relationship but varies with each decision-mak­
ing situation. However since such a point is difficult to compute the 
decision is largely subjective, with the point at which an individual feels 
he has sufficient information to make a decision varying from individual 
to individual. When this point is reached depends to a certain extent 
on the individual's definition of what constitutes relevant information 
(previous discussion) and his willingness to make decisions on the basis 
of immediate uncertainty and long run risk. Collecting information to 
increase the probability of success beyond the point of diminishing returns 
may be considered to have a long run suboptimization effect on profits. 
This effect on profits is suggested by Johnson and Haver who state that: 
"Insistence on an unusually high degree of accuracy tends to increase the 
amount of facts and data required to make decisions, choices and estimates. 
When the amount of data and facts available depends upon the passage of 
time, insistence on an unusually high degree of accuracy causes delay, 
unemployment of assets and reduced (on the average) but more certain in­
comes." (59, p. 12) 
As a further illustration research on the adoption of recommended 
farm practices has indicated that some farmers are unwilling to adopt new 
technology until most of the neighbors have tried the practice with favor­
able results (8, 21, 90, 108). While the probability of success of the 
practice for such an individual is high, the cost of collecting the 
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information (if the technology is one that contributes to profits) in 
terms of loss of profits while collecting information, generally exceeds 
the returns from the higher probability of success. 
A third way in which risk aversion may effect profits is through the 
individual's reluctance to use all the capital which may be available to 
the firm or to him as a manager. Several studies (38, 51, 52, 133) have 
found that although the marginal returns of capital are higher in farming 
than the marginal returns of labor, the reluctance of many farm managers 
to go into debt (or if in debt, to place "getting out of debt" as a prior­
ity goal) results in their failure to use all the capital available to 
them. As pointed out by Hess and Miller "The decision not to borrow funds 
is conditioned largely by the operator's attitude toward assuming debt. 
This attitude arises from the feeling that assuming a debt means assuming 
the risk of becoming insolvent in the short run if conditions become too 
unfavorable" (51, p. 16). Hess and Miller found that operators who were 
characterized by full use of capital available to them (from both their 
own and external sources) had 61 percent higher incomes than a capital 
rationed group. As an indication of the self-imposed restriction (internal 
capital rationing) 88 percent of the capital-rationed group were certain 
they could borrow additional funds and use them profitably in their busi­
ness. Similarly a study by Hesser and Janssen (52) reported that 64 
percent of all farmers included in their study were characterized by 
internal capital rationing and that non-users of production credit were 
characterized by negative attitudes toward risk, debt and the use of 
credit. Thus a manager's aversion to risk as indicated by his reluctance 
to borrow capital necessary to reach the most efficient scale of operation 
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may be considered to have a suboptimization effect on profits. 
In the framework of value orientations Ramsey, et al. (103), Hoffer 
and Stangland (55), Strauss (123), and Bohlen and Beal (12) have all found 
an orientation toward security or conservatism in farm operation to be 
negatively associated with the adoption of recommended farm practices and 
with gross farm income as well. 
Based on the preceding discussion it is postulated that risk aversion 
(or a security orientation) of farm managers may result in their (a) -dis­
counting future.income possibilities because of present, perceived 
uncertainty (b) exceeding the point of diminishing returns in the collec­
tion of information to approach conditions of certainty and/or (c) their 
failure to employ the most efficient level of resources, any one, or all, 
of which may have a sub-optimization effect on farm income. Thus for 
purposes of this analysis the following sub-general hypothesis is stated: 
Sub-general Hypothesis 5: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary inversely with their relative risk aversion. 
It is recognized that a manager may engage in sub-optimizing decision­
making when he is willing to act on the basis of complete uncertainty -
gambling - as well as the opposite extreme analyzed in this section. How­
ever most of the studies reviewed concerning this phase of decision-making 
indicate that risk aversion as a sub-optimizing factor is more prevalent 
than extreme risk preference. However it is recognized that the true 
association between profit maximization and a scale measuring a manager's 
willingness to accept risk may be curvilinear with a maximizing point 
occuring somewhere between the two poles. For purposes of this analysis 
however it is assumed that the greater the risk preference the greater the 
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profits of the business other factors being equal. 
Summary of value relationships 
While the preceding are not the only values and attitudes which could 
be meaningfully related, either positively or negatively, to the ideal-
type economically rational action under analysis, they are judged to be 
some of the more functionally important. Each hypothesized value, and 
value relationship, has been related to a particular function of the pro­
cess of management with the underlying assumption that each function of 
the process must be performed rationally, and in relation to the hypothe­
sized goal of profit maximization, in order for the resulting decision(s) 
to be considered rational. 
The following paradigm (Diagram 2) summarizes the hypothesized value 
relationships and the function with which they were primarily identified. 
For two of the functions more than one typology of values or characteris­
tics, are identified, although the hypothesis related to that sub-set 
included the statement of only a single value. The logic for this is that 
in developing the hypothesis several sub-dimensions were included in 
explicating the value to be measured so that the value included in the 
hypothesis is considered as incorporating elements of the specified sub-
dimensions. In each case the value included in the hypothesis is under­
lined. 
As stated in supporting hypothesis 1 there is hypothesized to be an 
interrelated set of values which together comprise a value system which 
is oriented primarily toward economically rational behavior. Elaborating 
on this hypothesis, action will be considered as most economically rational 
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Function 
1. Goal orientation 
2. Cognitive or eval­
uation aspect 
3. Role definition 
aspect 
4. Social reference 
aspect 










belief in physical 
work as a means 







primary emphasis on 












C - mental and physical abilities 
S - access to resources - social and economic 
situation 
Diagram 2. Paradigm of functional value relations to farm management 
process 
when the individual is positively oriented to those values listed on the 
right, or X side of the paradigm. Correspondingly the individual may be 
considered to be less than optimally rational if, in the course of economic 
action, his behavior is influenced by any one, or all, of the values on 
the left, or Y, side of the paradigm. Thus an individual whose values 
(and implicit goals) might be identified as basically Y^ Yg Yg Y^ Y^ would 
be considered as making less optimal decisions in terms of profit maximiz­
ation than an individual whose value system might be characterized as 
XL X2 X3 X4 X^ 
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Beneath the paradigm are listed two conditional variables which, as 
postulated earlier, have an effect on management decisions. These vari­
ables, at the level of previous discussion, comprise, along with values, 
an interactive system which hypothetically accounts for most of the varia­
tion in management decisions and productivity. It will be the purpose of 
the following section to develop some additional hypotheses concerning the 
role of (C) and (S), both in relation to management productivity per se 
and their effect on the previously hypothesized relationships between 
various specific values and management productivity. 
Individual Capacities 
It has been pointed out at various stages of the analysis that the 
action of the individual is a function, not only of his values, beliefs, 
and attitudes, but also of his perceptual, intellectual, and cognitive 
capabilities and the physical and social environment in which he acts. 
Thus far the analysis has been concerned primarily with a value and 
attitudinal orientation toward the stated and implied functions of manage­
ment and the goal of profit maximization, with little direct attention 
focused on the individual's ability to differentially perform these func­
tions, assuming a positive orientation toward them. For purposes of this 
analysis the discussion of the capabilities aspect (C) of the model of 
behavior will be limited primarily to an analysis of the role of intellect­
ual, or mental abilities. 
Based on the preceding analysis and the explication of the three 
general factors effecting behavior (V, C, and S) the following general 
hypothesis is stated: 
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General Hypothesis 2^: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with their relative biological capacity. 
One of the central, if not the central, functions of management is 
decision-making and all that the decision-making process involves in terms 
of information gathering, and analysis (57). As stated in relation to the 
derivation of Sub-general Hypotheses 4 and 5, farm management as a process 
and an input distinct from labor, is considered to be more a mental than 
a physical process. 
Rational decision-making involves an ability on the part of the 
individual to be able to define a problem out of a complexity of phenomena 
and to be able to determine what information is needed in order to identify 
and evaluate alternative solutions to a problem. The entire process is 
abstract since it involves the manipulation of symbols apart from their 
empirical referents. The individual in the process of cognitive mapping 
must also be able to project probable consequences of alternative courses 
of action in abstraction, in order to evaluate alternatives in relation to 
the problem to be solved, or end to be accomplished. Such a systematic 
process of deliberation and analysis of alternatives in abstraction is 
highly related to the abilities implied in various definition of intelli­
gence . As an example, Stoddard defines intelligence as, . .the ability 
to undertake activities that are characterized by (1) difficulty (2) com­
plexity (3) abstractness (4) economy (5) adaptiveness to a goal (6) social 
value, and (7) the emergence of originals, and to maintain such activities 
under conditions that demand a concentration of energy, and a resistance 
to emotional forces." (121, p. 4) Similarly Thurstone defines intelli­
gence as the ". . .ability of the individual to engage in abstract 
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reasoning." (128, p. 41) Intelligence as defined above seems, at least 
superficially, to relate to or effect the individual's relative ability 
to perform the stated and implied functions of decision-making. As stated 
in relation to Simon's primciple of "bounded" rationality (114), the 
action or behavior of the individual is related to his structuring of a 
"simplified" model of reality, or cognitive mapping as used above. This 
structuring of the "simplified" model relates closely to the definition of 
intellectual ability presented by Krech, et al. who state that: ". . .the 
more intelligent person is capable of more 'cognitive work' - is better 
able to reorganize his cognitive systems, to incorporate new information, 
to achieve insightful restructuring." (65, p. 46) From this definition 
and the two above it is concluded that the more intelligent person is 
better able to structure a decision-making situation and evaluate alterna­
tives in abstraction which, (assuming equal application of mental ability) 
results in qualitatively better decisions or solutions to the defined 
problem.* 
Support for an expected relationship between mental abilities and dif­
ferential farm management performance, or productivity, is provided by 
several research studies (51, 102, 126, 142). In each of these studies 
mental abilities, knowledge, or other factors synonymous with, or related 
to intelligence, have been found to be significantly related to differ-
The (C), or capabilities factor of the model of behavior has been 
identified primarily as an innate or biological capacity. In this respect 
it is concluded that although intelligence is greatly influenced by envi­
ronment, research studies by Kallman and Sander (60) and Burt (18) are 
among several which have concluded intelligence to be influenced to a 
relatively greater extent by genetically determined factors. 
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ential management productivity and the performance of the management 
functions. The role of mental abilities in farm management is also pointed 
out by Heady who indicates that: 
"An efficient manager must have imagination, insight, and the 
willingness and ability to learn. It is necessary not only that 
he be able to grasp quickly the implications of information made 
available to him, but also that he have the mental capacity to 
glean and cover wide ranges of information. Managers who have 
proven their abilities over time as coordinators are generally 
characterized as individuals with high mental abilities. . .A 
successful manager must be an efficient learner and possess the 
tools of learning." (46, p. 469) 
For purposes of this analysis it is postulated that there are individ­
ual differences in ability to perform the various management functions esp. 
decision-making, and that individual differences in mental abilities result 
in qualitative differences in decisions, as they pertain to profit-maximiz­
ation of the firm. Thus the following sub-general hypothesis is advanced: 
Sub-general Hypothesis 6: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with their relative mental ability. 
Since values and attitudes, capacities or capabilities, and the situ­
ation, or accessibility of resources, are all considered to influence 
individual action and to be identifiable parts of an interactive system, 
it would be expected that these factors would be interrelated. The pre­
ceding hypothesis has suggested a zero order relationship between mental 
abilities and economic productivity, with the implicit assumption that 
individuals are equally oriented to the attainment of economic goals and 
toward the performance of the management functions. Although individuals 
may have equal mental abilities, their differential orientation toward 
economically rational action (as defined) would be expected to result in 
differential productivity or vice versa. Thus mental ability will be 
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considered to have a positive effect on economic, or managerial, productiv­
ity insofar as it is applied to the attainment of economic ends. Therefore 
the following supporting hypothesis is advanced. 
Supporting Hypothesis 2 :  The relationship between economic productiv­
ity of entrepreneurs and their relative mental ability will vary directly 
with the relative value they place on economic ends. 
Mental abilities have been postulated as an important factor in the 
analytical and decision-making functions of farm management. It is also 
hypothesized that mental abilities would have the greatest effect on 
economic productivity when coupled with a rational value orientation 
toward means selection, or the functions of management. Therefore the 
following additional supporting hypotheses are stated: 
Supporting Hypothesis 3^: The relationship between economic productiv­
ity of entrepreneurs and their relative mental ability will vary directly 
with their orientation toward science and scientific methods. 
Supporting Hypothesis 4: The relationship between economic productiv­
ity of entrepreneurs and their relative mental ability will vary directly 
with the relative importance they assign to mental activities in farm 
operation. 
Supporting Hypothesis 5^: The relationship between economic productiv­
ity of entrepreneurs and their relative mental ability will vary directly 
with the extent of valuation of independence in decision-making. 
Supporting Hypothesis 6^: The relationship between economic productiv­
ity of entrepreneurs and their relative mental ability will vary inversely 
with their relative risk aversion. 
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Situational Factors 
The third and final dimension of the model of behavior utilized in 
this analysis is the situation, or the environmental influences on behav­
ior. The ensuing discussion will focus on this element of the model and 
seek to relate some of the more salient dimensions of situation to the 
decision-making process and to differential management productivity. 
The situation, as a social-psychological concept, includes all those 
» 
external forces impinging upon an actor's decisions, or behavior, at a 
particular point in time. All individual action takes place and decisions 
are made in a situation which is unique to the individual actor. As thus 
defined the situation includes all environmental influences, and the acces­
sibility of resources in the environment to attain the subjective ends of 
the actor. 
To complete the statement of general hypotheses related to the three 
dimensions of the explicated model of behavior the following general 
hypothesis is stated: 
General Hypothesis 3^: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary with salient elements of the situation. 
Since situation is such a broad and encompassing concept it will not 
be the purpose of this research to identify all of its various dimensions, 
but rather only to identify a limited number of situational variables, or 
dimensions, which are considered to be particularly relevant to managerial 
behavior. 
Scale of operation 
As indicated by Krech, et al. (65), the selection of goals by the 
individual depends at least partially on the accessibility of the goal 
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(and the means, or resources, to attain it) in the physical and social 
environment. As was pointed out in the previous discussion the accessibil­
ity of a goal and the social and physical environment may have considerable 
effect on the individual's aspiration level vis a vis satisfaction of any 
particular goal. 
Without an attempt to separate, or identify cause and effect it may 
be pointed out that scale of operation of farm businesses is associated 
with profitability (46). This was alluded to in the discussion of capital 
requirements of farm businesses and the relative returns of capital as 
compared with labor. ftius an individual operating a firm with sufficient 
capital resources may be able to invest in, or employ, profit maximizing 
alternatives which could not be employed at the same level by an individual 
whose availability of capital were limited or restricted, either by scale 
of operation, or by external capital rationing. Thus scale of operation 
will be at least partially equated with accessibility of resources and 
will be considered as a situational dimension effecting decisions made, 
and alternatives a manager is able to employ. 
In addition, scale of operation may have an effect on the marginal 
returns of any resource employed. Although two individuals may chose the 
same profit maximizing alternative, the fact that they are operating on 
different production functions may enable the one with the larger scale of 
operation to realize greater relative returns from its employment. This 
is pointed out by Johnson who indicates that one of the difficulties which 
may arise from the managerial process is the following: 
"Superior managers may operate on superior production functions 
with more resources than their less capable counterparts. Thus, 
managerial ability, the efficiency of the production function 
used, and the amount of resources employed may be highly inter-
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correlated. Such correlation makes it difficult to separate the 
productivity of resources from increases in gross income due to 
superior production functions or superior managerial ability." 
(49, p. 19) 
Although it has been suggested that increased scale of operation is 
associated with increased efficiency in the use and employment of certain 
resources it may be pointed out that returns to scale in agriculture do 
not increase indefinitely. Not only may a point of diminishing returns 
be reached and passed, but the greater capital investment involves a great­
er element of risk. However relatively few midwestem farmers have reached 
this point, (49) so for purposes of this analysis it will be assumed that 
a greater relative scale of operation is associated with economic feasibil­
ity of a greater range of profit-maximizing production alternatives. 
Stage of life cycle 
Another situational factor which, although it could perhaps be 
categorized equally as well as a biological capacity, is the stage of 
life cycle of the operator. Although chronological age may have an impair­
ing effect on physical capabilities, several research studies in recent 
years have indicated that there is little, or no deterioration of intelli­
gence at least up to age 60 (6, 93). Since management has been considered 
to be primarily a mental process it is assumed that there is no serious 
impairment of management ability with increased age at least up to 60 to 
65 years. 
However age is postulated to be a factor in farm management product­
ivity primarily as a situational variable. Several recent research 
studies have indicated a negative relationship between age and economic 
aspiration and productivity (123, 145). These studies have indicated that 
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as an individual approaches retirement he becomes more conservative and 
tends to make decisions oriented primarily to minimizing the possibility 
of losses rather than maximizing profits. Stated in relation to goals, 
the individual's action as a manager tends to be oriented less to the maxi­
mization of profits and more to non-monetary goals (145). This is at 
least partially a function of the reduction of the planning horizon, so 
that there is an increased tendency to plan for short run reduction of 
uncertainty rather than long range profits. 
While equity and availability of capital resources tend to increase 
with the age of the manager (52), Peterson (99) has found internal capital 
rationing to be more prevalent at later stages of the life cycle with an 
increase in the allocation of income and capital to savings rather than 
business investment and expansion. 
From the preceding discussion the following hypotheses pertaining to 
situational aspects are advanced. 
Sub-general Hypothesis 7_: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs 
will vary directly with their scale of operation. 
Sub-general Hypothesis 8: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary inversely with the entrepreneur's stage of life cycle. 
As suggested above, age of operators is hypothesized to be inversely 
related to economic productivity primarily because of changes in the goal 
orientations and attitudes of the operator. Thus the following supporting 
hypotheses will be tested. 
Supporting Hypothesis Ji The relative value entrepreneurs place on 
economic ends will vary inversely with their stage of life cycle. 
Supporting Hypothesis 8: Entrepreneur's relative risk aversion will 
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vary directly with their stage of life cycle. 
Interrelationship of scale of operation and other independent variables 
As suggested in developing the relationship between mental abilities 
and economic productivity and the preceding hypotheses as well, the 
situation is considered to be a part of an interactive system, all parts 
of which, independently, and in combination, are hypothesized to have an 
effect on the economic productivity of the manager. Scale of operation 
was hypothesized to be directly related to economic productivity, however 
as indicated in the following supporting hypotheses this relationship is 
expected to be of greater magnitude when coupled with an orientation toward 
attainment of economic ends and a rational value orientation concerning 
means selection. Conversely an individual placing a high value on economic 
ends and the most rational means to attain that end may be less successful 
(in the short run) in attainment of that end if he lacks the resources to 
profitably implement his decisions. 
The following supporting hypotheses interrelate economic productivity, 
scale of operation and the various independent value and ability variables: 
Supporting Hypothesis 9.' The relationship between economic productiv­
ity of entreprenuers and their scale of operation will vary directly with 
the relative value they place on economic ends. 
Supporting Hypothesis 10: The relationship between economic produc­
tivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary directly 
with their orientation toward science and scientific methods. 
Supporting Hypothesis 11: The relationship between economic produc­
tivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary directly 
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with the relative importance they assign to mental activities in farm 
operation. 
Supporting Hypothesis 12: The relationship between economic produc­
tivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary directly 
with the extent of valuation of independence in decision-making. 
Supporting Hypothesis 13: The relationship between economic produc­
tivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary inversely 
with their relative risk aversion. 
Supporting Hypothesis 14: The relationship between economic produc­
tivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary directly 
with their relative mental ability. 
Use of scientifically validated means 
In recent years much research effort by sociologists and economists 
has been devoted to determining factors and characteristics associated 
with farm operator's differential adoption of technological innovations 
and other recommended production and management practices. Included among 
these practices have been not only production technology (4, 9, 27, 37, 
42, 43, 55, 76, 107, 143) but management methods and techniques such as 
record keeping (21, 23, 38, 54), use of specialized sources of information 
(7, 8, 20, 22, 68, 70, 101), and methods of analysis of information and 
alternatives (33, 57, 61, 62, 116). In the framework of this analysis 
these types of practices may be considered as scientifically validated 
means for the maximization of farm production and output. As indicated in 
Diagram 1, a rational orientation (system of beliefs, values and attitudes) 
should result in the adoption of the most efficacious means, methods, and 
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techniques for the maximization of profits. In this respect the use of 
scientifically validated means is viewed as a behaviorial, intervening 
variable between the independent value, attitude, capability and situation­
al variables and the dependent variable of economic, or management produc­
tivity. 
The following corollary hypotheses will be tested for the purpose of 
providing additional validity data, at a behavioral level, for the preced­
ing hypothesized relationships: 
Corollary Hypothesis _1: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with their use of scientifically validated means. 
Corollary Hypothesis 2: The entrepreneur's use of scientifically 
validated means will vary directly with an economically rational value 
orientation. 
Corollary Hypothesis Jt: The use of scientifically validated means 
will vary directly with entrepreneur's relative biological capacity. 
As explicated in this analysis the situation limits the range of 
alternatives available (in the short run) for rational consideration by 
the decision-maker. Because of the manner in which the situation has 
been operationally defined in this research it would be expected that the 
situation would have the most direct effect (in a limiting function) on 
the use of those means requiring a major capital investment or which are 
most economically adapted to a larger scale of operation. The scale of 
operation, as a situational variable would not be expected to have such a 
direct effect on information sources used, use of a scientific decision­
making process, or prior planning for the farm firm. Thus the following, 
more limited hypothesis will be tested. 
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Corollary Hypothesis 4: The use of scientifically validated means 
requiring major capital expenditure will vary with salient elements of the 
situation. 
Multiple relationship 
All of the preceding hypotheses have been stated as zero or first 
order relationships. However as has been stated at various places through­
out the analysis the 3 major factors influencing setting of goals and 
selection of means (V), (C), and (S) are considered to be parts of an 
interactive system, each having an identifiable effect, but having their 
influence in combination with the other factors. 
Although each of these factors separately has been hypothesized to be 
positively related to the economic productivity of entrepreneurs their 
actual influence in the decision-making process is considered to be in 
combination and thus the following general hypothesis is set forth: 
General Hypothesis The relationship between economic productivity 
and a weighted combination of (V), (C) and (S) will be of greater magnitude 
than the relationship between economic productivity of entrepreneurs and 
any one of these three factors. 
Paraphrasing the above hypothesis it is postulated that each of the 
three major factors has a positive and independent relationship to economic 
productivity of entrepreneurs when its interrelationship with the other 
two factors is taken into account. 
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METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Introduction 
Having developed the theoretical approach of this dissertation and 
the hypotheses to be tested the analysis is now directed toward the data 
to be used to test the various hypotheses. The first part of this chapter 
will be devoted to a discussion of the methods and procedures involved in 
the collection and analysis of the data. The second portion will be devot­
ed to the development of the empirical measures designed to operationalize 
the theoretical concepts. 
The data used to test the hypotheses in this dissertation are a part 
of those collected for Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station Project 1492: 
"Prediction of Management Ability of Farm Operators". The leaders of the 
project were Drs. George Beal and Joe Bohlen of the Economics and Sociology 
Department of Iowa State University. The objective of this project was to: 
"Determine the social, economic and attitudinal characteristics of farm 
operators as these relate to management ability in farming."* The reasons 
for undertaking the project were given as follows: "If a predictor of 
management could be developed it would have important uses in the area of 
agricultural adjustment; (1) to help determine level of management of 
those in agriculture (2) to help determine farm management ability of 
those considering leaving agriculture, (3) to help determine management 
ability of those thinking of entering agriculture, young high school gradu­
ates and the older persons as well and, (4) to help determine areas of 
*This statement is from the project proposal submitted to the Agri­
cultural Experiment Station at Iowa State University for the grant of 
funds to enable this research to be conducted. 
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needed educational training to improve management levels."* 
The Sample and Procedure 
Interview schedule 
The interview schedule used to accomplish the objectives of Project 
1492 was developed primarily by the author with the assistance of. the pro­
ject leaders, Dr. George M. Beal and Dr. Joe M. Bohlen. 
Prior to its use with sample members selected for the study, the 
interview schedule was pre-tested by the author on a number of randomly 
selected Story County farm operators. The attitudinal portion of the 
schedule was pre-tested extensively in its development and will be dis­
cussed separately in the section on Construction of Indices. 
The field interviewing conducted in conjunction with the project was 
also supervised and coordinated by the author. 
Sample and field procedure 
The subjects of this research were members of the Central Iowa Farm 
Business Association which is an association of farmer members joined to­
gether for the purpose of providing themselves with a farm accounting and 
business analysis service. This service is provided by a fieldman hired 
by the association and paid from the annual service charges made by members. 
For each farm belonging to the association accurate income and expense 
records are maintained and business accounting procedures are used to 
determine gross profits, gross income, net farm income, returns to capital, 
*This statement is from the project proposal submitted to the Agri­
cultural Experiment Station at Iowa State University for the grant of 
funds to enable this research to be conducted. 
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labor, and management and several measures of internal efficiency such as 
livestock returns per $100 feed fed, machine and power costs per rotated 
acre, and other similar variables. 
Because of the accurate and longitudinal nature of these records, 
coupled with their availability for research purposes, the decision was 
made by the project leaders and the author to test the preceding hypotheses 
on farmer members of this association for whom records were available for 
three consecutive years (1958, 1959 and 1960). The intent was to utilize 
the record data in the construction of criterion variables from which dif­
ferential farm management productivity could be inferred. The criteria of 
availability of records for three consecutive years was added to increase 
the reliability of any variables developed from these records and to make 
all data directly comparable since farming is subject to rather severe 
annual fluctuations in prices, weather and other factors which may have 
an appreciable effect on income and other economic performance variables. 
An additional advantage of selecting members of the same record assoc­
iation is that the area included in the association is relatively 
homogeneous in terms of land values, soil and water resources, and types 
of agricultural enterprises. This permits a degree of external control 
and makes the competitive position of the farmers under analysis more 
directly comparable. The area included in this record association and the 
number of farmers included in the sample from each county are indicated on 
Map 1. All counties in this association are at least partially included 
in the Clarion-Webster soil association area (115) and are included in 
the North-central Cash Grain economic area (11). The approximate outline 
of this soil association is sketched on Map 1. 
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Map 1. Location of farms included in sample 
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At the time the farm record data were collected there were more than 
300 members of the Central Iowa Farm Business Association. However of the 
total membership only 139 met the specified criteria of having records on 
file for the three consecutive years indicated above. In view of the 
relatively small number of farm managers who met the criteria the decision 
was made to interview all qualified members. 
The interview schedule used in this study consisted of two separate 
parts. The first was composed of a number of questions relating to the 
individual's plans for his farming operation, his aspirations, decision­
making problems, personal characteristics and other similar information. 
This portion of the interview was conducted by an interviewer. The second 
portion of the field instrument consisted of 128 attitude statements. The 
respondent was asked to react to each statement in terms of his degree of 
agreement or disagreement. This portion of the interview was to be com­
pleted by the interviewee himself without the assistance of the interview­
er. If the interviewee was willing to spend the time after completion of 
the first portion of the interview, the interviewer was instructed to 
explain the procedure for responding to the statements and then let the 
individual read and react to each statement on his own. If the interview­
ing situation were such that the interviewee was reluctant to continue with 
the attitudinal phase immediately after completing the first phase the 
interviewer was instructed to explain the procedure to him, leave the 
questionnaire with the respondent for him to complete at his leisure, and 
to return to pick up the completed copy at an appointed time. The inter­
viewers were instructed to provide no assistance or interpretation of the 
attitude statements. 
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Interviewers for this study were professional interviewers employed 
by the Iowa State University Statistical Laboratory. 
Of the 139 farmers originally designated for inclusion in this study 
135 were contacted and interviewed. Of the four not interviewed, one had 
discontinued farming and 3 were retired from active farming and management. 
There were no refusals and complete data were collected from all 135 quali­
fied farmers. However prior to analysis 4 additional cases were excluded 
because they were over 65 and semi-retired so that 131 managers were in­
cluded in the analysis. 
Characteristics of the sample 
The 139 farmers meeting the criteria for inclusion in this study were 
not intended to approximate a random sample of farm operators in North 
Central Iowa and analysis of their characteristics indicates that as a 
group they are considerably different than the mean of farmers in this 
area. A comparison of their characteristics (Table 1) with Agricultural 
Census data for 1959 (130) for the counties included in the study indicates 
that the surveyed farms are considerably above average both in terms of 
size and income. 
In relation to scale of operation, farms included in this study ranged 
from 80 to 1200 acres in size with a mean of 335.3 acres for i960 which is 
120 acres larger than the average size of commercial farms in the counties 
of residence of the respondents. The average capital investment (land, 
equipment, machinery and livestock) of these farms was $151,213 (3 year 
average for 1958, 59 and 60) with a range from $42, 761 to $541,985. The 
net farm income of these farms averaged $12,878 for the three years for 
Table 1. Characteristics of the sample 
Sample Census 
Characteristic Range Average s** average 
Farm size (no. of acres) 80 - 1220 335.3 155.7 212.0** 
Gross profits - 3 yr. ave. $9,182 - $81.502 $28.733 $14,384 
Total capital managed - 3 yr. ave. $42,761 - $541,085 $151,213 $76,366 
Net farm income - 3 yr. ave. $1,466 - $37,657 $12,878 $7,141 $3,763* 
Number of cattle fed - 3 yr. ave. 0 - 506 77.4 80.1 28.3® 
Number of hogs fed - 3 yr. ave. 0 - 1952 355.1 365.5 131.1* 
Operator age 1962 
1959 
26 - 71 44.9 
41.9 
9.6 47.3* 











aU. S. Bureau of Census. Census of Agriculture - Iowa. Vol 1., Part 16. 1959. 
^U. S. Bureau of Census. Population. Report 17C. 1959. 
*Commercial farms only. 
**Standard deviation. 
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which data were gathered which is $9000 above the census median net farm 
income figure of $3763 for these counties for 1959 (131). 
In regard to tenure status there was a significantly greater percent­
age of owner-renters and a correspondingly lesser percentage of renters 
among the sample members than indicated by the Agricultural Census (130) 
for the 13 counties. 
As stated previously, farms were selected for study from a relatively 
homogeneous agricultural production area. Not only does this make the 
competitive position of the farms more directly comparable but also results 
in greater similarity of crop and livestock enterprises. The degree of 
similarity of enterprises of members of the sample is indicated by the 
fact that all 135 respondents grew corn and soybeans and 90.4% and 97.0% 
respectively fed cattle and hogs. As was true in the case of farm size 
and income the sample members are also above average in terms of the 
numbers of cattle and hogs marketed. The average number of cattle marketed 
by the respondents for the three years under analysis was nearly 50 more 
than the average for all farmers marketing cattle in the 13 counties (130). 
Similarly the respondents marketed an annual average of 355 head of hogs 
which is 220 above the average for all farmers marketing hogs in the 13 
counties (130). 
In addition to larger farming operations the respondents were also 
found to be younger and characterized by a greater number of years of 
formal education than the average for the counties in which interviews were 
taken. The average age of operators in the sample was 44.9 at the time of 
the interview (1962) which would have made the average 41.9 for 1959 when 
the last census was taken; this is 5.4 years younger than the average for 
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commercial farmers in the sampling area (130). The educational attainment 
of the respondents was also well above the average for farmers in the cen­
tral Iowa counties: the sample members averaged 12.8 years of education 
completed compared with only 10.4 years for all farmers (131). 
The differences in personal and economic characteristics between the 
members of the Farm Business Association and the general farm population 
are greater than could be expected by chance and thus indicates a definite 
selective factor in Farm Business Association memberships. Some insights 
concerning possible reasons for this selectivity can be gained from pre­
vious research. Previous studies (21, 23, 54) have found that farmers' 
maintenance and use of farm records for business analysis purposes is 
positively associated with such variables as gross farm income, farm size, 
operator education, and the adoption of recommended farm practices. Since 
the maintenance and use of farm records for business analysis purposes is 
the primary function of the Farm Business Association it would be expected 
that members of the association would be above average in terms of the 
characteristics mentioned above. Additional research evidence is provided 
by Nielson (89) who found support for the hypothesis that "Superior manag­
ers will use aids and services to supplement mental processes when their 
use will result in lowering the cost of carrying out managerial functions." 
(89, p. 1250) Since the Farm Business Association provides a management 
service in the form of business analysis and a hired professional for con­
sulting purposes, the above hypothesis seems applicable to the situation 
and provides some additional evidence in explanation of why business 
association members might be expected to be above average in terms of 
factors associated with managerial productivity. 
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In addition to the above possibilities it would also be expected that 
the service provided by the Farm Business Association would have a positive 
effect on the economic return and scale of operation of the farms provided 
this service. This of course could account for part of the variation in 
net income and gross profits, but not in the differences in age and educa­
tion of the Farm Business Association members. 
Method of data analysis 
In preparation for the analysis of data used in this dissertation, 
coding procedures were developed and used to translate the verbal data into 
numerical terms so that it could be processed by IBM equipment. The analy­
sis of data was performed using available IBM equipment including card 
sorters, 402 and digital computors. The reported correlation matrices and 
regression analysis, as well as supplementary statistics were calculated 
by the digital computors of the Iowa State University Statistical Labora­
tory. 
The specific statistical techniques and methods used in the analysis 
of the data will be discussed as they are applied in later sections. 
Construction of Indices 
In this section a detailed description will be presented of the 
method by which each of the dependent and independent indices was construct­
ed. In each case the logic and rationale will be given for the way in 
which each concept is operationalized as an index. The findings of pre­
vious research work having a bearing on the particular measure, or rela­
tionship, will be included. Where applicable, estimation of the reliabil­
ity of the constructed measures will be included. 
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For purposes of this study, the general level concept of economic 
rationality is not operationalized through a single score or measure, but 
rather by a group, or cluster, of traits or dimensions which are logically 
consistent with the general level concept. The same is also true of the 
operational definitions of several of the subsidiary concepts. 
This kind of operationalization places an emphasis upon logical, or 
construct validity in establishing the relationship between the empirical 
measure and the theoretical concept. Thorndike and Hagen (127), in dis­
cussing various types of validity, indicate that construct validity in­
volves rational judgment of the activities and processes that correspond 
to a particular concept. They elaborate on the nature of construct valid­
ity by stating that, 
". . .the final test of the validity of the instrument being 
studied is a judgment as to how adequately the tasks included in 
the test represent a translation of the basic concept into samples 
of behavior." (127, p. 113) 
The essence of construct validity then, is the degree to which postuia-
tional concepts relate to performance on the empirical measure of that 
concept. This relationship between the theoretical concept and the empiri­
cal measure of that concept is also referred to as an epistemic correlation 
(91). 
Rational Value and Attitude Orientation 
A rational orientation as it pertains to values and attitudes is 
operationalized in this research by five separate value or attitude scales. 
Each of these scales is designed and intended to operationalize the five 
hypothesized value or attitude dimensions of a rational orientation 
(Diagram 2). 
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The choice of scales as measures of the hypothesized value dimensions 
was predicated on the increased reliability associated with multi-item 
scales as opposed to single item measures of values or attitudes. In the 
development of the scales a relatively large number of items judged to be 
related to the hypothesized dimension were developed in order to partially 
overcome the problems associated with the functioning of value complexes 
and thereby increase reliability. 
Although the techniques of attitude scaling are employed in the devel­
opment of the empirical measures it is inferred that the scales measure 
and are related to more generalized values. In a preceding discussion of 
the relationship between values and attitudes it was concluded that an 
individual holds certain values related to a general class of phenomena 
and related attitudes to specific instances or subjects of this general 
class. In developing the scales a relatively large number of statements, 
or value judgments, considered to be expressions of the hypothesized value 
were developed. Since values and attitudes are not measured directly, but 
only inferred from an individual's behavior, the underlying assumption is 
that the direction of an individual's response, or reaction, to a statement 
involving a value judgment, provides some insight concerning the values of 
the individual in a relative sense. As is the limiting case of most value 
and attitude measurement, the measure is in no way absolute, but rather 
only determines the relative ranking of individuals measured in relation 
to a particular dimension. Even an individual scoring highest on a partic­
ular scale may have values and surrogate goals which have a higher ranking 
in his own preference scale than the value inferred from his responses to 
the scale items. It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to attempt 
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to determine all of an individual's values and to arrange them hierarchic­
ally. For this reason the relative value an individual may place on a 
particular dimension is evaluated primarily in relation to other indivi­
duals responding to the same measure and not in relation to other values 
the individual may hold. 
The procedure followed in the development of all five of the afore­
mentioned scales was basically the same and for that reason it will be 
summarized at this point to avoid redundancy in the discussion of each 
scale individually. The general procedure followed is patterned after 
Edward's and Kilpatrick's Scale Discrimination Technique (31) although 
modifications were made to correspond more specifically to the data and 
resource limitations. Further suggestions concerning modifications were 
offered by Dr. Leroy Wolins of the Statistical Department of Iowa State 
University. 
In the development of each scale the initial step consisted of the 
preparation of a relatively large number of statements, or value judgments, 
considered to be statements which might be made, either in a positive or 
negative sense, by an individual holding a particular value. These state­
ments could also appropriately be labelled as attitude statements since in 
most cases they involve specific actions, referents, or psychological 
objects. The majority of statements for each dimension were developed by 
the author and project leaders following the criteria for attitude state­
ment construction suggested by Edwards (30, p. 14). The number of state­
ments developed for each dimension ranged from 63 to 90. A complete 
listing of these items is included in Appendix A. 
Following the initial preparation of statements, it is then necessary 
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to.determine the position of each statement on a psychological continuum 
and to have some objective method of eliminating ambiguous or irrelevant 
items. To accomplish this objective the initial sets of statements were 
submitted to judges for their evaluation following the basic procedure of 
equal appearing intervals developed by Thurstone (30, p. 83-86). In this 
method each judge is asked to evaluate each item in relation to the defined 
attitude or value dimension, and decide where he believes an individual who 
would agree with the statement would be categorized on the prescribed 
psychological continuum. (The instructions and definitions provided the 
judges are included with the discussion of each of the five dimensions.) 
In the equal appearing interval method 11 categories are usually pro­
vided for the judges evaluation of where a particular item (individual who 
would make or agree with the statement) would fall on the psychological 
continuum, although various odd numbers of categories have proven to be 
equally successful. The category 1 ususally defines the extreme negative 
or one polar position, with 6 defined as the neutral point, and 11 as the 
extreme opposite of 1. In this research each of the five dimensions were 
defined as polar conceptual, or value, types (see Diagram 2) rather than 
positive and negative as is usually done in developing scales of attitudes 
toward some specific psychological object. 
The judges used to make the evaluations of items in this research 
were all either faculty members or senior graduate students in the Sociol­
ogy Department at Iowa State University and thus were all familiar with the 
theoretical implications of each of the five polar types utilized. Al­
though it is generally desirable to have a relatively large number of 
judges, only 15 were utilized in evaluating the items in this research. 
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The use of as few as 15 judges is justified: (1) by research findings 
(112) indicating correlations as high as .99 for scale values obtained 
independently from two groups with as few as 15 judges in each group and 
(2) the professional qualifications of the judges. 
From the judge's evaluations scale values and standard deviations 
were computed for each item. The scale values were used as a method of 
determining the direction of scoring for the item in the subsequent stages 
of scale analysis and the standard deviations were used as a criteria for 
deleting items characterized by a high degree of dispersion of the judge's 
evaluations. The degree of dispersion is considered as an indication of 
ambiguity or irrelevance of the item. Thus cutting points were established 
on the basis of the computed standard deviations with those items being 
discarded which had standard deviation values above the selected cutting 
point. As a technical qualifying note, it is recognized that using a 
single standard deviation level as a cutting point results in a tendency 
to disproportionately reject items having scale values near the middle of 
the psychological continuum and to disproportionately accept items near 
the two poles. Despite this tendency the single standard deviation level 
was used intentionally as a cutting point in item selection since it was 
desired to have items which were judged to operationalize the polar ele­
ments and which could be dichotomized for scoring in the next stage of 
scale refinement. 
After discarding approximately 30 percent of the items on the basis 
of standard deviations of the judges ratings the remaining items were then 
prepared in the method of summated ratings, or Likert form (30, p. 149-
152). Each statement in this form is followed by various categories of 
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response. For this step five categories - strongly agree, agree on the 
whole, undecided, disagree on the whole, and strongly disagree - were pro­
vided for the response of a sample of agricultural students at Iowa State 
University. At this stage students enrolled in courses in Rural Sociology, 
and who were reared on farms, were asked to use the response categories 
to express their personal feelings about each statement. A total of 77 
students participated in this phase of scale development. From the re­
sponses of the students total scores for each student were computed for 
each of the five sets of items. The total scores for each individual were 
computed by assigning a score of 7 to a "strongly disagree", 5 to a "dis­
agree on the whole", 4 to an "undecided", 3 to an "agree on the whole", and 
1 to a "strongly agree" response to an item having a scale value between 
1.0 and 6.0 and the reverse of the above scoring to those items having 
scale values from 6.0 to 11.0. Following this procedure the response to 
each item was given a numerical value and these numerical values totaled 
for each of the five dimensions to determine a total score for each indiv­
idual on the dimension. The spread in scoring of items between 1 and 3 and 
5 and 7 was suggested by Dr. Leroy Wolins, Iowa State University Statistics 
Department, as a method to homogenize the variance of response of subjects 
on individual items and on the total score. Following this scoring pro­
cedure the greater the total score of a subject on any one of the five 
dimensions, the more positive his attitude, or the greater value, he is 
assumed to place on that dimension e.g. independence. 
Following the scoring of the student's responses the scores on each 
of the items included in a particular value dimension were then correlated 
with the total score on that dimension to determine the discriminating 
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power of each of the statements. The minimum acceptable level of r£t's 
was determined by computing the amount of independent variance of the total 
score contributed by each item and adding the standard error of the cor­
relation coefficient.* 
Although the minimum r^ was calculated, the r^'s calculated from 
the students' responses were sufficiently high, that cutting points above 
the minimum level were established so that just thé 50 percent of items 
having the highest r^t's, and not representing exact duplication of con­
tent, were selected for inclusion in the final field instrument. The 
number of items included in each dimension for the final phase of scale 
development ranged from 23 to 27. 
The final stage of scale development consisted of presenting the 
selected items (again in the Likert form using the same response categories 
and scoring procedure outlined above) to the experimental subjects, or the 
validation sample, for their responses and relationship of their responses 
to the criterion under analysis in this study. However on the basis of 
As an illustration if a scale were composed of 20 items then each 
item contributes .05 percent of variance of the total score. Thus if the 
true correlation between an item and the total score were 0 the item would 
still correlate ? 
r = .05 r = .224 
Because of the dependency, an item would correlate .224 with the 
total score if there were no experimental relationship. To prevent 
selection of items on the basis of chance variation around the minimum r 
the standard error was added to the computed minimum r. So if there were 
an N of 100 "and 20 items the following would be taken as an acceptable 
minimum r: 
r = .05 s. e._ — — — .100 r yioo 
r = .224 min. r = .324 
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the responses of the validation sample, r^t's were again computed and a 
few items dropped from the final scale form for each of the dimensions 
because of r^'s below the calculated minimum. In addition items were ex­
cluded from the final form if more than 80 percent of the responses to the 
item were in a single response category. 
From the initial number of statements with which the scale development 
process was begun the final scale forms included from 18 to 21 items each. 
The specific data pertaining to the selection of items along with split-
half reliabilities for each of the five dimensions will be presented as 
that dimension is discussed in the following section. 
Economic motivation scale 
The economic motivation scale was constructed as a relative measure 
of the degree to which individuals value economic ends and the degree to 
which occupational "success" is defined by economic criteria. As is the 
limiting case of most value and attitude measurement, the measure is in no 
way absolute, but rather only determines the relative ranking of individ­
uals measured in relation to this particular dimension and, other individ­
uals included in the study. 
This scale was constructed by the method and procedure outlined in 
the preceding discussion with the initial step being the development of 
statements considered to be relevant to the hypothesized dimension. Sixty-
eight such statements were formulated by the author and the project leaders. 
A complete listing of these statements or value judgments appears in 
Appendix A. 
After formulation of the statements they were submitted to the sample 
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of 15 judges for their evaluation of the placing of the items on the 
psychological continuum. The psychological continuum was established by 
the following instructions provided the judges: 
ECONOMIC MOTIVATION 
The following items are intended to measure the degree to which 
the individual is oriented toward the attainment of economic 
goals. The opposite pole of extreme economic motivation in this 
particular case is undefined conceptually but includes goals that 
are competing with maximization of economic return. 
For each of the following items indicate where, in terms of 
economic motivation the individual who would agree which each 
of the following statements might be categorized on the fol­
lowing continuum. It is important to constantly keep in mind that 
you are evaluating an individual that would agree with the state­
ment. 
extreme motivation motivated 
toward economic toward non-
goals neutral economic goals 
1 1  1 0  9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
Not all of the following statements are "polar" in that they 
indicate an extreme orientation at one end or the other. In fact 
you will probably find that most statements probably fit in those 
categories between the extremes and the neutral point (6). If 
you think an item measures about an equal orientation toward both, 
you would probably place it in the neutral category or at least 
assign it a 5 or a 7. In each case read over the item, think 
about the individual that would agree with the statement, and 
place your interpretation in the form of a number to the left of 
the statement. Remember you are serving as a judge and not 
indicating your own values. 
Standard deviations and scale values were computed for each item on 
the basis of the judges evaluation of the item. As indicated by Chart 1 
a cutting point was selected at the level of 1.302 standard deviations with 
all items having standard deviations above this point being discarded and 
all items below that point being retained for additional analysis. Al­
though Edwards and Kilpatrick (31) suggest establishing the cutting point 
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Chart 1. Standard deviations and scale values of judges 
evaluation of original economic motivation items 
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retained it was decided by the author to raise the level so that approxi­
mately two-thirds of the items would be retained for additional analysis. 
This procedure resulted in retaining items having a rather narrow range of 
scale values (2.06 to 3.80 at the lower end and 7.58 to 10.43 at the upper) 
which, as indicated in the previous discussion was intentional. 
Following the reduction of items from 68 to 49 by the above procedure, 
the remaining items were submitted to the sample of agricultural students. 
Their scores on individual items were then correlated with their total 
scores to determine the most discriminating items. Although the calculated 
minimum acceptable r^t was .257 the desire was to maintain the 50 percent 
of items having the highest discriminating value as evidenced by the r^t's. 
Thus no items with Tit's below .350 were retained for further analysis. 
However, 4 additional items were dropped because they represented nearly 
exact duplication of content e.g. "The only real goal in farming is to 
maximize profit" and "The only real objective in farming is to make a 
profit." In these cases where the intent, and content, of the item were 
nearly identical the item having the higher rit was retained. Of the 49 
items administered to the students, 22 were discarded because of low r^'s 
and 4 because of duplication of content, leaving 23 items in the scale 
form administered to the experimental sample. 
After obtaining the responses of the experimental sample 4 additional 
items were excluded from the final scale form because of low r^^'s. The 
calculated minimum r was .295 and 4 items were found to have r^t's below 
this point. The final scale form therefore consisted of 19 items with a 
split-half reliability of .799. The total scale scores on this 19 item 
scale ranged from a low of 57 to a high of 101, with a mean of 75.07 and 
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Table 2. Data pertaining to selection of items for economic motivation 
scale 
Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value r^t r^t X deviation 
1 .815 2.57 .385 .176 2.48 .94* 
2 .632 10.43 .606 .457 3.04 1.17 
3 1.124 2.57 .305* 
4 1.069 2.86 .398 .363 3.50 1.07 
5 .989 2.71 .306* 
6 1.995 9.62 -
7 .914 9.34 .504 .520 4.60 .97 
8 1.059 2.80 .221* 
9 .975 9.75 .467** 
10 2.099 8.34 -
11 .914 3.69 .448 .509 3.24 1.00 
12 1.684 9.76 -
13 .914 10.25 .596** 
14 1.124 8.76 .411 .426 3.64 1.20 
15 .941 2.80 .194* 
16 1.233 3.37 .286* 
17 1.397 8.25 -
18 1.000 8.87 .354 .420 4.47 1.02 
19 1.781 9.34 -
20 .702 9.94 .657 .448 3.36 1.08 
21 2.927 5.25 -
22 1.045 9.57 .487 .213 3.34 1.30* 
23 1.222 3.80 .435 .266 2.67 1.37* 
24 1.728 7.67 -
25 1.124 8.29 .445 .353 4.42 1.17 
26 1.162 9.00 .543 .346 4.14 1.04 
27 .883 2.75 ,441** 
28 1.533 3.87 -
29 1.162 7.75 .071* 
30 1.162 9.00 .221* 
31 .862 3.14 .415 .394 3.52 .93 
32 .926 2.92 .376 .479 3.58 1.04 
33 .914 2.58 .330* 
34 2.153 3.42 -
35 1.174 8.25 .341* 
36 2.023 7.76 -
*Eliminated - low r^. 
**Eliminated - duplication of content. 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value rit rit X deviation 
37 1.301 3.80 .287* 
38 1.098 8.25 .253* 
39 .989 3.42 .111* 
40 .898 2.40 .312* 
41 1.195 9.13 .197* 
42 1.647 7.62 -
43 1.186 7.58 .383 .390 4.47 1.16 
44 1.124 8.00 .103* 
45 1.098 7.75 .275* 
46 .989 9.37 .543 .417 4.14 1.19 
47 .632 2.57 .430 .385 3.11 1.08 
48 2.263 7.76 -
49 1.233 8.62 .543 .567 4.51 1.32 
50 .941 9.40 .212* 
51 2.218 8.60 -
52 1.221 9.76 .402 .376 4.81 .83 
53 1.404 8.20 -
54 .882 2.86 .130* 
55 1.098 3.13 .299* 
56 .722 2.22 .282* 
57 1.186 8.13 .178* 
58 2.218 4.37 -
59 1.551 8.76 -
60 1.301 9.34 -.004* 
. 61 1.059 9.60 .395 .328 3.33 1.35 
62 1.031 2.06 .346** 
63 1.971 8.43 -
64 2.229 7.87 -
65 .910 2.29 .555 .398 4.57 1.11 
66 1.059 3.00 .616 .451 3.81 1.28 
67 1.014 2.58 .565 .203 4.86 1.20* 
68 2.120 8.13 
standard deviation of 8.028. The distribution of scores by categories 
established on the basis of standard deviations appears in Table 3. 
Other recent research studies have developed measures of economic 
motivation of farm operators and have found the measured value to correlate 
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Table 3. Distribution of experimental sample scores on economic motivation 
scale 
Score category Number Percent 
66 and below 17 13.0 
67-75 54 41.2 
76-83 44 33.6 
84 and above 16 12.2 
131 100.0% 
X = 75.07 
S = 8.028 
significantly with various farm management performance criteria. Among 
these studies is one by Strauss (124) who used a forced choice procedure 
to develop an economic motivation scale, the scores on which he found to 
correlate .40 with the farm operator's gross farm income. Wilkening and 
Johnson (145) also studied the salience of profit in farm operator's 
decision-making, and found the use of a profit criteria in making decisions 
to be significantly and positively related to, (1) the adoption of techno­
logical innovations in farming, (2) the use of institutionalized sources 
of information and (3) negatively related to the salience of other goals 
or criteria such as "ease and convenience", "quality or standard" etc. 
The relationship between the developed Economic motivation scale and 
the criteria under analysis in this research will be reported in the sec­
tion on findings of the research. 
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Scientific orientation 
The scientific orientation scale was constructed as a measure of the 
degree to which farm operators are positive in their attitude toward 
science and the use of scientific methods in farming and decision-making. 
It is intended to operational!ze the independent variable included in Sub-
general Hypothesis 2. As stated previously, this is not intended as an 
absolute measure of valuation and attitude toward science but rather a 
measure to determine relative ranking of individuals on this dimension. 
The scale was constructed by the method and procedure outlined in the 
introduction of this section with the initial step being the development 
of statements considered to be relevant to the hypothesized dimension. Of 
the original 73 statements included in the preliminary stage of scale dev­
elopment 10 were taken from a scale previously developed by Marsh and 
Coleman (76) and used by others (12, 54, 56). These 10 statements are 
designated in the complete listing of items appearing in Appendix A. 
* After initial formulation of the statements they were submitted to 
the sample of 15 judges for their evaluation of the placing of the items 
on the psychological continuum. The psychological continuum was defined 
by the following instructions provided to the judges: 
Scientific Orientation 
The following items are intended to measure the degree to which the 
individual is oriented toward, utilizes, and believes in the 
developments of science and the degree to which he uses scientific 
approaches to management decision making. It is hypothesized 
that the opposite pole of "belief in science" is "traditionalism" 
or doing things on the basis of past experience, generalized "laws" 
and other criteria that imply the absence of analytic evaluation. 
For each of the following items indicate where, on a "scientific 
orientation-traditionalism" continuum, an individual would fall 
that would agree with the item. It is important to constantly 
keep in mind that you are evaluating an individual that would 
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agree with the statement. You are being asked to respond on a 1 
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The standard deviations and scale values computed for each item from 
the judges responses are presented graphically in Chart 2 and numerically 
in Table 4. Approximately one*third of the items had standard deviation 
values above 1.300 and were discarded with the remaining 49 items retained 
for further analysis. The scale values for the items retained ranged from 
2.00 to 3.75 at the lower end and from 7.58 to 10.43 at the upper. 
Following the reduction of items from 73 to 49 by the above procedure 
the remaining items were submitted to the sample of agricultural students 
and their scores on individual items then correlated with their total score 
to determine the most discriminating items. Although the calculated mini­
mum acceptable r^t was .257 the.desire was to maintain the 50 percent of 
items having the highest discriminating value as evidenced by the r^'s. 
Based on this criteria no items were retained which had r^t's below .380. 
One additional item was dropped because of duplication of content leaving 
a total of 27 items in the scale form administered to the experimental 
sample. 
After obtaining the responses of the experimental sample 6 additional 
items were excluded from the final scale form because of low r^'s. The 
calculated minimum r was .278 and 6 items were found to have r^' s below 
this point. Excluding these items the final scale form consisted of 21 
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Chart 2. Standard deviations and scale values of judges' 
evaluation of original scientific orientation items 
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Table 4. Data pertaining to selection of items for scientific orientation 
scale 
Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value r^ r^ X deviation 
1 .641 10.11 .384 .213 3.13 1.12* 
2 .962 3.00 .365 
3 1.024 8.56 .361** 
4 1.112 2.60 .273* 
5 1.032 2.92 .411 .330 4.21 1.16 
6 1.032 3.08 .221* 
7 1.194 3.34 .432 .435 3.56 1.30 
8 1.085 8.86 .539 .309 4.73 .84 
9 1.495 3.25 -
10 1.807 8.41 -
11 1.162 3.43 .210* 
12 1.195 7.80 .487 .271 5.30 1.07* 
13 .815 8.44 .388 .219 3.31 1.18* 
14 .914 9.71 .579 .440 4.32 1.15 
15 1.055 8.75 .511 .285 4.67 .84 
16 1.725 8.60 -
17 .914 2.29 .480 .183 4.69 .88* 
18 1.147 3.20 .452 .394 3.33 1.13 
19 1.222 7.58 .199* 
20 1.012 8.37 .462 .306 5.43 .86 
21 1.245 8.80 .372* 
22 1.064 2.41 .536 .365 5.50 1.16 
23 2.155 3.62 -
24 .833 3.43 .195* 
25 1.195 2.80 .432 .292 4.59 1.09 
26 1.162 9.00 .093* 
27 .914 8.29 .287* 
28 1.300 8.08 -
29 1.032 3.20 .571 .428 4.44 1.16 
30 1.176 2.00 .559 .327 4.70 1.30 
31 1.597 5.58 -
32 1.222 8.58 .528 .329 3.70 1.19 
33 1.236 2.00 .347* 
34 1.725 8.13 -
35 .736 9.31 .571 .267 4.58 .90* 
36 .815 2.42 .515 .379 4.70 1.02 
*Eliminated - low r^t. 
**Eliminated - duplication of content. 
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Table 4. (Continued) 
Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value rit rit X deviation 
37 .815 9.43 .006* 
38 1.174 3.20 .512 .379 4.62 .96 
39 1.533 5.60 -
40 1.135 2.75 .193* 
41 .774 8.89 .280* 
42 .898 2.44 .515 .424 4.65 1.22 
43 1.253 10.43 .327* 
44 1.424 4.34 -
45 2.060 5.34 -
46 1.830 9.34 -
47 1.351 3.06 -
48 1.245 8.60 .316* 
49 1.064 3.71 .422 .302 4.73 .99 
50 1.594 3.00 -
51 1.186 9.60 .497 .537 5.01 .86 
52 .960 10.06 .224* 
53 1.513 3.58 -
54 1.351 8.75 -
55 1.446 2.75 -
56 2.257 3.62 -
57 .975 3.75 .324* 
58 1.124 8.58 .602 .293 4.79 .99 
59 1.098 9.92 .499 .380 3.93 1.11 
60 .914 2.08 .228* 
61 1.242 8.00 .385 .251 4.78 1.08* 
62 .883 2.57 .333* 
63 .941 2.80 .280* 
64 1.112 8.20 .195* 
65 1.405 4.13 -
66 1.333 3.29 -
67 1.333 1.75 -
68 1.309 2.94 -
69 2.052 2.66 -
70 1.186 9.13 .398 .387 4.96 .88 
71 .960 10.20 .584 .425 4.48 1.03 
72 2.834 7.00 -
73 2.366 3.25 
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the 21 item scale ranged from a low of 73 to a high of 119, with a mean of 
94.70, and a standard deviation of 6.726. The distribution of scores by 
categories established on the basis of standard deviations appears in Table 
5. 
Table 5. Distribution of experimental sample scores on scientific orienta­
tion scale 
Score category Number Percent 
87 and below 14 10.7 
88 - 94 53 40.5 
95 - 101 40 38.1 
102 and above 14 10.7 
131 100.0% 
X = 94.70 
S = 6.726 
There have been various research efforts in recent years to measure 
farm operator's beliefs, values and attitudes concerning science and the 
use of scientific methods in farming and to relate these to some measures 
of farm operator performance. Included among these, are studies by Fliegle 
(38) who found a positive relationship between farm operator's attitude 
toward science and their net farm income. Similarly both Marsh and Coleman 
(76) and Ramsey, et al. (103) found farm operator's scores on constructed 
attitude toward science scales to be significantly related to farmer's 
adoption of technological innovations. Other studies developing and/or 
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using measures of attitude toward science as independent variables in con­
ducting research of some farm performance variable include Hoffer and 
Stangland (55), Hobbs (54), Jenkins (56), and Bohlen and Seal (12). The 
use of such a measure is not unique, but in most cases the measures of 
attitude have not been related to the type of economic productivity cri­
terion under analysis in this research. 
Mental activity scale 
The mental activity scale was constructed as a measure of the degree 
to which farm operators are positively oriented and evaluate the importance 
of mental as opposed to physical activity and processes in farm operation. 
It is intended to operational!ze the independent variable included in Sub-
general Hypothesis 3. As was stated in relation to the two previous scale 
dimensions this measure is not designed to measure an absolute value, but 
rather to determine the relative evaluation and response of individuals 
included in the experimental sample. 
This scale was constructed by the method and procedure outlined in 
the introduction of this section with the initial step being the develop­
ment of statements considered to be relevant to the hypothesized dimension. 
Of the 63 statements included in the preliminary stage of scale develop­
ment, 4 were taken from a leisure orientation scale developed and published 
by Burdge (17). The items taken from the Burdge scale are so indicated 
in the complete listing of items appearing in Appendix A. 
The initial set of statements was presented to the same group of 15 
judges used in the evaluation of the preceding scales for their evaluation 
of the placing of the statements on the defined psychological continuum. 
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The psychological continuum was defined by the following instructions pro­
vided to the judges : 
The following items are intended to measure the individual's 
orientation toward mental as opposed to physical activity in 
farming. Mental activity in farming is thought of as including 
record keeping, planning, organizing, etc. On the opposite end 
of this continuum is the orientation toward physical work as an 
end in itself. This pole tends to operationalize many of the 
ideas and suggestions of the Protestant Ethic. However this is 
not intended to be a Protestant Ethic scale - the relevant measures 
are orientation toward mental abilities and activities in farming 
as opposed to orientation toward physical work. 
For each of the following items indicate where - in terms of 
mental-physical orientation - the individual who would agree 
with each of the following statements might be categorized on the 
continuum. 
The standard deviations and scale values computed for each item from 
the judges' responses are presented graphically in Chart 3 and numerically 
in Table 6. The cutting point for item selection was again set at the 
1.302 standard deviation level with only 11 of the original 63 items being 
discarded because of standard deviations above the stated' cutting point. 
The scale values for the items retained for further analysis ranged from 
1.57 to 4.37 at the lower end and from 8.13 to 10.25 at the upper. 
The remaining 52 items were then submitted to the sample of agricul­
ture students for their responses with their scores on each item being cor­
related with their total scores on the scale to determine the most 
discriminating items. The minimum acceptable r^ was computed as .225 but, 
because of the desire to reduce the number of items by approximately half, 
MENTAL ACTIVITY 
1 1  1 0  9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
extreme orient­
ation to mental 
activity 
neutral extreme orientation 
toward the importance 
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Chart 3. Standard deviations and scale values of judges' 
evaluation of original mental activity items 
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Table 6. Data pertaining to selection of items for mental activity scale 
Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value r,_ r X deviation 
" it 
1 1.010 9.43 .365* 
2 1.162 2.72 .449 .432 5.60 1.21 
3 .702 2.15 .347* 
4 1.242 9.60 .184* 
5 1.162 9.20 .404** 
6 1.098 2.75 .491 .342 4.83 .97 
7 .960 1.57 .495 .395 5.19 1.05 
8 1.301 2.60 .261* 
9 1.222 9.00 .379 .181 5.10 .90* 
10 .960 9.20 .328* 
11 1.183 9.40 .294* 
12 1.623 9.80 -
13 1.121 9.75 .408 .477 4.78 1.15 
14 .914 10.25 .303* 
15 .937 9.20 .314* 
16 1.059 2.42 .448 .500 5.09 .91 
17 1.767 5.00 -
18 1.222 3.58 .402** 
19 1.758 3.34 -
20 .985 2.40 .427 .256 4.41 1.35* 
21 1.242 2.40 .551 .429 4.16 1.00 
22 1.222 2.92 .592 .411 4.61 1.17 
23 1.242 3.00 .299* 
24 1.301 3.62 .578 .248 3.17 1.10* 
25 1.699 3.25 -
26 1-523 4.13 -
27 1.069 9.00 .313* 
28 1.290 3.60 .406 .486 4.05 1.14 
29 1.186 4.37 .288* 
30 1.301 1.80 .567 .450 5.29 .94 
31 1.265 2.75 .420 .443 4.80 1.07 
32 1.183 3.20 .103* 
33 1.242 3.76 .136* 
34 2.737 3.40 -
35 1.121 2.25 .332* 
36 .845 2.94 .462** 
•Eliminated - low r^f 
**Eliminated - duplication of content. 
Table 6. (Continued) 
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Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value rit rit X deviation 
37 1.207 9.00 .213* 
38 1.807 4.34 -
39 1.082 3.14 .518 .320 3.73 1.08 
40 1.124 9.71 .228* 
41 1.134 2.67 .457 .213 4.65 .80* 
42 1.495 8.40 -
43 1.112 3.37 .440 .370 5.04 .56*** 
44 .882 9.00 .375* 
45 1.222 9.20 .422 .303 5.18 .86*** 
46 1.186 3.13 .537 .461 4.70 .83 
47 1.233 3.37 .205* 
48 1.098 2.87 .361* . 
49 1.242 2.20 .391 .530 4.53 .98 
50 1.121 9.37 .244* 
51 .797 9.81 .321* 
52 .975 3.25 .426 .361 3.72 1.03 
53 1.186 8.13 .431 .310 5.62 1.07 
54 1.485 4.62 -
55 .922 2.86 .459 .281 3.65 1.17 
56 .989 2.42 .505 .373 3.36 1.30 
57 1.831* 4.00 -
58 1.222 3.92 .158* 
59 1.121 2.62 .472 .299 5.53 .93 
60 3.019* 5.62 — 
61 1.124 2.29 .483 .389 5.64 .94 
62 1.082 9.37 .450 .393 4.92 .93 
63 1.162 8.87 .097* 
***E1iminated - poor distribution. 
only those items having rit's above .370 were retained for additional 
analysis. Three additional items were dropped because of duplication of 
content, leaving a total 26 items in the scale form administered to the 
experimental sample. 
After obtaining the responses of the experimental sample 6 additional 
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items were dropped, 4 because of low r^^'s and 2 because of poor distribu­
tion of response. The calculated minimum r^t was .278 and 4 items were 
found to have item-total score correlations below this point. In addition 
2 items were dropped from the final scale form because more than 80 percent 
of the responses were in a single response category. The final scale form 
consisted of 20 items with a split-half reliability of .882. The total 
scores of the experimental sample on this scale ranged from 76 to 118, with 
a mean of 90.95, and standard deviation of 7.079. The distribution of 
total scores by categories established on the basis of standard deviations 
appears in Table 7. 
Recent research studies have sought to develop empirical measures of 
at least one element of the theoretical typology operationalized by the 
mental activity scale. Ramsey, et al. (103) developed a scale measuring 
farm operator's belief in hard work (which was previously defined as the 
Table 7. Distribution of experimental sample scores on mental activity 
scale 
Score category Number Percent 
82 and below 16 12.2 
83 - 90 55 42.0 
91 - 97 41 31.3 
98 and above 19 14.5 
131 100.0% 
X = 90.95 
S = 7.079 
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polar antithesis of a positive valuation of mental and analytical processes 
in farm operation)• However they found no significant relationship 
(hypothesized as negative) between farmers' scores on the scale and their 
adoption of recommended farm practices. Copp (21) in another study of the 
adoption of farm practices developed a "rigidity-flexibility" continuum as 
a measure of the degree to which farm operators viewed farming as a mental, 
problem-solving situation as opposed to belief in hard work and decision­
making on the basis of tradition or set formulas. As developed by Copp 
this measure is similar in conceptual content to the mental activity scale. 
Copp found highly significant relationships between scores on this measure 
and adoption of recommended farm practices as well as various economic 
indicators such as scale of operation and farm income. 
Other recent research studies seeking to develop measures of the value 
placed on physical as opposed to mental work include Goldstein and Eichorn 
(40), Burdge (17), and Van Den Ban (132). 
Independence scale 
The independence scale was constructed as a measure of the degree to 
which farm operators positively value independence, or individualism and 
autonomy, in decision-making and is intended to operationalize the inde­
pendent variable included in Sub-general Hypothesis 4. 
One other recent research study (Ramsey, ^ t al.) (103) developed a 
scale to measure individualism which they hypothesized to be negatively 
related to the adoption of recommended farm practices. However they found 
a positive relationship approaching statistical significance between value 
placed on individualism and the adoption of farm practices. A positive 
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value placed on independence is hypothesized to be positively related to 
economic productivity in this research. 
The independence scale was constructed following the method and pro­
cedure outlined in the introduction of this section with the initial step 
being the development of statements considered to be relevant to the 
measurement of the hypothesized value dimension. A total of 77 such 
statements were prepared by the author and project leaders. 
After preparation of the statements they were submitted to a panel 
of 15 judges for their evaluation of the placing of individual items on 
the defined psychological continuum. The psychological continuum was de­
fined by the following instructions provided the judges: 
INDEPENDENCE 
The following items are intended to measure the individuals 
orientation toward independence, or autonomy, in decision-making. 
The polar types incorporated into this measure are not exactly, 
but closely approximate "self-orientation-collective-orientation" 
and "affective neutrality-affectivity" of Parson's pattern vari­
ables . 
For each of the following items indicate on a "independence -
dependence" continuum where you think the individual would fall 
that would agree with the statement. 
Independence dependence in 
(autonomy) neutral decision-making 
(referral to neigh­
borhood norms) 
1 1  1 0  9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
The standard deviations and scale values computed for each item from 
the judges responses are presented graphically in Chart 4 and numerically 
in Table 8. The cutting point for item selection was again set at the 
1.302 standard deviation level with 22 of the original 77 items being dis­
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Chart 4. Standard deviations and scale values of Judges' 
evaluation of original independence items 
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Table 8. Data pertaining to selection of items for independence scale 
Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value rit rit X deviation 
1 1.221 9.20 .388 .379 4.45 1.17 
2 .702 1.94 . .384 .532 5.48 1.03 
3 2.730 9.75 -
4 1.069 9.00 .345 .354 4.87 .72*** 
5 .910 3.29 .240* 
6 1.253 9.00 .259* 
7 .742 2.43 .362 .308 5.88 1.20 
8 .959 9.60 .204* 
9 .985 9.85 .382 .234 3.99 1.14* 
10 1.162 9.37 .417 .136 4.65 .99* * 
11 1.790 9.60 -
12 1.820 9.13 -
13 1.195 9.13 .411 .448 5.30 1.02 
14 1.386 3.58 -
15 .914 2.92 .409 .198 3.35 1.02* 
16 1.221 8.87 .104* 
17 1.121 3.62 .485 .409 4.30 1.24 
18 1.059 3.00 .278* 
19 1.059 9.00 .195* 
20 1.502 4.62 -
21 1.174 8.75 .135* 
22 2.672 4.87 -
23 1.579 9.34 -
24 1.301 8.37 .156* 
25 .898 9.81 .280* 
26 .828 9.58 .329 .358 5.14 1.13 
27 .941 3.20 .331 .515 4.03 1.29 
28 1.121 3.25 .441 .374 3.14 .67 
29 .989 2.86 .435 .344 3.36 .89 
30 .975 2.58 .319 .481 4.21 1.28 
31 .832 9.57 .527 .322 3.93 1.17 
32 .989 3.72 .304* 
33 1.059 9.25 .362 .312 5.30 .89*** 
34 1.436 4.20 -
35 1.355 8.67 -
36 1.186 2.58 .181* 
37 .929 9.00 .063* 
•Eliminated - low rit. 
***Eliminated - poor distribution. 
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Table 8. (Continued) 
Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value r^t r-t X deviation 
38 1.000 3.00 .259* 
39 .975 3.25 .276* 
40 1.542 3.62 -
41 .914 9.08 .113* 
42 1.301 2.60 .157* 
43 1.242 3.20 .333 .366 4.02 1.46 
44 1.098 8.87 .IK* 
45 1.162 3.00 .218* 
46 .989 2.31 .435 .463 4.75 1.06 
47 2.268 3.42 -
48 .941 2.80 .281* 
49 1.242 3.67 .125* 
50 .910 8.29 .083* 
51 1.227 3.60 .366 .326 4.16 1.13 
52 1.112 9.68 .618 .478 5.13 .63*** 
53 1.124 3.08 -.025* 
54 2.231 8.25 -
55 2.099 9.00 -
56 1.162 2.67 .418 .420 4.27 1.02 
57 1.453 4.62 -
58 1.112 8.80 .123* 
59 1.059 2.80 .485 .427 4.57 1.21 
60 1.162 4.00 .292* 
61 1.958 3.76 -
62 1.123 . 9.00 .338 .483 5.21 .90 
63 2.229 8.60 -
64 1.222 9.34 .299* 
65 .898 3.19 .258* 
66 1.647 2.42 
67 1.082 2.87 .265* 
68 1.183 3.37 .456 .288 3.61 1.06 
69 1.994 3.60 -
70 2.015 3.60 -
71 1.222 2.31 .300* 
72 2.335 7.25 -
73 .941 9.20 .241* 
74 1.579 3.67 -
75 1.082 9.87 .481** 
76 1.045 9.89 .458 .330 4.33 1.10 
77 1.436 9.40 -
••Eliminated - duplication of content. 
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The scale values for the items retained for further analysis ranged from 
1.94 to 4.00 at the lower end and from 8.29 to 9.89 at the upper. 
Following the reduction of items from 77 to 55 by the above procedure 
the remaining items were administered to the sample of agricultural students 
for their personal responses to the items. Using the scoring procedure 
outlined, the score of each student on each individual item was correlated 
with the total score on the scale to determine those items having the 
greatest discrimination value. The calculated minimum acceptable r^^ was 
.249 but since it was desired to reduce the number of items by approxi­
mately 50 percent only those items were retained which correlated at least 
.310 with the total score on the scale. Twenty-nine items were discarded 
by this procedure with one additional item being dropped because of dupli­
cation of content leaving a total of 25 items in the scale form administer­
ed to the experimental sample. 
Based on the responses of the experimental sample, 6 additional items 
were excluded from the final scale form, 3 because of low r^t's and 3 
others which had more than 80 percent of the responses in a single response 
category. The minimum acceptable r^t was calculated as .286. Thus the 
final scale form consisted of 19 items with a split-half reliability of 
.743. The total scores of the experimental sample on this scale ranged 
from 69 to 103, with a mean of 81.24, and standard deviation of 6.874. 
The distribution of total scores by categories established on the basis 
of standard deviations appears in Table 9. 
Risk aversion scale 
The risk aversion scale was developed as a measure of the degree to 
which farm operators are oriented toward security and conservatism and 
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Table 9. Distribution of experimental sample scores on independence scale 
Score category Number Percent 
74 and below 23 17.6 
75 - 81 49 37.4 
82 - 88 42 32.0 
89 and above 17 13.0 
131 100.0% 
X = 81.24 
S = 6.874 
thus tend to be reluctant to make decisions perceived as involving elements 
of risk and uncertainty. This scale is intended to operationalize the 
independent variable developed in relation to and included in Sub-general 
Hypothesis 5. 
The measurement of values and attitudes related to risk aversion has 
been a central part of a number of recent research studies which have 
sought to relate farmers' attitudes toward risk, and values placed on se­
curity and conservatism, to farmers' use of credit, their adoption of farm 
practices and other performance criteria. Studies by Venezian (133) and 
Hesser and Janssen (52) have both developed scales to measure attitude 
toward the use of credit and have related the measured attitudes to capital 
rationing on the part of farm operators. Both studies found significant 
relationships between a positive attitude toward risk and credit and the 
use of borrowed capital for farm firm operation and expansion. Similarly 
Ramsey, et al. (103) and Hoffer and Stangland (55) both developed measures 
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of farmers' values placed on security and conservatism which both studies 
found to be negatively associated with the adoption of recommended farm 
practices. Using yet another criterion variable - farm income - Fliegel 
(38) and Bohlen and Beal (12) found negative attitudes toward risk and the 
use of credit to be negatively associated with farm income. 
The risk aversion scale utilized in this research was developed fol­
lowing the same basic procedure outlined in the introduction to this 
section. In the development of an original set of statements, items were 
included from a scale developed by Venezian, (133) a scale developed by 
Hesser and Janssen (52) and a set of items reported by Bohlen and Beal 
(12). The original set of 89 items is included in Appendix A with those 
items taken from other developed scales so designated. The remainder of 
the items were developed by the author and the project leaders. 
After formulation of the statements they were submitted to the same 
panel of 15 judges used in evaluating the previous 4 scales for their eval­
uation of the placing of the items on the psychological continuum. The 
psychological continuum was defined by the following instructions provided 
the judges. 
The following items are intended to measure the degree to 
which an individual is oriented toward security and conservatism 
and is reluctant to make decisions and take action in situations 
characterized by risk and uncertainty. The polar antithesis of 
the risk aversion orientation is risk preference or a positive 
attitude toward risk and uncertainty, or a willingness to gamble. 
For each of the following items indicate where, in terms of 
a "risk aversion-risk preference" continuum the individual who 
would agree with each of the following statements might be cate­
gorized. It is important to constantly keep in mind that you are 
evaluating an individual that would agree with the statement. 
extreme risk 
preference 




6 5 4 3 2 1 
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Standard deviations and scale values were computed for each item on 
the basis of the judges' evaluations. As indicated by Chart 5 and further 
elaborated by Table 10 the cutting point for item selection on the basis 
of computed standard deviations was set at 1.302, the same as for the pre­
vious four scales. On the basis of the computed standard deviations of 
the judges' evaluations, 38 of the original 89 items were discarded. The 
remaining 51 items had a range of scale values from 1.92 to 4.05 at the 
low end and from 8.40 to 10.20 at the upper end. Of the 51 items remaining 
after completing the above step 35 had scale values between 1.92 and 4.05 
and 16 had scale values between 8.40 and 10.20. 
Following the reduction of items by the above procedure the remaining 
items were submitted to the sample of agricultural students for their 
response to the individual items. Using the scale values established above 
the total score for each individual was computed and the responses to each 
item correlated with the total scores of each student to determine the 
most discriminating items. The minimum r^t was computed as .254 however 
to reduce the number of items by approximately one-half only those items 
having r^'s above .360 were retained for further analysis. On the basis 
or r£t's below the established cutting point, 21 of the 51 items were dis­
carded with an additional 5 items being discarded because of duplication 
of content leaving a total of 25 items for administration to the experimen­
tal sample. 
After obtaining the responses from the experimental sample 7 addition­
al items were dropped, (6 because of item-total score correlations below 
the .286 minimum and 1 because of poor distribution) leaving a total of 18 
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Chart 5. Standard deviations and scale values of judges' 
evaluation of original risk aversion items 
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Table 10. Data pertaining to selection of items for rish aversion scale 
Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value r^t r^t X deviation 
1 .832 2.31 .522 .611 4.17 1.35 
2 1.098 2.87 .511 .503 4.21 1.07 
3 1.059 2.60 .330^ 
4 1.186 8.75 .255^ 
5 1.056 2.58 .353** 
6 1.533 8.58 -
7 .960 10.20 .197^ 
8 1.162 2.62 .417 .484 5.16 1.10 
9 1.464 8.00 -
10 1.556 5.00 -
11 .989 9.42 .302^ 
12 1.031 2.20 .505 .472 5.81 1.08 
13 1.162 4.00 .084^ 
14 1.897 4.34 -
15 1.045 2.37 .635** 
16 1.404 2.13 -
17 .882 10.00 .284^ 
18 1.098 4.00 .319^ 
19 1.579 4.34 -
20 1.799 9.75 -
21 1.059 3.20 .295^ 
22 .975 3.25 .499 .455 4.22 1.19 
23 1.186 8.40 .370 .201 5.07 .77* 
24 .914 2.92 .189^ 
25 1.242 2.40 .592 .260 3.94 1.08* 
26 1.134 9.20 . .375 .298 3.56 .93 
27 .941 2.20 .659 .264 5.19 .76*** 
28 1.447 4.13 -
29 1.551 8.13 -
30 .975 8.75 .388 .435 4.53 1.01 
31 1.278 3.00 .408 .277 4.32 1.23^ 
32 1.386 8.00 -
33 1.333 3.62 -









duplication of content, 
poor distribution. 
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Table 10. (Continued) 
Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value r^t r^ X deviation 
36 1.059 2.94 .430 .337 3.27 1.23 
36 .882 2.75 .446 .405 3.84 1.07 
38 1.943 5.62 -
39 1.485 4.13 -
40 1.301 2.14 .392 .418 4.30 1.07 
41 1.146 3.20 .180* 
42 1.162 3.00 .400 .408 4.73 1.13 
43 1.447 3.62 -
44 .975 2.75 .451 .178 3.36 .99* 
45 1.045 3.14 .403** 
46 1.464 5.00 -
47 1.551 3.60 -
48 .914 2.42 .531 .510 3.93 1.17 
49 1.134 9.34 .142* 
50 .925 1.92 .370** 
51 .798 3.19 .475 .469 3.83 1.16 
52 1.504 2.62 -
53 2.274 4.34 -
54 1.549 3.37 -
55 1.473 3.62 -
56 1.362 5.00 -
57 1.446 4.62 -
58 1.059 9.60 -.138* 
59 1.446 4.62 -
60 1.222 3.80 .378 .157 2.98 1.14* 
61 1.641 2.80 -
62 1.245 3.80 .281* 
63 1.457 3.12 -
64 1.183 2.60 .195* 
65 1.049 2.58 .400 .398 3.83 1.03 
66 1.457 3.87 -
67 1.656 9.06 -
68 1.186 8.86 .102* 
69 1.082 9.37 .159* 
70 .975 9.25 .091* 
71 .722 2.08 .310* 
72 .925 10.08 .517 .425 3.83 1.04 
73 1.222 8.87 .268* 
74 1.549 3.37 -
75 1.222 3.34 .243* 
76 .592 4.05 .424** 
77 1.031 3.40 .487 .405 3.88 1.12 
78 1.495 4.20 -
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Table 10. (Continued) 
Original Judges Judges Field Field Field sample 
item standard scale Student sample sample standard 
number deviation value 
rit rit X deviation 
79 1.921 4.00 _ 
80 .989 2.29 .401 .486 4.48 1.17 
81 1.579 8.87 -
82 1.533 8.00 -
83 1.320 2.67 -
84 1.373 3.34 -
85 1.512 3.00 -
86 1.386 9.60 -
87 .985 9.40 .203* 
88 .862 9.86 .389 .206 4.91 .76* 
89 1.301 3.62 • -
90 2.077 5.76 
a low of 50 to a high of 104 with a mean of 74.70 and a standard deviation 
of 8.942. The distribution of scores by categories established on the 
basis of standard deviations appears in Table 11. The split half reliabil­
ity of the final scale form was .649. 
To prevent working with negative coefficients the scoring was reversed 
so that a low score on this measure is indicative of risk aversion. The 
higher the score on the scale the less risk aversion. 
Total standard score 
Since the five previously defined scale dimensions are hypothesized to 
be sub-dimensions of an economically rational value orientation, the raw 
scores on each of the five scales were transformed into standard scores to 
enable summing of the individual scales into a single total score, or val­
ue, for the five scales. This total standard score will be used as a 
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Table 11. Distribution of experimental sample scores on risk aversion 
scale 
Score category Number Percent 
65 and below 17 13.0 
66 - 74 47 35.9 
75 - 83 42 32.0 
84 and above 25 19.1 
Total 131 100.0% 
X = 74.70 
S = 8.942 
variable to test some of the previously developed hypotheses. 
The distribution of these total standard scores by category appears 
in Table 12. The. range of the total standard scores was from -8.997 to 
+9.512. 
Table 12. Distribution of total standard scores for the five value and 
attitude scales 
Score category Number Percent 
+4.00 and above 13 9.9 
+2.00 to +3.999 16 12.2 
0.000 to +1.999 30 22.9 
-2.000 to -0.001 41 31.3 
-4.000 to -2.001 21 16.0 
-4.001 and below 10 7.7 
Total 131 100.0% 
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Biological Capacities 
Of the various biological capacities and capabilities which may have 
an effect on individuals' goal orientations and levels of goal attainment, 
mental abilities were hypothesized to be most relevant to differential 
economic productivity of farm managers. The justification for this judg­
ment was based upon the premise that decision-making is the central func­
tion of management and includes collection and analysis of information 
and analysis of alternatives which are primarily mental processes. 
Since the principle focus of this research was on the development of 
the measures of a rational value orientation and because of the difficul­
ties involved in field testing of intelligence the operational measures 
of mental abilities in this analysis are indirect and inferential. Two 
variables are used as operational measures of mental abilities. The two 
measures used are: (a) the number of years of formal education completed 
by the sample member and (b) his reported grade average in high school. 
Although these two variables are not direct measures of mental ability 
there is considerable evidence that they are significantly correlated in 
the general population with scores on standardized intelligence tests. 
Wechsler indicates for example, that; 
"Practically all studies show that educational attainment (as 
measured by the number of years of school attendance) and intelli­
gence ratings (as measured by test scores) correlate to a relatively 
high degree. The correlation ranges in most cases from about .60 
to .80. For our own adult population we have found it to be .64." 
(141, p. 105) 
Similarly for a sample of 4330 men inducted into the army during World War 
II a correlation of .73 was found between scores on the Army General Clas­
sification Test and the highest grade completed in school (118). It should 
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be cautioned however that these are relationships, and do not identify 
cause and effect. However from the evidence available it is assumed that 
some inference may be made concerning mental ability from knowledge of 
number of years of formal education completed. 
There is also considerable research evidence indicating significant 
relationships between scores on standardized intelligence tests and grade 
average in school. Goodman (41) reports a study of the relationship be­
tween scores on two group intelligence tests (Otis and Fressey) and on the 
Thurstone Primary Mental Abilities and semester grade averages of freshmen 
students. The correlations between the various sub-tests of the Thurstone 
and semester grade average ranged from .20 to .51 while the correlation 
between scores on the Otis and the Pressey and semester grade average were 
.53 and .51 respectively. In another study Bernreuter and Goodman (10) 
found a correlation of .51 between a combination of sub-test scores on the 
Thurstone and grade-point average of college engineering students. 
From this research evidence the inference is made that the two meas­
ures included in this analysis are at least indirect indications of the 
mental abilities of the individuals included in the study. Following are 
brief reports of how the data were collected and the distribution of the 
sample on the two measures. 
Years of education completed 
The respondents were asked to indicate to the interviewer the numbers 
of years of formal education they had completed, exclusive of short 
courses, night schools, etc. The range in number of years of education 
completed was from 6 to 17 with a mean of 12.8 and standard deviation of 
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2.0. The complete distribution of the number of years of education com­
pleted appears in Table 13. 
Reported grade average in school 
As a supplementary measure of the mental ability of the respondents 
they were provided a set of categories (reproduced in Table 14) and asked 
to indicate their approximate high school grade average. If the respondent 
had not attended high school he was asked to indicate his approximate grade 
school average. The distribution of responses by category appears in Table 
14. 
Situational Factors 
Decisions made by individuals are postulated to be influenced by 
their beliefs, values, attitudes, aspirations, abilities and the social-
psychological-economic environment or situation in which the individual 
makes decisions. The situation as a factor in human behavior is usually 
rather broadly defined to include all those factors external to the 
individual which may have an effect on his actions and decisions. However 
for purposes of this analysis the situation is defined to include only some 
relevant physical dimensions of the decision-making environment of farm 
operators and the stage of life cycle of the decision-maker. 
The situation as an element effecting individual action is operation-
ally defined in this dissertation by two measures of the scale of operation 
of the farm firm managed by the experimental subjects and also by their 
chronological age. 
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Table 13. Distribution of number of years of education completed by 
sample members 
Number of years of 
education completed Number Percent 
8 years or less 6 4.6 
9 years 2 1.5 
10 years 2 1.5 
11 years 3 2.3 
12 years 57 43.6 
13 years 24 18.3 
14 years 13 9.9 
15 years 2 1.5 
16 years or more 22 16.8 
Total 131 100.0% 
X = 12.8 
Table 14. Distribution of reported grade average in school of sample 
members 
Reported grade average 
by category Number Percent 
95 and up (straight A average) 4 3.1 
90 - 94 (mostly A's-some B's) 29 22.1 
85 - 89 (mostly B's - B average) 46 35.1 
80 - 84 (C plus average) 52 39.7 
75 - 79 (C minus average) 0 0.0 
Total 131 100.07. 
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Scale of operation 
One of the situational factors effecting decision-making and the re­
turns of decisions made, is the scale of operation of the farm firm. By 
scale of operation it is meant the relative quantity of land and capital 
represented by the farm firm. Although it is difficult to determine, or 
assign cause and effect in suggesting a relationship between management 
ability and scale of operation, it will be assumed that at least in the 
short run that scale of operation is static for the individual entrepren­
eur. 
The scale of operation of a business firm may have a positive effect 
on the productivity of managerial decisions through the following effects: 
(1) economies of scale associated with the expected return from the employ­
ment of a particular business enterprise or activity, and closely related 
(2) small units may restrict as unprofitable, certain indivisible altern­
atives which would be profitable when associated with a larger scale of 
operation. Through one or both of these effects scale of operation itself 
may make a direct and identifiable contribution to business profits and 
may either restrict or broaden the range of alternatives available to the 
individual decision-maker (in the short run). 
Scale of operation is measured in this analysis by two separate, but 
highly interrelated variables: (1) number of acres farmed and (2) total 
capital managed. The first of these - acres farmed - is measured by a 
3 year average (1958 to 1960) of the total number of acres farmed, regard­
less of the state of operator ownership of the land. In this study 70 
percent of the subjects rented at least a part of the land they farmed. 
No attempt was made to determine the operator's equity in land listed as 
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owned. To at least partially control for tenure status and equity ratio, 
all economic indices used in this analysis are taken for the total farm 
firm and not allocated to renter and owner shares. The assumption under­
lying this approach is that the manager of the firm, whether he owns the 
basic factors of production or not, is the primary decision-maker and thus 
most directly responsible for the differential productivity of the firm. 
This assumption is not entirely sound however since bankers, land lords, 
and others providing capital for the firm may place some restrictions on 
the use of the capital as represented by land, production inputs, etc. The 
determination of the effect of these external restrictions and limitations 
however is beyond the scope and objectives of this research, so the analy­
sis will be limited by and subject to the above-stated assumption. 
As indicated in the section describing the sample, all farms included 
in this research were drawn from a relatively homogeneous geographic area 
in terms of land values, soil productivity, type of farm enterprise etc., 
so that a degree of external control is provided. Because of the rather 
narrow range in land values and productivity "acres farmed" is considered 
to be a relatively comparable measure of scale of operation for all farm 
operators included in the sample. The number of acres farmed for the 131 
members of the sample ranged from 80 to 1200 with a mean of 335.3 acres 
and a standard deviation of 155.7 acres. A frequency distribution of 
acres farmed by 100 acre categories appears in Table 15. 
In addition to number of acres farmed another measure of the scale 
of operation of the farm firm is the total capital managed. This measure 
includes value of land (current assessment), livestock, machinery (on a 
depreciated basis), inventories (at current market prices) and depreciated 
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Table 15. Distribution of acres farmed by category 
Category Number Percent 
Under 100 acres 1 0.8 
100 to 199 acres 19 14.5 
200 to 299 acres 44 33.6 
300 to 399 acres 27 20.6 
400 to 499 acres 21 16.0 
500 to 599 acres 10 7.8 
600 acres and over 9 6.7 
Total 131 100.07. 
X = 335.3 
S = 155.7 
value of buildings and equipment. This measure, since it includes live­
stock, aids in equating the scale of operation of the extensive cash-grain 
farmer with the individual who is farming fewer acres but with a more 
intensive livestock enterprise. As with farm acres it is assumed that the 
individual manager, decision-maker has full decision-making control over 
the total capital resources of the firm regardless of his equity ratio. 
The measure of total capital managed was computed as a three year 
average (1958-1960). The farm firms included in this analysis ranged in 
capital managed from $42,761 to $541,985 with a mean of $151,213 and 
standard deviation of $76,366. A frequency distribution of total capital 
managed by $100,000 categories is included as Table 16. 
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Table 16. Distribution of total capital managed by category 
Category Number Percent 
Under $100,000 
$100,000 to $199,999 
$200,000 to $299,999 
















The relationship of both acres farmed and total capital managed to 
each other and to some other scale and productivity variables will be 
reported and discussed in the last part of this section along with the 
development of the dependent variable, or the economic measure of manager­
ial productivity. 
Stage of life cycle . 
Another relevant dimension of the situation which may have an effect 
on the decisions made by the individual is his stage of life cycle. The 
measure of stage of life cycle used in this analysis is the chronological 
age of the individual. An individual who is just beginning to farm may 
be expected to have different aspirations and goals for the firm he man­
ages than the individual who is approaching retirement. As discussed in 
developing the hypotheses related to stage of life cycle, the individual 
approaching retirement would be expected to be more conservative and 
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security conscious in decision-making which would tend to have a sub-
optimization effect on the economic productivity of the firm managed. More 
specifically the shorter planning horizon and the greater conservatism 
may result in internal capital rationing which is known to have a sub-
optimization effect on profits (52). 
As was indicated earlier all individuals over 65 were excluded from 
the sample thereby reducing the sample size from 135 to 131. Excluding 
those over 65 the average age of operators at the time of the field inter­
view (1962) was 44.9 with a standard deviation of 9.6 years. A frequency 
distribution of the age of the operators at the time of the interview 
appears in Table 17. 
Although not included as a general level variable, the use of scien­
tifically validated methods and techniques in farm operation is considered 
Table 17. Distribution of operator age by category 
Use of Scientifically Validated Methods and Techniques 
Age category Number Percent 
25 to 34 18 13.8 
35 to 44 54 41.1 
45 to 54 39 29.8 
55 to 65 20 15.3 
Total 131 100.07. 
X = 44.9 
S = 9.6 
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as an intervening variable between the independent variables of (V), (C) 
and (S) and the dependent variable of economic productivity of management. 
In terms of the means-ends schema the hypothesized independent vari­
ables should result in the manager's selection and use of scientifically 
validated means for the attainment of profit maximization (Diagram 1). As 
utilized in this analysis this general category of variables is, at the 
same time, a dependent and an independent variable and provides behavioral 
supporting data for the developed sub-general hypotheses. 
The broad category of use of scientifically validated methods and 
techniques is operationally defined in this research by several specific 
measures relating to practice adoption, type of information sources used, 
planning for the farm firm and use of the scientific method in decision­
making . 
Adoption of recommended farm practices 
In recent years there has been a nearly constant flow of new technol­
ogy and practices, developed both commercially and by public-sponsored 
research agencies. This technology if properly adopted and utilized by 
the farm firm will, within certain probability parameters result in greater 
efficiency of the firm through (a) lowering per unit costs of production 
and/or (b) increasing production, either of which, under conditions of 
perfect competition have a positive effect on income. 
Despite the demonstrated effect of most recommended farm practices 
in improving farm income, many studies (3, 4, 8, 21, 27, 33, 37, 42, 43, 
76, 90, 107, 143) have indicated that not all farmers adopt and utilize 
these practices despite their applicability to the firm. These studies 
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have indicated that most of the independent variables included in this 
analysis are related to farmers' adoption or non-adoption of practices. 
The adoption of recommended farm practices is operationally defined in this 
research by a 6 item scale measuring the adoption or non-adoption of 6 dif­
ferent recommended farm practices. The specific practices used in develop­
ing this scale were applicable to all farmers included in the sample and 
were suggested by swine, crops and soils specialists at Iowa State Univer­
sity as practices having demonstrated potential to increase farm income and 
profitability. All 6 practices were applicable to the part of the state 
where the farmers included in this study were located. 
A total of 9 different practices were included in the initial question­
naire. If the operator indicated that he used the particular practice on 
a regular basis on his farm he was given a score of 1. If he had not 
adopted the practice he received a score of 0. Following this scoring pro­
cedure a total score on the 9 items was developed for each operator. To 
determine the discrimination value of each item the scores on the indivi­
dual items were correlated with the total for the 9 items. On the basis 
of these item-total score correlations, 3 items were eliminated, leaving a 
total of six in the revised scale form. The items, the proportion having 
adopted each, and the item-total score correlations appear in Table 18. 
The distribution of total scores on the revised 6 item scale appear in 
Table 19. 
The Cornell, or Scalogram technique (44) was applied to the above set 
of items to determine the degree of unidimensionality. The computed coef­
ficient of reproducibility (the measure of unidimensionality) was .854 
which is below the level (.90) required to be considered a scale, but 
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Table 18. Items and analysis data for adoption scale 
Proportion Item-total score 
Item having, adopted correlation 
1. Do you use 2,4-D weed killer to . 
control weeds in your corn? 92.4 .259 
2. Do you treat your corn ground 
with a soil insecticide (such as 
aldrin or heptachlor)? 87.8 .328 
3. Do you use any minimum tillage 
practices (such as plow-plant) in 
order to reduce the number of 
operations in planting corn? 21.4 .331 
4. Do you own and use a corn dryer? 35.1 .454 
5. Do you grow corn for more than 
three consecutive years on any of 
your fields? 53.4 .451 
6. Do you breed your sows with a 
boar from a boar testing station? 31.3 .442 
7. Do you sell hogs on a grade and 
yield basis? 61.8 .544 
8. Do you follow a life-cycle feed­
ing program for hogs? 67.9 .453 
9. Do you use a pre-emergent weed or 
grass killer? 17.9 .534 
within the range to be considered a quasi-scale (30). Previous attempts 
by Rogers (107) and Abell (1) to scale heterogeneous sets of adoption items 
by use of the scalogram technique have produced similar results. 
However, despite the relatively low coefficient of reproducibility the 
set of 6 adoption items will be used as a total, or scale score in the 
subsequent analysis primarily because all six items correlate greater than 
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Table 19. Distribution of scores on adoption scale 
Total score Number Percent 
Score - 0 6 4.6 
Score - 1 21 16.0 
Score - 2 37 28.2 
Score - 3 30 22.9 
Score - 4 24 18.3 
Score - 5 9 6.9 
Score - 6 4 3.1 
Total 131 100.0% 
X = 2.67 
chance with the total score. 
Use of specialized information sources 
As suggested previously it is virtually impossible for a farm manager-
decision-maker to perform all analysis and research related to various 
alternatives. However various specialized agencies have as their primary 
function and role, the provision of information related both to, (a) making 
the decision-maker aware of various production alternatives and (b) provid­
ing detailed analysis of the applicability and expected results from 
employment of the alternatives. The use of such sources of information e.g. 
agricultural experiment stations, agricultural extension, dealers and manu­
facturers of farm supplies, specialized mass media etc. can expedite the 
process of observation and analysis for the decision-maker and thus enable 
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him to make better decisions in terms of profit maximization with less 
expenditure of resources. Therefore the use of such specialized sources of 
information by the farm operator is considered as a rational method of 
gathering information. 
The measurement of farmers' use of specialized sources of information 
in this study consists of two separate but related variables: (1) the 
degree of specialization of information sources indicated as important to 
the decision-making process and (2) the number of such information sources 
indicated. Studies by Beal (7), Coughenour (22), Lionberger (68, 70), 
Photiadis (101), and Wilkening (144) to mention a few, have all indicated 
that the earlier adopters of farm practices and the relatively more succes­
sful farmers tend to utilize more specialized, and a greater number of 
information sources. 
Both of the above measures were taken from the answers to the same 
question in the interview schedule. The question used to obtain the two 
measures consisted of a hypothetical decision-making problem which was 
posed to the interviewee and to which he was asked to indicate where he 
would go for information (what sources of information he would use) to 
help him make the decision between two alternatives for capital investment. 
The types of information sources indicated by the farm operators in 
this study and the number indicating use of each source appears in Table 
20. Of the sources indicated a qualitative distinction is made between 
those sources whose primary role is the provision of information and those 
sources which incidentally provide agriculture information in the course 
of performing their primary function. The sources categorized as special­
ized and professional sources of information include: (1) county extension 
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Table 20. Sources of information used by farmers in decision-making 





1. County Extension Director and office 39 29.8 
2. Iowa State University agricultural 
specialists 33 25.2 
3. Central Iowa Farm Business Assn. 
fieldman 43 32.8 
4. Dealers and suppliers of ag. products 51 38.9 
5. Bankers 26 19.9 
6. Publications - extension or university 19 14.5 
7. Other farmers and/or family 82 62.6 
8. Mass media; farm magazines 41 31.3 
9. Tours, demonstrations, field days 5 3.8 
^Totals more than 100 because of multiple response. 
director, (2) Iowa State University specialists, (3) Central Iowa Farm 
Business Association fieldman, (6) extension and university publications 
and (9) tours, demonstrations and field days. The remainder are categor­
ized as non-professional sources. Using this dichotomy of specialization 
of sources the information sources indicated by each farmer were coded into 
one of the following three categories: (1) listing of professional sources 
only (2) listing of both professional and non-professional sources and 
(3) listing of non-professional sources only. The number and percent of 
respondents coded in each of these three categories appears in Table 21. 
This constitutes the measure of specialization of information sources used. 
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Table 21. Categorization of sample responses by degree of specialization 
of information sources 
Category Number Percent 
1. Professional sources only 10 7.7 
2. Both professional and non­
professional sources 89 67.9 
3. Non-professional sources only 32 24.4 
Total 131 100.0% 
In response to the question used to develop the preceding measure a 
varying number of information sources were indicated by the farmer respond­
ents. Based on the findings of the previous research cited above it is 
concluded that the greater the number of information sources indicated the 
more oriented the individual is to the use of specialized information 
sources in the decision-making process. This measure consists of the 
total number of sources (regardless of specialization) indicated by the 
respondent and is considered a quantitative complement of the preceding 
measure. The number of sources specified ranged from 0 to 5 with a mean 
of 2.68. The distribution of number of sources indicated is included in 
Table 22. 
Use of scientific method of decision-making 
As has been discussed in the section on derivation of hypotheses there 
is rather general agreement among decision-making theorists that the 
decision-making process can be rather usefully envisioned as comprising 
at least 4 separate stages: (1) problem definition (2) observation (3) 
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Table 22. Total number of information sources indicated 
Number of information 
sources indicated Number Percent 
0 2 1.5 
1 8 6.1 
2 37 28.2 
3 69 52.7 
4 13 10.0 
5 2 1.5 
Total 131 100.0% 
X = 2.68 
analysis and (4) decision. These statements of a logical sequence of 
decision-making provide a framework for the analysis and choice between 
various alternatives in a systematic and efficient manner. 
In this analysis it was desired to determine how individual farm 
operators approach decision-making problems and situations, and the extent 
to which they utilize the type of decision-making sequence suggested by 
various decision-making constructs. To determine the extent to which 
farm operators view decision-making and problem solving situations in 
such a logical framework the following hypothetical problem was posed to 
the interviewees: 
Farmers as a rule are often faced with decisions that involve 
considerable amounts of money, risk, or time. (Decisions like 
deciding whether to buy a new piece of machinery, a load of calves, 
a piece of land, or whether to try a new practice, or make a 
change in the farming operation.) When you are faced with decisions 
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like this, what is the process (how do you go about deciding) 
you go through in reaching your decision? 
The responses to this question were analyzed in terms of the number of 
decision-making steps identified by the interviewee in his response. In 
coding the responses the decision-making construct suggested by Nielson 
(89) was utilized which includes the following steps or stages: (a) recog­
nition and definition of the problem (b) determination and specification 
of alternatives (c) obtaining information and (d) analysis of alternatives, 
the unidentified fifth step being making the decision. Using these four 
steps the responses were coded according to the number of steps identified. 
The number of decision-making steps specified is considered to be a 
measure of the degree to which farm operators approach problem-solving 
situations in a logical and systematic manner. Use of the steps of the 
decision-making process is considered to be a scientifically validated 
means which, as hypothesized, would be expected to be positively associated 
with rational management. 
The number of decision-making steps identified ranged from 1 to 3 with 
a mean of 1.98. The distribution of responses on this measure is reported 
in Table 23. 
Planning and organization 
The efficient utilization of resources and their timely application 
necessitates the preparation of plans both on a day to day basis, and also 
long range plans established on the basis of goals to be accomplished. 
Such plans would include provision for the orderly application of means 
for the attainment of the specified goals of the firm. The importance 
of prior planning in management is accorded considerable emphasis by Heady 
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Table 23. Number of decision-making steps identified 
Number of steps Number Percent 
1 20 15.3 
2 94 71.7 
3 17 13.0 
4  0  0 .0  
Total 131 100.0% 
X = 1.98 
and Jensen (48) and by Phillips (100) to mention two. 
In this research it was desired to determine the degree to which farm 
operators plan in advance both for the short run and the long run. To 
determine the degree of prior planning of activities on a day to day basis 
the farm operators included in the sample were asked to respond to the 
following question: "How far in advance (days or weeks) do you try to 
plan what you are going to do on a particular day?" The responses to this 
question, coded into categories, appear in Table 24. 
Similarly to determine the extent and length of longer range planning 
the respondents were asked the following question: "About how far ahead 
(how many months or years) do you try to plan your farming operations?" 
The responses to this question coded by time intervals appear in Table 25. 
The responses to the above two questions were used as a basis for the 
development of two planning measures. The first of these is primarily 
concerned with short run planning while the second is primarily concerned 
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Table 24. Categories and distribution of responses for length of advance 
planning for daily activities 
Length of advance planning Number Percent 
1. Day to day 26 19.9 
2. 2 to 3 days in advance 33 25.2 
3. 4 to 7 days in advance 33 25.2 
4. Week in advance 34 26.0 
5. More than a week in advance 5 3.8 
Total 131 100.17. 
Table 25. Categories and distribution of responses for 
planning period for total farm operation 
length of advance 
Length of advance planning Number Percent 
1. Less than one year 14 10.7 
2. Year to year (annual basis) 49 37.4 
3. From 1 to 3 years 35 26.7 
4. More than 3 years 19 14.5 
5. Split - rotation on crops: 
annually on livestock 14 10.7 
Total 131 100.07. 
with long range planning. Both measures are based on the premise that the 
greater the length of the prior planning period (assuming amendment of 
plans as circumstances change) the more effective will be the utilization 
of resources. 
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The first measure is taken from the set of categories included in 
Table 24 with each individual given a coded value ranging from 1 to 5 
depending on his response to the question. As indicated by the categories 
the greater the prior planning period for daily activities the greater 
the value the individual is assigned on this measure. 
The second measure, specifically concerned with long range planning, 
is taken from the set of categories included in Table 24 and similarly to 
the preceding measure each individual is assigned a value ranging from 1 
to 5 depending on his response to the question. 
Economic Productivity 
The primary concern of this analysis has been the delineation of 
social-psychological characteristics hypothesized to be associated with 
differential farm management productivity. The measurement of productivity 
however, is as difficult, if not more difficult, to assess than the social-
psychological variables hypothesized to be related to it. 
First a causal ordering must be assumed such as the following sequence 
(a) there is a combination of characteristics, values, attitudes, and 
other social-psychological variables which contribute to differential 
decision-making performance on the part of individuals and (b) that pro­
ductivity of a firm is a function of the quality of management decisions 
made and (c) to complete the syllogism there is an assumed causal relation­
ship between the decisions and actions of a manager and productivity of the 
firm. However the latter assumption is open to question since it is 
recognized that the productivity of the firm particularly in the short run 
may also be a function of (a) fortuitous circumstances, or operation of 
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uncontrollable factors, and/or (b) influence of other individuals including 
family members on the decisions made. Fortuitous circumstances in the 
short run may cause a poor decision, based on the data available, to become 
optimum or conversely a good decision to be sub-optimum in terms of actual 
postfactum events. 
In addition to the assumed relationship between actions of a manager 
and performance of the firm he manages an assumption must be made concern­
ing the criteria of performance. As is traditionally assumed by economic 
theory it will also be assumed for purposes of this analysis that the 
primary goal of the firm is economic profit and that the relative success 
of the firm may be evaluated on the basis of profits accrued for a given 
level of resources. While this is assumed for the firm it has previously 
been discussed and hypothesized that managers of firms may be differential­
ly oriented toward the maximization of profits. Therefore based on the 
assumed causal relationship between the performance of a firm and the per­
formance of its manager, the relative productivity of managers in this 
study will be evaluated primarily on the basis of the economic performance 
of the farm firm. 
A problem that has continually perplexed farm management economists 
is that even though an economic criteria is used to evaluate management 
productivity it is still a difficult problem to determine that proportion 
of the economic return of a firm which may be attributed to management. 
To accurately assess differential productivity of the management input 
it would be necessary to control on all situational factors so that each 
manager would be making decisions with the same combination of resources 
at his disposal at the same point in time. This would be similar to 
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Oppenheim's (92) suggestion that the rationality of an individual's choice 
can only be ascertained if we know the individual's goal(s), the informa­
tion available to him at the time he chooses that goal, his belief disposi­
tions at that time and his standards of evaluation. However since this 
degree of control is not possible within the present limitations of method­
ology, it is necessary to determine some criteria that controls on a part 
of the factors which effect economic return so that it is possible to come 
closer to isolating the effect of management. 
In economic analysis the profits of a firm may be allocated to a 
number of different factors of production by assigning some level of return 
for each factor input. To use the broadest classification the net income 
of a farm firm may be subdivided into return resulting from 4 general 
factors: (a) labor (b) capital (c) management and (d) economies of scale, 
if fixed values of return have been assigned to a, b and/or c. The prices 
of the first two factors may be readily determined by the functioning of 
the free market, largely because they are relatively homogeneous factor 
inputs. However the price of management is much more difficult to establ­
ish because of the variations in quality of this factor. The usual 
business practice is to link the price of management to the profits of 
the firm, so that as income increases for a given price and resource level 
the increase is assumed to be generated primarily from an increase in the 
quality of the management input and its price correspondingly determined. 
Thus the price of management is difficult to segregate from the actual 
performance of that input over time. 
The fourth factor, economies of scale, may have an effect on business 
profits when the prices of the first two factors are fixed and a definite 
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value is assigned the management input. As an illustration, although the 
quality of management (assuming quality could be determined) may be the 
same for two firms, a differential in scale of operation may have an 
effect on business profits beyond the fixed rate of return for the differ­
ential capital investment. If a capital restriction (external capital 
rationing) is placed on one firm so that it operates at a lower point on a 
production function than the point of diminishing returns, while the other 
firm without the capital restriction is operating at the optimum point 
on the production function, the income of the capital rationed firm would 
be less and its return per dollar of capital investment would be dispro­
portionately lower than the optimum investment firm. Economies of scale 
may therefore produce an additional increment of income if a fixed rate is 
charged for capital and management is assumed to be equal. However it is 
difficult to segregate economies of scale from quality of management since 
the superior manager would be expected to determine the point of maximum 
return from his factor inputs (including management) and seek to operate 
at that level. 
In practice many farm firms (managers) are initially faced with a 
shortage of capital and external capital rationing so that they are unable 
to use their management resource at full capacity. Although the quality 
of management may be the same as for a firm operating without a capital 
restriction this quality is not accurately reflected in the income of the 
firm if a fixed price is assigned capital. 
Since the management factor functions throughout all phases of organ­
ization and structuring of the farm firm there are various indices which 
may be used as inferential measures of management productivity, recognizing 
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the interrelationships with other major input factors. The Central Iowa 
Farm Business Association, using a form prepared by the Agricultural 
Economics Department of Iowa State University, computes and provides a 
number of such indices to the farm manager members. Among these indices 
are (1) gross profits (2) gross profits per man (3) value of crops per 
rotated acre (4) livestock return per $100 feed fed (5) net farm income 
(6) net farm income per dollar of expense (7) net farm income per acre and 
(8) management return. Each of these indices provide some indication of 
the performance of the management function, but most indicate only a 
partial segment of the total performance of the farm firm and management 
input. 
The managers included in the field sample for this project were all 
members of the Central Iowa Farm Business Association for which detailed 
farm records were on file for the years 1958 - i960. Thus all of the above 
indices plus additional scale variables such as (a) acres farmed (b) total 
capital managed (c) number of cattle fed (d) number of hogs fed etc. were 
available for the specified three year period for all farm managers inter­
viewed. The data were collected for a 3 year period to increase the 
reliability of the various indices. For each index a mean of the 3 years 
was computed for each farm firm-manager with the mean values being used 
for all following computations. The reliabilities for 3 of the indices 
are indicated by the following data: 
Variable r58-59 =59-60 r58-60 

















For management return the 1958 series correlates .824 with the 3 year 
mean, the 1959 series .709 and the 1960 series .795. It may be noted from 
the above that the scale of operation variable farm size, and the closely 
related factor gross profits, have the highest reliabilities since the 
scale of operation, particularly as it pertains the number of acres farmed, 
changes little over time. However management return as will be elaborated 
further is a residual variable which is relatively independent of scale of 
operation and thus more subject to short run fluctuations such as price 
and thus characterized by relatively low reliability. 
From these various indices then it was attempted to develop a measure 
which would provide a single index of the effect of the management input 
on the relative profitability of the farm firm. Each of the indices 
measure some aspect of management effectiveness, but each has limitations 
relating primarily to a mixture of effect. Gross profits as an example, 
is a function not only of management but also of scale of operation and 
capital investment. Variability in value of crops per rotated acre is 
difficult to identify specifically with differential management ability 
or productivity because of variability in productivity of land, weather, 
yield enhancing inputs and other factors. Livestock return, as a ratio 
of feed costs, is a useful measure but the ratio is found to differ con­
siderably with type of livestock enterprise and with various situational 
factors all of which could be controlled, but would involve a more detailed 
and sophisticated economic analysis than is intended in this research. It 
would also have the limitation of pertaining to only a segment of the 
total operation of the firm. Net income and the various income ratios are 
perhaps the most inclusive measures of farm firm productivity, but are a 
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function, not only of return to management, but also returns to capital, 
operator labor and economies of scale. Management return as an index seeks 
to divide net farm income into component parts by assigning a fixed return 
to capital investment and labor and subtracting these from net farm income 
with the residual being labeled rather generally as return to management. 
This factor is perhaps the most suitable single measure of the effect of 
the management input although it still includes economies of scale and, as 
Riess points out, measures of this kind are subject to the following limit­
ations: 
"In the analysis of farm financial data it is common practice to 
evaluate the level of management on the individual farm as a 
residual earning expressed as management earnings, operator's 
labor earnings, rate earned on the investment etc. These factors 
are in a sense measures of management; but they are not entirely 
satisfactory for this purpose for perhaps three main reasons : 
(1) they are 1 after the fact1 measures ; they can be used only 
after the activity has been completed, and hence they have no 
prior predictive value (2) they are not reliable as measures of 
management because they also reflect windfall profits and losses 
entirely apart from management. Likewise they are not corrected 
in the usual methods of calculation for earnings which result 
from varying degrees of exploitation of both human and physical 
resources and (3) they finally measure residual output rather than 
management as an input factor. It is quite conceivable that 
varying proportions of land, labor and capital associated with 
the same level of management will yield varying residual returns 
as measured by the factors mentioned." (105, p. 1065) 
Despite Reiss1 cogent remarks he fails to develop a measure which corrects 
the above limitations so that at the present stage of criterion development 
in farm management economics, management return and similar indices are 
still most frequently used as indicators of management productivity. 
Before making the decision to use management return as the criterion 
variable for this research, the relationship between the various other 
farm firm indices and management return was computed to determine the 
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extent to which management return is a function of the previously stated 
indices. Although the various indices are not experimentally independent 
they were intercorrelated and a multiple regression computed, using manage­
ment return as the criterion, or Y variable. The complete matrix of inter 
correlation coefficients between the various farm firm indices and scale 
variables as well as the mean and standard deviation of each appear in 
Table 26. It may be noted from the data included in this table that all 
11 variables correlate positively and significantly with management return. 
Following the computation of the intercorrelation coefficients a re­
gression analysis was conducted utilizing the 11 measures, aside from 
management return, as the X variables. These 11 factors account for .963 
percent of the variation in management return with an Rx multiple correla­
tion coefficient of .981. The computed regression equation follows: 
Y = -1926.245 + (-.739)X1 + (.733)X^ + (3.607)X3 + (-.044)X4 
+ (-26.899)X% + (-5.711)X6 + (-.070)X? + (.140)Xg + (17.126)Xg 
+ (-.719)X10 + (.092)Xn 
Since variation in management return is nearly fully accounted for 
by the various economic indices included in the preceding matrix and since 
no more suitable single criteria of management productivity has been devel­
oped by farm management economists, the decision was made to utilize this 
variable as the measure of economic productivity in this analysis. 
Specifically management return is computed by the following procedure 
as outlined on Summary Sheet FM 1281: 
^Summary Sheet for Use With Better Farm Accounting. FM 1281 (Rev.) 
Cooperative Extension Service. Dept. of Economics and Sociology, Iowa 
State University, Ames, Iowa. Nov. 1960. 
Table 26. Intercorrelatlon coefficients between various economic scale and performance variables 
X} Farm size 
Y Mgt. return 
Xg Net farm inc. 
X3 NFI/$100/Expense 
X^ Total cap. mged. 
X5 Value crops/acre 
L.S. Ret/$100 feed fed 
X7 Gross profits 
Xq Gross profits/man 
X9 NFl/acre 
X10 No. cattle fed 
X%i No. hogs fed 
X1 Y *2 X3 *4 *5 X6 X7 *8 X9 *10 *11 
.261 .665 -.087 .925 -.037 .017 .847 .363 -.163 .518 .252 
- .857 .604 .253 .298 .295 .450 .634 .753 .122 .413 
- .408 .691 .266 .226 .793 .648 .520 .405 .462 
- -.129 .122 .228 -.103 .430 .694 -.136 - .013 
- .129 - .010 .918 .411 -.076 .675 .343 



















Y $3,366.87 4,795.30 
Xi 335.29 acres 155.76 -.024 
X2 $12,878.40 7,141.52 +1.092 
X3 $95.83 47.86 +.036 
Xa $151,213.23 76,366.48 -.699 
X5 $63.56 9.27 -.052 
X6 $152.71 24.35 -.029 
X, $28,733.80 14,384.71 +.210 
Xo $16,474.99 4,041.91 +.118 
Xq $40.62 15.40 +.055 
X?o 77.35 80.07 -.012 
XU 355.10 365.50 .007 
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1. Net farm income $ 
2. plus interest paid 
3. Total 
4. Less int. on open inv.@ 6% $ 
5. Less int. on mach. end of year @ 6% 
6. Less int. on total value of land owned @ 4% 
7. Operator labor mos. @ $240/mo. $ 
8. Family labor mos. @ $200/mo. $ 
9. Total lines 4 through 8 
10. Management Return (line 3 minus line 9) $ 
As indicated by Reiss (105) management return is a residual measure, but 
it does allocate net farm income to three major components by charging 
a fixed rate of return to both capital investment and labor. A negative 
management return is possible and would be an indication that the operator 
is receiving less than the assigned return for either labor or capital or 
both, and no return to management. 
The range, mean and standard deviation of management return for each 
of the individual years and for the three year average are reported below. 
Range Mean Std. Dev. 
1958 -$ 7,277 to $29,931 $6435 $6240 
1959 -$17,123 to $14,368 $ 178 $5557 
1960 -$25,161 to $35,660 $3605 $7390 
3 year average -$ 9,847 to $18,873 $3367 $4795 
The distribution of management return by dollar categories for the 3 
year average appears in Table 27. 
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Table 27. Distribution of management return by dollar categories for 
three year average 
Dollar categories Number Percent 
Negative - $0.00 or less 
$0 to $2,499 
$2,500 to $4,999 
$5,000 to $9,999 











Total 131 100.0% 
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FINDINGS RELATED TO VARIOUS LEVEL HYPOTHESES 
Introduction 
Thus far in the analysis the general, sub-general and supporting 
hypotheses to be tested have been derived, and the measures designed to 
operationalize the concepts interrelated by these hypotheses have been 
explicated. Following in logical sequence the next stage in the develop­
ment of this research is to interrelate the empirical measures of the gen­
eral level concepts by the statement of empirical hypotheses. The 
previously developed general and lower level hypotheses provide the basis 
for the formulation of the empirical hypotheses. By testing for statisti­
cal significance of the hypothesized relationships between the empirical 
measures inferences will be made concerning the validity of the general 
hypothesis. The principle limitation of the inference, as is consistently 
true in the behavioral sciences, is the validity of the epistemic correla­
tions . 
Generally, the procedure to be followed in this section will be to 
state the general hypothesis, the sub-general hypotheses relating to it, 
or its sub-dimensions, and to follow this with the statement of each of the 
empirical hypotheses related to the concepts under consideration in the 
general and sub-general hypotheses. The general hypotheses are presented 
in the same order in which they were derived. The statement of the null 
hypothesis and the results of the statistical tests of significance will 
be presented with the statement of each empirical hypothesis. 
The statistical tests of significance utilized in testing the empir­
ical hypotheses include zero-order and partial Personian correlation 
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coefficients, Chi square, and in a limited number of cases, F tests assoc­
iated with analysis of variance. For the most part however, correlation 
coefficients will be utilized as the test of significance because of their 
suitability for subsequent analysis. Correlation coefficients may be 
statistically combined to provide an indication of the degree of relation­
ship between a number of independent variables and some dependent variable, 
when the interrelationships between the independent variables are taken 
into account. This type of combined analysis, known as multiple correla­
tion, will be used in the last section of this chapter. 
For all tests of significance the .05 level of probability is taken 
as an acceptable indication of a statistically significant relationship. 
In the case of correlation coefficients the computed coefficient will be 
considered to be significant if it differs significantly from zero. The 
tables used to determine the level of significance of the computed correla­
tion coefficients and the other statistical tests are given by Walker and 
Lev (137). 
As a qualifying note it may be stated that statistical tests of sig­
nificance only indicate the degree of relationship between two or more 
variables; they do not enable the researcher to establish causal relation­
ships between the variables being tested. 
Statement and Tests of General and Empirical Hypotheses 
Supporting Hypothesis 1: There is a configuration of individual 
values and attitudes associated with an economically rational orientation. 
E. H. 1: There will be positive and significant relationships between 
the scores on the economic motivation scale, scientific 
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orientation scale, mental activity scale, independence scale 
and risk aversion scale (coding of scores on risk aversion 
was reversed). The hypothesis stated in null form is: 
There will be no positive relationships between the scores 
on the economic motivation scale, scientific orientation 
scale, mental activity scale, independence scale and risk 
aversion scale. The intercorrelations between the scores 
on these five scales are reported in Table 28. All inter­
relationships are statistically significant at the .05 level 
or greater, with the exception of the relationship between 
the economic motivation scale and the independence scale 
(.129) and between the economic motivation scale and the 
scientific orientation scale (.108). Because the two ex­
ceptions to statistical significance are in the hypothesized 
direction and because they approach statistical significance 
the null hypothesis is judged to be refuted. It is conclud­
ed that these data support the original proposition. 
It is inferred from these data that the five scales, because of their 
positive and significant interrelationships are all related to a more 
general dimension which, in this case, is postulated to be economic ration­
ality. The fact that all the correlation coefficients, despite their 
statistical significance, are lower than the square root of the product of 
the reliabilities of the correlated measures leads to the additional 
inference that each scale is measuring a separate and unique aspect of the 
more general conceptual dimension. 
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Table 28. Intercorrelatlon coefficients between five value and attitude 
scale scores 
1 2 3 4 5 
1. Economic motivation .108* .212** .129b .233** 
2. Scientific orientation - - - .340** .197* .230** 
3. Mental activity - — — .335** .429** 
4. Independence - - — .437** 
5. Risk aversion — — — 
•Significant at .05 level of probability. 
**Signifleant at .01 level of probability. 
^Probability of occurrence = .12. 
^Probability of occurrence = .08. 
General Hypothesis 1^: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with a rational value orientation. 
Sub-general Hypothesis JL: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with the relative value they place on economic ends. 
E. H. 2: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and score on the economic motivation scale. This 
hypothesis stated in the null form is: There is no positive 
relationship between management return and score on the 
economic motivation scale. The computed coefficient of cor­
relation is .222, which is significant at the .01 level of 
probability. The null hypothesis is refuted. These data 
support the original proposition. 
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Sub-general Hypothesis Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with their orientation toward science and scientific methods. 
E. H. 3: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and score on the scientific orientation scale. This 
hypothesis stated in null form is: There is no positive 
relationship between management return and score on the 
scientific orientation scale. The computed coefficient of 
correlation is .171, which is significant at the .025 level 
of probability. The null hypothesis is refuted. These data 
support the original proposition. 
Sub-general Hypothesis 3^: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with the relative value placed on mental as opposed to 
physical processes in management. 
E. H. 4: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and score on the mental activity scale. This hypoth­
esis stated in null form is: There is no positive relation­
ship between management return and score on the mental 
activity scale. The computed coefficient of correlation is 
.113 which is not statistically significant. The null 
hypothesis is not refuted. The data do not support the 
original proposition. 
Sub-general Hypothesis Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with the relative value placed on independence in making 
decisions. 
E. H. 5: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and score on the independence scale. This hypothesis 
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stated in null form is: There will be no positive relation­
ship between management return and score on the independence 
scale. The computed coefficient of correlation is .371 
which is significant at the .01 level of probability. The 
null hypothesis is refuted. The data support the original 
proposition. 
Sub-general Hypothesis 5^: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary inversely with their relative risk aversion. 
E. H. 6: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and score on the risk aversion scale. This hypothe­
sis stated in null form is: There will be no positive 
relationship between management return and score on the 
risk aversion scale. The computed coefficient of correla­
tion is .267, which is significant at the .01 level of 
probability. The null hypothesis is refuted. The data 
support the original proposition. 
The first general hypothesis was tested by means of five empirical 
hypotheses, each relating the entrepreneur's score on one of the five value 
and attitude scales to his management return. Four of the five empirical 
hypotheses were supported by the data, while the fifth (empirical hypothe­
sis 4) relationship was in the hypothesized direction and approached 
statistical significance. Recognizing the limitations of the epistemic 
correlations these data are judged to indicate support for the first 
general hypothesis. The five scales which were hypothesized to be sub-
dimensions of the more general concept of rationality will be combined 
statistically in the last part of this chapter and their combined relation-
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ship to the criterion variable determined. 
General Hypothesis 2i Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with their relative biological capacity. 
Sub-general Hypothesis Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with their relative mental ability. 
E. H. 7: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and reported grade average in school. This hypothe­
sis stated in null form is: There is no positive relation­
ship between management return and reported grade average 
in school. The computed coefficient of correlation is 
.256 which is significant at the .01 level of probability. 
The null hypothesis is refuted. These data support the 
original proposition. 
E. H. 8: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and number of years of education completed. This 
hypothesis stated in null form is: There is no positive 
relationship between management return and number of years 
of education completed. The computed coefficient of corre­
lation is .125 which is not statistically significant. The 
null hypothesis is not refuted. These data do not support 
the original proposition. 
The second general hypothesis was tested by means of two empirical 
hypothesis specifically relating two inferred measures of mental ability 
to the economic productivity of entrepreneurs as measured by their manage­
ment return. The sub-general hypothesis tested was concerned only with a 
single dimension of the more general category of biological capacities. 
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Of the two empirical hypotheses tested the data supported one at a 
statistically significant level whereas the other was not supported by the 
data although the relationship was in the hypothesized direction and 
approached statistical significance. From these data the general hypothe­
sis is judged to be supported. Thus economic productivity of entrepreneurs 
will be considered to vary directly with their relative mental ability. 
The two empirical measures will be combined statistically in the last 
part of this chapter and their combined relationship to management return 
determined. 
Supporting Hypothesis 2 :  The relationship between economic productiv­
ity of entrepreneurs and their relative mental ability will vary directly 
with the relative value they place on economic ends. 
E. H. 9: The relationship between management return and reported 
. grade average in school will vary directly with score on 
the economic motivation scale. This hypothesis stated in 
null form is: The relationship between management return 
and reported grade average in school will not vary directly 
with score on the economic motivation scale. The data used 
to test this hypothesis are reported in Table 29. In this 
table the mean management return of sample members categor­
ized in each of the 12 cells of the table is reported. The 
number of individuals categorized in each cell of this table 
is reported in parentheses below their mean management 
return. The analysis of variance of these data is summariz­
ed in Table 30. The two main effects (reported grade 
average in school and score on the economic motivation 
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Table 29. Management return by grade average and score on economic 
motivation scale 
Score on economic Grade average 
motivation scale 80-84 85-89 90 and above 
66 and below -$867 $2004 $5183 
(10) (3) (4) 
67-75 $2395 $2905 $4780 
(18) (23) (13) 
76-83 $3882 $3258 $5066 
(18) (17) (9) 
84 and up $3970 $2312 $6831 
(5) (4) (7) 
Table 30. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by report­
ed grade average and score on economic motivation scale 





Grade average 2 9.291 4.645 4.436* 
Economic motivation scale 1 2.280 2.280 2.178 
Interaction 2 1.369 .685 .654 
Error 125 1.047 
•Significant at .05 level. 
scale) and their relationship to management return have 
been tested previously and were found to be significantly 
related to management return. The analysis of variance test 
for interaction is used to test the above hypothesis. The 
computed F value for interaction was .654 with 2 and 125 
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degrees of freedom, which is not statistically significant. 
The null hypothesis is not refuted. These data do not sup­
port the original proposition. Thus all but an insignifi­
cant portion of the variation of management return as 
categorized in Table 28 is explained by the main row and 
column effects. 
The analysis of variance reported in Table 29 was computed using 
coded values rather than actual values for management return. The use 
of coded values was prompted by two considerations : (1) to transform all 
negative management return values into positive values and (2) to reduce 
the computational work in completing the analysis of variance. The actual 
range of management return was from -$9,847 to $18,873. The code used in 
the above analysis was devised by adding $10,000 algebraically to each 
individual's management return. The code was established by rounding each 
resultant value to the nearest thousand and dropping the last 3 digits. 
This resulted in a range of coded values from 0 to 29. This same code 
will be used in all following analysis of variance computations involving 
management return. 
Because of unequal frequencies in the subclasses of Table 28 the two-
way classification analysis of variance was performed using the approximate 
method outlined by Walker and Lev (137, p. 381, 382). This same calcula­
tion procedure will be followed in all subsequent multiple classification 
analyses of variance characterized by unequal frequencies in the subclas­
ses. 
In addition because of the small number of cases in some subclasses 
the scores on the economic motivation scale were reduced to 2 categories 
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(75 and below and 76 and above) for the computation of the analysis of 
variance. 
Supporting Hypothesis _3: The relationship between economic productiv­
ity of entrepreneurs and their relative mental ability will vary directly 
with their orientation toward science and scientific methods. 
E. H. 10: The relationship between management return and reported 
grade average in school will vary directly with score on 
the scientific orientation scale. This hypothesis stated 
in null form is: The relationship between management 
return and reported grade average in school will not vary 
directly with score on the scientific orientation scale. 
The data used to test this hypothesis are reported in Table 
31. The reporting procedure of data in this table is the 
same as that explained in relation to Table 29. The analy­
sis of variance of these data is summarized in Table 32. 
The analysis of variance test for interaction is used to 
test the above hypothesis. The computed F value for inter­
action was .402 with 2 and 125 degrees of freedom which is 
not statistically significant. The null hypothesis is not 
refuted. These data do not support the original proposi­
tion. 
Because of the small number of cases in some of the subclasses (as 
indicated in Table 31) the scores on the scientific orientation scale were 
reduced from 4 to 2 categories (94 and below and 95 and above) for the 
computation of the above analysis of variance. 
Supporting Hypothesis itz The relationship between economic productiv-
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Table 31. Management return by grade average and score on the scientific 
orientation scale 
Score on scientific Grade average 
orientation scale 80-84 85-89 90 and up 
87 and below $ 212 $2121 $4718 
(9) (4) (2) 
88-94 $2929 $2465 $3978 
(20) (18) (14) 
95-101 $3059 $3466 $5567 
(16) (22) (11) 
102 and up $2928 $2707 $8443 
(7) (2) (6) 
Table 32. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by report­







Grade average 2 9.284 4.6%2 4.438* 
Scientific orientation scale 1 3.831 3.831 3.662 
Interaction 2 .830 .415 .402 
Error 125 1.046 
•Significant at .05 level. 
ity of entrepreneurs and their relative mental ability will vary directly 
with the relative importance they assign to mental activities in farming. 
E. H. 11: The relationship between management return and reported 
grade average in school will vary directly with score on 
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the mental activity scale. This hypothesis stated in null 
form is: The relationship between management return and 
reported grade average in school will not vary directly 
with score the mental activity scale. The data used to 
test this hypothesis are reported in Table 33. The report­
ing procedure of data in this table is the same as that 
used in relation to the two previous supporting hypotheses. 
The analysis of variance of these data is summarized in 
Table 34. The analysis of variance test for interaction 
is used to test the above hypothesis. The computed F value 
for interaction was 1.650 with 2 and 125 degrees of freedom 
which is not statistically significant. Hie null hypothe­
sis is not refuted. These data do not support the original 
proposition. 
In the computation of the analysis of variance scores on the mental 
activities scale were reduced from 4 categories to 2 (90 and below and 91 
and above). This was done because of the small number of cases in some of 
the subclasses as indicated in Table 33. 
Supporting Hypothesis 5^: The relationship between economic productiv­
ity of entrepreneurs and their relative mental ability will vary directly 
with the extent of valuation of independence in decision-making. 
E. H. 12: The relationship between management return and reported 
grade average in school will vary directly with score on 
the independence scale. This hypothesis stated in null 
form is: The relationship between management return and 
reported grade average in school will not vary directly 
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Table 33. Management return by grade average and score on the mental 
activity scale 
Score on mental 
activity scale 
Grade average 
80-84 85-89 90 and up 
82 and below $2083 $4079 -$ 521 
(8) (7) (2) 
83-90 $3802 $2429 $5533 
(23) (24) (7) 
91-97 $ 795 $1608 $5513 
(17) (10) (14) 
98 and up $2136 $6511 $6142 
(4) (5) (10) 
Table 34. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by report­
ed grade average and score on the mental activity scale 
Source of Sum of Mean 
Variation d.f. squares square F 
Grade average 2 8.231 4.115 3.395* 
Mental activity scale 1 .029 .029 .025 
Interaction 2 4.000 2.000 1.650 
Error 125 1.212 
•Significant at .05 level. 
with score on the independence scale. The data used to 
test this hypothesis are reported in Table 35. The analy­
sis of variance of these data is summarized in Table 36. 
The analysis of variance test for interaction is used to 
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80-84 85-89 90 and up 
74 and below -$ 135 -$1106 $ 328 
(12) (7) (4) 
75-81 $2918 $3945 $3611 
(17) (23) (9) 
82-88 $2713 $3378 $5127 
(17) (14) (11) 
89 and up $5344 $2592 $9565 
(6) (2) (9) 
Table 36. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by report­







Grade average 2 6.148 3.074 2.925 
Independence scale 1 7.282 7.282 6.929** 
Interaction 2 4.408 2.204 2.097 
Error 125 1.051 
••Significant at .01 level of probability. 
test the above hypothesis. The computed F value for inter­
action was 2.097 with 2 and 125 degrees of freedom which 
is not statistically significant. The null hypothesis is 
not refuted. These data do not support the original propo-
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sition. 
For the computation of the above analysis of variance the number of 
categories for scores on the independence scale was reduced from 4 to 2 
(81 and below and 82 and above) because of the small number of cases in 
some of the sub-classes of Table 35. 
Supporting Hypothesis The relationship between economic productiv­
ity of entrepreneurs and their relative mental ability will vary inversely 
with their relative risk aversion. 
E. H. 13: The relationship between management return and reported 
grade average in school will vary directly with score on 
the risk aversion scale. This hypothesis stated in null 
form is: The relationship between management return and 
reported grade average in school will not vary directly 
with score on the risk aversion scale. The data used to 
test this hypothesis are reported in Table 37. The analy­
sis of variance of these data is summarized in Table 38. 
The analysis of variance test for interaction is to test 
the above hypothesis. The computed F value for interaction 
was 2.950 with 2 and 125 degrees of freedom which is not 
statistically significant. The null hypothesis is not 
refuted. These data do not support the original proposi­
tion. 
For the computation of the analysis of variance the number of cate­
gories for the risk preference scale scores were reduced to 2 (74 and below 
and 75 and above). 
Supporting hypotheses 2 through 6 were developed to determine if 
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Table 37. Management return by grade average and score on risk aversion 
scale 
Score on risk 
aversion scale 
Grade average 
80-84 85-89 90 and up 
65 and below $4393 $1338 $3352 
(8) (5) (4) 
66-74 $1554 $2165 $1703 
(19) (20) (8) 
75-83 $2176 $3396 $4835 
(20) (12) (10) 
84 and up $3594 $4971 $9174 
(5) (9) (11) 
Table 38. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by re­







Grade average 2 5.449 2.725 2.661 
Risk aversion scale 1 7.995 7.995 7.808** 
Interaction 2 6.041 3.021 2.950 
Error 125 1.024 
••Significant at .01 level. 
mental abilities would have a disproportionately greater relationship to 
management return when coupled with an economically rational value orient 
ation on the part of the individual manager. The data presented in con­
junction with supporting hypotheses 2 through 6 indicate a generally 
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higher management return for those individuals characterized by both a 
high grade average and a relatively high value placed on each of the five 
sub-dimensions of an economically rational value orientation. However 
based on the statistical tests performed, it is concluded that there is 
no significant interaction between grade average and the various value 
dimensions as they pertain to differential economic productivity of man­
agers. Most of the variation in management return as categorized in this 
section was attributable primarily to the two main effects independently. 
General Hypothesis 3^: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary with salient elements of the situation. 
Sub-general Hypothesis Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with their scale of operation. 
E. H. 14: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and total capital managed. This hypothesis stated 
in null form is: There is no positive relationship 
between management return and total capital managed. The 
computed coefficient of correlation is .272 which is stat­
istically significant at the .01 level of probability. 
The null hypothesis is refuted. These data support the 
original proposition. 
E. H. 15: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and number of acres farmed. This hypothesis stated 
in null form is: There is no positive relationship between 
management return and number of acres farmed. The computed 
coefficient of correlation is .243 which is significant at 
the .01 level of probability. The null hypothesis is 
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refuted. These data support the original proposition. 
Sub-general Hypothesis j$: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary inversely with the entrepreneur's stage of life cycle. 
E. H. 16: There will be a negative relationship between management 
return and age of the manager. This hypothesis stated in 
null form is: There is no negative relationship between 
management return and age of the manager. The computed 
coefficient of correlation is -.177 which is statistically 
significant at the .025 level of probability. The null 
hypothesis is refuted. These data support the original 
proposition. 
General hypothesis three was tested by three empirical hypotheses 
including operational measures of two sub-dimensions of the situation as 
the general level concept. The two elements of the situation identified 
as particularly germane to the management process were scale of operation 
of the farm firm and the stage of life cycle of the entrepreneur. 
Of the three empirical hypotheses used to test the general hypothesis 
all three were supported by the data at a statistically significant level. 
These data are therefore judged to indicate support for the hypothesized 
relationship between the identified dimensions of the situation and econom­
ic productivity of entrepreneurs. 
All three of the empirical measures of the situation will be combined 
statistically in the latter part of this section and their combined rela­
tionship to the criterion variable determined. 
Supporting Hypothesis _7: The relative value entrepreneurs place on 
economic ends will vary inversely with their stage of life cycle. 
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E. H. 17: There will be a negative relationship between score on the 
economic motivation scale and age of the manager. This 
hypothesis stated in null form is: There is no negative 
relationship between score on the economic motivation 
scale and age of the manager. The computed coefficient 
of correlation is -.182 which is statistically significant 
at the .025 level of probability. The null hypothesis is 
refuted. The data support the original proposition. 
Supporting Hypothesis 8: Entrepreneur's relative risk aversion will 
vary directly with their stage of life cycle. 
E. H. 18: There will be a negative relationship between score on the 
risk aversion scale and age of the manager. This hypothe­
sis stated in null form is: There is no negative relation­
ship between score on the risk aversion scale and age of 
the manager. The computed coefficient of correlation is 
- .224 which is statistically significant at the .01 level 
of probability. The null hypothesis is refuted. The data 
support the original proposition. 
Supporting hypotheses 7 and 8 were developed as supporting relation­
ships for sub-general hypothesis 8. In that hypothesis, stage of life 
cycle (operationalized as age) was hypothesized to be negatively related 
to management return primarily because of a hypothesized change in goals 
and values, rather than a change in physical or mental ability to effect­
ively manage the farm firm. The two values hypothesized to be most 
directly related to age (economic motivation and risk aversion) are includ­
ed in supporting hypotheses 7 and 8. 
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The empirical hypotheses stated to test these relationships were both 
supported at a statistically significant level, thus indicating a negative 
relationship between age of the entrepreneur and value placed on economic 
ends and a positive relationship between age and relative risk aversion. 
These two values economic motivation and risk aversion may be postulat­
ed as intervening between entrepreneur's age and their economic productiv­
ity. To determine the relationship between age and management return when 
controlling on the interrelationships with the two identified values, first 
order partial correlation coefficients were computed. The first order 
partial correlation between age and management return controlling on 
economic motivation was found to be -.143 (compared with -.177 zero order 
correlation), while the first order partial correlation coefficient be­
tween age and management return, controlling on risk aversion was -.124, 
neither of which is statistically significant. These data are judged to 
further emphasize the intervening role of the two identified values in the 
relationship between stage of life cycle and economic productivity. 
Supporting Hypothesis j?: The relationship between economic product­
ivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary directly with 
the relative value they place on economic ends. 
E. H. 19: The relationship between management return and total capi­
tal managed will vary directly with score on the economic 
motivation scale. This hypothesis stated in null form is: 
The relationship between management return and total capi­
tal managed will not vary directly with score on the 
economic motivation scale. The data used to test this 
hypothesis are reported in Table 39. The analysis of 
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Table 39. Management return by total capital managed and score on economic 
motivation scale 
Score on economic Total capital managed 
motivation scale Less than $100,000 $100,000-$200,000 Over $200,000 
65 and below $2820 $ 311 -$1025 
(6) (7) (4) 
67-75 $ 585 $2677 $8381 
(16) (30) (7) 
76-83 $1990 $4357 $7139 
(ID (24) (9) 
84 and above $1675 $6630 $5444 
(5) (6) (6) 
variance of these data is summarized in Table 40. The 
analysis of variance test for interaction was used to test 
the above hypothesis. The computed F value for interaction 
was .525 with 2 and 125 degrees of freedom which is not 
Table 40. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by total 
capital managed and score on the economic motivation scale 
Source of 
variation 





Total capital managed 2 19.290 9.645 8.635** 
Economic motivation 1 2.884 2.884 2.582 
Interaction 2 1.172 .586 .525 
Error 125 1.117 
••Significant at .01 level. 
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statistically significant. The null hypothesis is not 
refuted. These data do not support the original proposi­
tion. 
Supporting Hypothesis 10: The relationship between economic product­
ivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary directly 
with their orientation toward science and scientific methods. 
E. H. 20: The relationship between management return and total capi­
tal managed will vary directly with score on the scientif­
ic orientation scale. This hypothesis stated in null form 
is: The relationship between management return and total 
capital managed will not vary directly with score on the 
scientific orientation scale. The data used to test this 
hypothesis are reported in Table 41. The analysis of 
variance of these data is summarized in Table 42. The 
analysis of variance test for interaction is used to test 
the above hypothesis. The computed F value for interaction 
was 3.377 with 2 and 125 degrees of freedom which is sig­
nificant at the .05 level of probability. The null 
hypothesis is refuted. These data support the original 
proposition. 
Supporting Hypothesis 11 : The relationship between economic product­
ivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary directly with 
the relative importance they assign to mental activities in farm operation. 
E. H. 21: The relationship between management return and total capi­
tal managed will vary directly with score on the mental 
activity scale. This hypothesis stated in null form is: 
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Table 41. Management return by total capital managed and score on scien­
tific orientation scale 
Score on scientific Total capital managed 
orientation scale Less than $100,000 $100,000-$200,000 Over $200,000 
87 and below $ 644 $2088 $3408 
(4) (7) (3) 
88-94 $1219 $3449 $3171 
(15) (28) (10) 
95-101 $2101 $3645 $7091 
(15) (26) (9) 
102 and above $1043 $3482 $12200 
(4) (6) (4) 
Table 42. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by total 







Total capital managed 2 20.522 10.261 9 .625** 
Scientific orientation 1 7.373 7.373 6 .914** 
Interaction 2 7.200 3.600 3 .377* 
Error 125 1.066 
•Significant at .05 level. 
••Significant at .01 level. 
The relationship between management return and total capi­
tal managed will not vary directly with score on the mental 
activity scale. The data used to test this hypothesis are 
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reported in Table 43. The analysis of variance of these 
data is summarized in Table 44. The analysis of variance 
test for interaction is used to test the above hypothesis. 
The computed F value for interaction with 2 and 125 degrees 
of freedom was .825 which is not statistically significant. 
The null hypothesis is not refuted. These data do not sup­
port the original proposition. 
Supporting Hypothesis 12: The relationship between economic product­
ivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary directly 
with the extent of valuation of independence in decision-making. 
E. H. 22: The relationship between management return and total capi­
tal managed will vary directly with score on the independ­
ence scale. This hypothesis stated in null form is: The 
relationship between management return and total capital 
managed will not vary directly with score on the independ­
ence scale. The data used to test this hypothesis are 
reported in Table 45. The analysis of variance of these 
data is summarized in Table 46. The analysis of variance 
test for interaction is used to test the above hypothesis. 
The computed F value for interaction was 5.922 with 2 and 
125 degrees of freedom which is significant at the .01 
level of probability. The null hypothesis is refuted. 
These data support the original porposition. 
Supporting Hypothesis 13: The relationship between economic product­
ivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary inversely 
with their relative risk aversion. 
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Table 43. Management return by total capital managed and score on mental 
activity scale 
Score on mental 
activity scale Less than $100,000 $100,000-$200,000 Over $200,000 
82 and below -$ 335 $2599 $5431 
(3) (9) (4) 
83-90 $2181 $3632 $4682 
(17) (29) (9) 
91-97 $ 80 $3088 $5496 
(13) (20) (8) 
98 and above $3886 $4041 $9345 
(5) (9) (5) 
Table 44. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by total 







Total capital managed 2 20.611 10.305 9.071** 
Mental activity 1 ,244 .244 .215 
Interaction 2 1.874 .937 .825 
Error 125 1.136 
^Significant at .01 level. 
E. H. 23: The relationship between management return and total capi 
tal managed will vary directly with score on the risk 
aversion scale. This hypothesis stated in null form is: 
The relationship between management return and total 
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Table 45. Management return by total capital managed and score on inde­
pendence scale 
Score on independ- Total capital managed 
ence scale Less than $100,000 $100,000-$200,000 Over $200,000 
74 and below -$2115 $ 281 -$ 705 
(4) (14) (5) 
75-81 $1175 $4728 $4510 
(16) (24) (9) 
82-88 $2338 $3197 $8075 
(16) (20) (6) 
89 and above $4402 $5054 $11507 
(2) (9) (6) 
Table 46. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by total 
capital managed and score on the independence scale 
Source of Sum of Mean 
variation d.f. squares square F 
Total capital managed 2 22.581 11.291 11.723** 
Independence 1 15.589 15.589 16.188** 
Interaction 2 11.390 5.695 5.921** 
Error 125 .963 
^Significant at .01 level. 
capital managed will not vary directly with score on the 
risk aversion scale. The data used to test this hypothesis 
is reported in Table 47. The analysis of variance of these 
data is summarized in Table 48. The analysis of variance 
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Table 47. Management return by total capital managed and score on the 
risk aversion scale 
Score on risk Total capital managed 
aversion scale Less than $100,000 $100,000-$200,000 Over $200,000 
65 and below $ 148 $2855 $1967 
(3) (11) (3) 
66 to 74 $1510 $2601 $2651 
(17) (25) (5) 
75-83 $1265 $3684 $4376 
(12) (20) (10) 
84 and above $2543 $6123 $9681 
(6) (10) (9) 
Table 48. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by total 







Total capital managed 2 11.140 5.570 4.704* 
Risk aversion 1 6.827 6.827 5.766* 
Interaction 2 3.851 1.926 1.627 
Error 125 1.184 
•Significant at .05 level. 
test for interaction is used to test the above hypothesis. 
The computed F value for interaction was 1.627 with 2 and 
125 degrees of freedom which is not statistically signifi­
cant. The null hypothesis is not refuted. These data do 
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not support the original proposition. 
Supporting Hypothesis 14: The relationship between economic produc­
tivity of entrepreneurs and their scale of operation will vary directly 
with their relative mental ability. 
E. H. 24: The relationship between management return and total capi­
tal managed will vary directly with reported grade average 
in school. This hypothesis stated in null form is: The 
relationship between management return and total capital 
managed will not vary directly with reported grade average 
in school. The data used to test this hypothesis is re­
ported in Table 49. The analysis of variance of these 
data is summarized in Table 50. The analysis of variance 
test for interaction is used to test the above hypothesis. 
The computed F value for interaction was 1.442 with 4 and 
122 degrees of freedom which is not statistically signifi­
cant. The null hypothesis is not refuted. These data do 
not support the original proposition. 
Table 49. Management return by total capital managed reported grade 
average in school 
Reported grade Total capital managed 
average Less than $100,000 $100,000-$200,000 Over $200,000 
80-84 $1470 $2540 $3778 
(15) (28) (9) 
85-89 $1387 $3639 $3579 
(14) (26) (6) 
90 and above $1679 $4700 $9098 
(9) (13) (11) 
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Table 50. Analysis of variance of management return categorized by total 
capital managed and reported grade average in school 
Source of Sum of Mean 
variation d.f. squares square F 
Total capital managed 2 23 .838 11 .919 6.862*^ 
Grade average 2 12 .304 6 .152 3.542* 
Interaction 4 10 .019 2 .505 1.442 
Error 122 1 .737 
•Significant at .05 level. 
••Significant at .01 level. 
Supporting hypotheses 9 through 14 were developed to determine the 
degree to which the relationship between economic productivity of managers 
and their scale of operation varies disproportionately with an economically 
rational value orientation or with relatively higher mental ability. Based 
on the statistical tests of significance of the data reported in relation 
to these supporting hypotheses it is concluded that there is an interactive 
effect between scale of operation and a scientific orientation and value 
placed on independence as these factors relate to economic productivity of 
management. That is a combination of a relatively high degree of valuation 
of independence coupled with a larger scale of operation results in a dis­
proportionately higher economic productivity than would be expected from 
the independent relationship of these two factors separately to economic 
productivity. 
However no significant interaction effect between scale of operation 
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and the remaining 4 value and ability factors was determined. 
Corollary Hypothesis j.: Economic productivity of entrepreneurs will 
vary directly with their use of scientifically validated means. 
E. H. 25: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and score on the practice adoption scale. This 
hypothesis stated in the null form is: There is no posi­
tive relationship between management return and score on 
the practice adoption scale. The computed coefficient of 
correlation is .132 which is not statistically significant. 
The null hypothesis is not refuted. These data do not sup­
port the original proposition. 
E. H. 26: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and the number of information sources used. This 
hypothesis stated in the null form is: There is no posi­
tive relationship between management return and the number 
of information sources used. The computed coefficient of 
correlation is .179 which is significant at the .025 
level of probability. The null hypothesis is refuted. 
These data support the original proposition. 
E. H. 27: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and the use of specialized sources of information. 
This hypothesis stated in the null form is: There is no 
positive relationship between management return and the 
use of specialized sources of information. In testing this 
hypothesis management return was dichotomized above and 
below $2500. In addition all users of specialized sources 
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of information, whether alone or in combination with non-
specialized sources, were combined into a single category. 
The computed Chi Square value is 3.94 with 1 degree of 
freedom which is significant at the .05 level of probabil­
ity. The null hypothesis is refuted. These data support 
the original proposition. The data used to test this 
hypothesis are reported in Table 51. 
Table 51. Management return categorized by use of specialized sources of 
information 
Use of specialized Management return Management return 
sources of information below $2,500 above $2,500 Total 
Uses specialized sources of 
information either alone or 
in combination with non-
specialized sources 39 60 99 
Uses non-specialized sources 
of information only 19 13 32 
Total 58 73 131 
2 
X = 3.94 with 1 degree of freedom 
E. H. 28: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and the number of decision-making steps identified 
This hypothesis stated in the null form is: There is no 
positive relationship between management return and the 
number of decision-making steps identified. The computed 
coefficient of correlation is .282 which is statistically 
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significant at the .01 level of probability. The null 
hypothesis is refuted. These data support the original 
proposition. 
E. H. 29: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and the number of days in advance a particular 
days activities are planned. This hypothesis stated in 
the null form is: There is no positive relationship be­
tween management return and the number of days in advance 
a particular days activities are planned. The computed 
coefficient of correlation is .245 which is statistically 
significant at the .01 level of probability. The null 
hypothesis is refuted. These data support the original 
proposition. 
E. H. 30: There will be a positive relationship between management 
return and the length of the advance planning period for 
the total farm operation. This hypothesis stated in the 
null form is: There is no positive relationship between 
management return and the length of the advance planning 
period for the total farm operation. In testing this 
hypothesis both management return and length of prior plan­
ning were dichotomized. Management return was divided 
above and below $2500 while length of advance planning 
was divided above and below 1 year. The computed Chi 
Square Value is 1.89 with 1 degree of freedom which is 
not statistically significant. The null hypothesis is 
not refuted. The data do not support the original proposi­
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tion. The data used to test this hypothesis are reported 
in Table 52. 
Corollary hypothesis one was tested by six empirical hypotheses relat­
ing the use of various scientifically validated methods and techniques 
to economic productivity as measured by management return. Of the six 
stated empirical hypotheses four were found to be supported by the data 
at a statistically significant level. The remaining two empirical hypoth­
eses, while not supported at a statistically significant level, the 
relationships were in the hypothesized direction. 
The results of testing the empirical hypotheses are judged to provide 
evidence in support of the corollary hypothesis that there is a relation­
ship between economic productivity of entrepreneurs and their use of 
scientifically validated means. 
Corollary Hypothesis 2 :  The use of scientifically validated means 
will vary directly with an economically rational value orientation. 
Table 52. Management return categorized by length of advance planning of 
the farm operation 
Length of planning Management return Management return 
period below $2,500 above $2,500 Total 
Planning on an annual or 
less than annual basis 39 39 78 
Planning longer than a year 
in advance 19 34 53 
Total 58 73 131 
= 1.89 with 1 degree of freedom 
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E. H. 31: There will be a positive relationship between total stand­
ard score on the five value and attitude scales and score 
on the practice adoption scale. This hypothesis stated 
in null form is: There is no positive relationship between 
total standard score on the five value and attitude scales 
and score on the practice adoption scale. The computed 
coefficient of correlation is .205 which is statistically 
significant at the .01 level of probability. The null 
hypothesis is refuted. These data support the original 
proposition. 
E. H. 32: There will be a positive relationship between total stand­
ard score on the five value and attitude scales and the 
number of information sources used. This hypothesis 
stated in the null form is: There is no positive relation­
ship between total standard score on the five value and 
attitude scales and the number of information sources 
used. The computed coefficient of correlation is .036 
which is not statistically significant. The null hypothe­
sis is not refuted... These data do not support the original 
proposition. 
E. H. 33: There will be a positive relationship between total stand­
ard score on the five value and attitude scales and the 
use of specialized sources of information. This hypothesis 
is stated in the nuj.1 form: There is no positive relation­
ship between total standard score on the five value and 
attitude scales and the use of specialized sources of 
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information. To arrange the data for statistical testing 
the total standard score was categorized into 3 categories. 
Use of specialized sources of information was dichotomized 
as indicated in the discussion of empirical hypothesis 27. 
The computed Chi Square Value is .87 with 2 degrees of 
freedom which is not statistically significant. The null 
hypothesis is not refuted. These data do not support the 
original proposition. The data used to test this hypothe­
sis are reported in Table 53. 
E. H. 34: There will be a positive relationship between total stand­
ard score on the five value and attitude scales and the 
number of decision-making steps identified. This hypothe­
sis stated in null form is: There is no positive relation­
ship between total standard score on the five value and 
attitude scales and the number of decision-making steps 
identified. The computed coefficient of correlation is 
.228 which is statistically significant at the .01 level 
of probability. The null hypothesis is refuted. These 
data support the original proposition. 
E. H. 35: There will be a positive relationship between total stand­
ard score on the five value and attitude scales and the 
number of days in advance a particular day's activities are 
planned. This hypothesis stated in the null form is: 
There is no positive relationship between total standard 
score on the five value and attitude scales and the number 
of days in advance a particular day's activities are 
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Table 53. Use of specialized sources of information categorized by total 
standard scores on value and attitude scales 
Use of specialized Total stand- Total stand- Total stand-
sources of information ard score ard score ard score Total 
less than -2.0 -2.0-+2.0 2.0 + 
Uses specialized sour­
ces of information 
either along or in comb­
ination with non-special­
ized sources 24 55 20 99 
Uses no specialized 
sources of information 
only 7 16 9 32 
Total 31 71 29 131 
2 
X = .27 with 2 degrees of freedom 
planned. The computed coefficient of correlation is .144 
which is statistically significant at the .05 level of 
probability. The null hypothesis is refuted. These data 
support the original proposition. 
E. H. 36: There will be a positive relationship between total 
standard score on the five value and attitude scales 
and the length of the advance planning period for the 
total farm operation. This hypothesis stated in the null 
form is: There is no positive relationship between total 
standard score on the five value and attitude scales and 
the length of the advance planning period for the total 
farm operation. The computed Chi Square value is .21 with 
2 degrees of freedom which is not statistically significant. 
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The null hypothesis is not refuted. These data do not 
support the original proposition. The data used to test 
this hypothesis are reported in Table 54. 
Table 54. Length of advance planning of farm operation categorized by 
total standard score on value and attitude scales 
Total standard Total standard Total standard 
Length of score of less score between score greater 
planning period than -2.0 -2.0 and +2.0 than +2.0 Total 
Planning on an 
annual or less than 
annual basis 19 41 18 78 
Planning longer 
than a year in 
advance 12 30 11 53 
Total 31 71 29 131 
2 
X = .21 with 2 degrees of freedom 
Corollary hypothesis two was tested by six empirical hypotheses relat­
ing the various identified methods and techniques to the manager's total 
standard score on the five constructed value and attitude scales. Of the 
six empirical hypotheses used to test the corollary hypothesis, statistic­
ally significant relationships were found in support of three of the 
empirical hypotheses. The relationships pertaining to the remaining three 
hypotheses, while all in the hypothesized direction, were extremely low in 
magnitude. Based on these data judgment is reserved concerning the accept­
ance or rejection of corollary hypothesis two. 
Corollary Hypothesis 3 :  The use of scientifically validated means 
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will vary directly with entrepreneur's relative biological capacity. 
E. H. 37: There will be a positive relationship between number of 
years of education completed and score on the practice 
adoption scale. This hypothesis stated in the null form 
is: There is no positive relationship between number of 
years of education completed and score on the practice 
adoption scale. The computed coefficient of correlation 
is .068 which is not statistically significant. The null 
hypothesis is not refuted. These data do not support the 
original proposition. 
E. H. 38: There will be a positive relationship between reported 
grade average in school and score on the practice adoption 
scale. This hypothesis stated in the null form is: There 
is no positive relationship between reported grade average 
in school and score on the practice adoption scale. The 
computed coefficient of correlation is .263 which is 
statistically significant at the .01 level of probability. 
The null hypothesis is refuted. These data support the 
original proposition. 
E. H. 39: There will be a positive relationship between number of 
years of education completed and the number of information 
sources used. This hypothesis stated in the null form is: 
There is no positive relationship between the number of 
years of education completed and the number of information 
sources used. The computed coefficient of correlation is 
.065 which is not statistically significant. The null 
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hypothesis is not refuted. These data do not support the 
original proposition. 
E. H. 40: There will be a positive relationship between reported 
grade average in school and the number of information 
sources used. This hypothesis stated in null form is: 
There is no positive relationship between reported grade 
average in school and the number of information sources 
used. The computed coefficient of correlation is .144 
which is statistically significant at the .05 level of 
probability. The null hypothesis is refuted. These data 
support the original proposition. 
E. H. 41: There will be a positive relationship between number of 
years of education completed and the use of specialized 
sources of information. This hypothesis stated in the null 
form is: There is no positive relationship between number 
of years of education completed and the use of specialized 
sources of information. The computed Chi Square value is 
.74 with 1 degree of freedom which is not statistically 
significant. The null hypothesis is not refuted. These 
data do not support the original proposition. The data 
used to this hypothesis are reported in Table 55. 
E. H. 42: There will be a positive relationship between reported 
grade average in school and the use of specialized sources 
of information. This hypothesis stated in the null form 
is: There is no positive relationship between reported 
grade average in school and the use of specialized sources 
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Table 55. Use of specialized sources of information categorized by number 
of years of education completed 
Use of specialized High school graduate Some college Total 
sources of information or less training 
Uses specialized sources of 
information either alone or 
in combination with non-
specialized sources 55 44 99 
Uses non-specialized sources 
of information only 15 17 32 
Total 70 61 131 
2 X = .74 with one degree of freedom 
of information. The computed Chi Square value is .24 with 
1 degree of freedom which is not statistically significant. 
The null hypothesis is not refuted. These data do not 
support the original proposition. The data used to test 
this hypothesis are reported in Table 56. 
E. H. 43: There will be a positive relationship between number of 
years of education completed and the number of decision­
making steps identified. This hypothesis stated in the 
null form is: There is no positive relationship between 
number of years of education completed and the number of 
decision-making steps identified. The computed coefficient 
of correlation is .096 which is not statistically signifi­
cant. The null hypothesis is not refuted. These data do 
not support the original proposition. 
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Table 56. Use of specialized sources of information categorized by 
reported grade average in school 
Use of specialized Grade average Grade average 
sources of information of 90 or above below 90 Total 
Uses specialized sources of 
information either alone or 
in combination with non-spec­
ialized sources 26 73 99 
Uses non-specialized sources 
of information only 7 25 32 
Total 33 98 131 
X = .24 with one degree of freedom 
E. H. 44: There will be a positive relationship between reported 
grade average in school and the number of decision-making 
steps identified. This hypothesis stated in the null form 
is: There is no positive relationship between reported 
grade average in school and the number of decision-making 
steps identified. The computed coefficient of correlation 
is .201 which is statistically significant at the .025 
level of probability. The null hypothesis is refuted. 
These data support the original proposition. 
E. H. 45: There will be a positive relationship between number of 
years of education completed and the number of days in 
advance a particular days activities are planned. This 
hypothesis stated in the null form is: There is no posi­
tive relationship between number of years of education 
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completed and the number of days in advance a particular 
days activities are planned. The computed coefficient of 
correlation is -.077 which is not statistically signifi­
cant. The null hypothesis is not refuted. These data do 
not support the original proposition. 
E. H. 46: There will be a positive relationship between reported 
grade average in school and the number of days in advance 
a particular days activities are planned. This hypothesis 
stated in the null form is: There is no positive relation­
ship between reported grade average in school and the num­
ber of days in advance a particular days activities are 
planned. The computed coefficient of correlation is .140 
which is not statistically significant. The null hypothe­
sis is not refuted. These data do not support the original 
proposition. 
E. H. 47: There will be a positive relationship between number of 
years of education completed and the length of the advance 
planning period for the total farm operation. This hypoth­
esis stated in the null form is: There is no positive 
relationship between number of years of education completed 
and the length of the advance planning period for the 
total farm operation. The computed Chi Square value is .21 
with one degree of freedom which is not statistically 
significant. The null hypothesis is not refuted. These 
data do not support the original proposition. The data 
used to test this hypothesis are reported in Table 57. 
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Table 57. Length of advance planning of the farm operation categorized by 
number of years of education completed 
Length of High school graduate Some college 
planning period or less education Total 
Planning on an annual or 
less than annual basis 43 35 78 
Planning longer than a 
year in advance 27 26 53 
Total 70 61 131 
2 X = .21 with one degree of freedom 
E. H. 48: There will be a positive relationship between reported 
grade average in school and the length of the advance 
planning period for the total farm operation. This hypoth­
esis stated in the null form is: There is no positive 
relationship between reported grade average in school and 
the length of the advance planning period for the total 
farm operation. The computed Chi Square value is 1.16 
with one degree of freedom which is not statistically 
significant. The null hypothesis is not refuted. These 
data do not support the original proposition. The data 
used to test this hypothesis are reported in Table 58. 
Corollary hypothesis three was tested by means of twelve empirical 
hypotheses relating the two developed measures of mental ability to the 
six specific methods and techniques included as measures of the more 
general dimension of use of scientifically validated means. Each of the 
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Table 58. Length of advance planning of the farm operation categorized 
by reported grade average in school 
Length of Grade average Grade average 
planning period of 90 or above below 90 Total 
Planning on an annual or 
less than annual basis 17 61 78 
Planning longer than a 
year in advance 16 37 53 
Total 33 98 131 
X^ = 1.16 with one degree of freedom 
twelve relationships expressed as empirical hypotheses were tested statis­
tically and significant relationships were found in only three of the 
twelve tests. Based on these data it is concluded that these empirical 
relationships do not support the corollary hypothesis. 
It may be noted that one of the measures of mental ability (reported 
grade average) was significantly related to the use of three of the six 
methods or practices whereas number of years of education was not signifi­
cantly related to any of the six practices. 
Corollary Hypothesis 4: The use of scientifically validated means 
requiring major capital expenditure will vary with salient elements of the 
situation. 
E. H. 49: There will be a positive relationship between number of 
acres farmed and the adoption of recommended farm practices. 
This hypothesis stated in the null form is: There is no 
positive relationship between number of acres farmed and 
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the adoption of recommended farm practices. The computed 
coefficient of correlation is .084 which is not statistic­
ally significant. The null hypothesis is not refuted. 
These data do not support the original proposition. 
E. H. 50: There will be a positive relationship between total capital 
managed and the adoption of recommended farm practices. 
This hypothesis stated in the null form is: There is no 
positive relationship between total capital managed and 
the adoption of recommended farm practices. The computed 
coefficient of correlation is .093 which is not statistic­
ally significant. The null hypothesis is not refuted. 
These data do not support the original proposition. 
Neither of the two empirical hypotheses used to test corollary hypoth­
esis 4 were supported at a statistically significant level by the data. 
Therefore corollary hypothesis 4 is concluded to not be supported by the 
data used to test the hypothesis. 
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ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Thus far the analysis has concentrated on the zero and first-order 
relationships between the empirical measures of the theoretical concepts. 
However it has been emphasized throughout the analysis that the various 
elements of the behavioral model (values and attitudes, capabilities, and 
situation) are not independent of each other but rather have a reciprocal 
and interactive relationship. Thus managerial behavior and decision-making 
is not influenced solely by any of these elements (although each were 
hypothesized to have an identifiable and measurable independent effect) 
but by all as a part of an interdependent system. With this premise it 
will be the purpose of this section to determine the degree of association 
between various statistical combinations of the independent variables and 
the dependent variable of economic productivity. 
Since more than one measure was used to operationalize each of the 
major dimensions of the conceptual model this section will include a multi­
ple analysis of each of these dimensions as well as a combination of all 
three. 
Economically Rational Value Orientation 
An economically rational value orientation was measured in this 
analysis by five separate scales. There were significant zero-order rela­
tionships between scores on four of these scales and the criterion of 
economic productivity. However these scales and the conceptual dimensions 
they were intended to operationalize were concluded to be sub-dimensions 
of the more general concept of economic rationality. For this reason it 
is the purpose of this section to combine the five scales statistically to 
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determine their combined relationship to the criterion variable. The 
statistical techniques of multiple correlation and regression will be used 
for this purpose. 
Before continuing with the analysis the system of symbols to be used 
and the general formulas pertaining to multiple correlation and regression 
will be outlined. The symbols used to denote each of the variables under 
consideration in this part of the analysis are as follows: 
Dependent : 
Y0 = Management return 
Independent: 
X^ = Economic motivation scale 
Xg = Scientific orientation scale 
Xg = Mental activity scale 
X^ = Independence scale 
X5 = Risk aversion scale 
The first step in the analysis of a regression equation is to calcu­
late a correlation matrix consisting of the zero-order correlation coeffi­
cients between each of the independent variables and the criterion 
and the intercorrelations between each of the independent measures. A 
complete matrix of intercorrelations of experimental variables used in 
this analysis is reproduced in Appendix B. 
For this analysis the zero order correlation coefficient between the 
criterion and one of the independent measures will be designated as fy.i> 
which may be read as the correlation between management return and scores 
on the economic motivation scale. Similarly the zero order correlation 
between two of the independent measures would be designated as r% 2» which 
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would be the correlation between scores on the economic motivation scale 
and the scientific orientation scale. An additional symbol which will be 
used is b, which represents the regression coefficient or weight (in stand­
ard score form) of any one of the independent measures. The designation 
of the variable to which b has reference will be given by the subscript 
such as b^, indicating the weight derived for the economic motivation 
scale. 
The equation for determination of the coefficient of multiple correla­
tion is given by Walker and Lev as: (137, p. 326) 
The data pertinent to the computation of the multiple correlation 
coefficient between the combination of the five value scales and management 
return are reported in Table 59. The results of these computations indi­
cate that the five scales, when taken in combination result in a coeffici­
ent of multiple correlation of .4359 with the criterion variable. 
Interpreting these data in relation to variation explained by regres-
2 
sion, R represents the amount of variation of the criterion variable 
2 
accounted for by the 5 scales in combination and 1-R the amount of 
residual or unexplained variation. When taken in combination these five 
scales account for slightly more than 19 percent of the variance of the 
criterion variable whereas no single scale accounted for more than .1376 
of the variance of the criterion. 
The following test is made to determine the statistical significance 
of the computed R^. 
Value and Attitude Scales 
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Table 59. Regression weights and correlations of variables used in com­
putation of coefficient of multiple correlation 
Variable b ry (b) (r) 
X1 Economic motivation scale .1672 .222 .03712 
x2 Scientific orientation scale .1025 .171 .01753 
X3 Mental activity scale -.1125 .113 -.01271 
*4 Independence scale .3171 .371 .11764 
*5 Risk aversion scale .1141 .267 .03046 
0  
.19004 
R = .4359 
Null Hypothesis: There is no correlation between management return 
and a weighted combination of the five value and 
attitude scales. 
This hypothesis can be tested using the F test given by Walker and Lev: 
(137, p. 324) 
F = R2 N-k-1 
1-RZ * k 
where k = number of predictor variables 
The computed F ratio was found to be 5.886 with 5 and 125 degrees of free­
dom. Since an F ratio of 3.17 is required for significance at the .01 
level of probability the null hypothesis is refuted. 
As was noted in Table 59 the scales do not contribute equally to the 
explanation of variance of the criterion. The five scales then, in order 
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of their contribution are (1) independence (2) economic motivation (3) risk 
aversion (4) scientific orientation and (5) mental activity. These scales 
will be discussed further when combined with the other major dimensions in 
the latter part of this section. 
Mental Abilities 
Mental abilities were measured in this analysis by two educationally 
related variables : (a) reported grade average in school and (b) number of 
years of education completed. Of these two variables only reported grade 
average correlated significantly with management return although years 
of education approached a significant relationship. It is the purpose 
of this section to combine these two variables statistically to determine 
their combined effect. 
The data pertinent to the computation of the multiple correlation 
coefficient between the combination of the two education variables and 
management return are reported in Table 60. The results of these computa­
tions indicate that the two variables, when taken in combination result in 
a coefficient of multiple correlation of .2668 with the criterion variable. 
The value is .07117 which is only a slight increase (.0057) over the 
value for reported grade average only. To test the significance of the 
computed R? the following null hypothesis is formulated: 
Null Hypothesis: There is no correlation between management return 
and a weighted combination of grade average and 
number of years of school completed. 
The computed F ratio was found to be 4.904 with 128 and 2 degrees of 
freedom. Since an F ratio of 4.78 is required for significance at the .01 
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level of probability the null hypothesis is refuted. 
Thus the degree of relationship between mental abilities and manage­
ment return is increased by the statistical coinbination of the two measures 
of mental abilities. 
Table 60. Regression weights and correlations of variables used in compu­
tation of coefficient of multiple correlation 
Independent variable b ry (b) (r) 
X$ Reported grade average in 
school .2406 .256 .06159 
Xy Number of years of educa­
tion completed .0766 .125 .00958 
.07117 
R2 = .07117 
R = .2668 
Salient Elements of the Situation 
The salient elements of the situation were defined in this analysis 
as including the scale of operation of the farm firm and in terms of 
personal characteristics, the chronological age of the operator. Scale 
of operation was measured both by (a) the total capital managed and (b) the 
number of acres farmed. These two variables as well as age were signifi­
cantly correlated in the hypothesized direction with management return. 
In this section all three measures will be statistically combined to 
determine the degree of combined relationship between these measures and 
the criterion variable of management return. 
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The computed standard score regression weights and the zero order 
correlations between each of the variables and the criterion are reported 
in Table 61 along with the R and R2 values. The computed multiple correla­
tion coefficient between these three measures and management return is 
•3220 with an R2 of .10366. To test the significance of the variance in 
the criterion accounted for by regression the following null hypothesis is 
formulated: 
Null Hypothesis: There is no correlation between management return 
and a weighted combination of scale of operation and 
age. 
The computed F ratio was found to be 7.344 with 3 and 127 degrees of 
freedom. Since an F ratio of 3.94 is required for significance at the 
.01 level of probability the null hypothesis is refuted. 
Thus the degree of relationship between the elements of the situation 
and management return is increased by the statistical combination of the 
three measures. 
Table 61. Regression weights and correlations of variables used in 
computation of coefficient of multiple correlation 
Independent variables 
Xg Number of acres farmed 
Xg Total capital managed 
Xio Age 
R2 = .10366 
R = .3220 
b ry (b) (r) 
-.0253 .243 -.00615 
.2912 .272 .07921 
.1729 .177 .03060 
.10366 
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Use of Scientifically Validated Means 
The use of scientifically validated means was measured in this analy­
sis by 6 variables, four of which are included in the multiple correlation 
analysis in this section. The four variables to be combined statistically 
in this section are (a) adoption of practices score (b) number of informa­
tion sources used (c) number of decision-making steps identified and (d) 
number of days of advance planning of daily activities. Two additional 
variables included in the previous analysis of this dimension (a) use of 
specialized sources of information and (b) length of the advance planning 
period for the total farm operation are excluded here because of the dis­
crete rather than continuous nature of the responses to the two measures. 
The computed standard score regression weights and the zero order cor­
relations between each of the four variables indicated above and the 
criterion (management return) are reported in Table 62 along with the R 
2 
and R values. The computed multiple correlation coefficient between these 
2 four measures and management return is .3566 with an R of .12708. To test 
the statistical significance of the variance in the criterion accounted for 
by regression the following null hypothesis is formulated: 
Null Hypothesis: There is no correlation between management return 
and a weighted combination of variables measuring 
use of scientifically validated means. 
The computed F ratio was found to be 4.586 with 4 and 126 degrees of 
freedom. Since an F ratio of 3.47 is required for significance at the .01 
level of probability the null hypothesis is refuted. 
Thus the degree of relationship between the various measures of the 
use of scientifically validated means and management return is increased 
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Table 62. Regression weights and correlations of variables used in 
computation of coefficient of multiple correlation 
Independent variables (b) (r) 
Xn Practice adoption scale 








Xi3 Number of decision-making 
steps identified 








R = .12708 
R = .3566 
.12708 
by the statistical combination of the four measures. 
Multiple Regression Analysis of All Independent Variables 
Thus far all four of the major categories of variables have been found 
to be significantly related to the criterion variable of management return 
when statistically combined by the methods of multiple correlation and 
regression. However it has been stressed that the major conceptual dimen­
sions utilized in this analysis are highly interrelated parts of a total 
system. It will be the purpose of this section to combine all of the 
independent variables statistically to determine the relative contribution 
of each of the variables in accounting for variation in management return 
when their interrelationships are taken into account. Again the statisti­
cal techniques of multiple correlation and regression will be utilized for 
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this purpose. 
However a modification of the multiple correlation method will be 
used to determine those variables which are contributing more true, than 
chance, or error, variance to the relationship with the criterion. This 
technique, referred to as the Wherry-Doolittle method (119), is a modifica­
tion of the Doolittle method for computing regression coefficients. The 
Wherry-Doolittle differs from the conventional Doolittle method in that it 
(a) selects variables in the order of their contribution to the multiple 
correlation (b) indicates at what point the addition of an additional vari­
able adds more chance error than actual validity; and (c) corrects for the 
chance error added by each variable used in computing the multiple correla­
tion. The Wherry-Doolittle is an economical method for computation of 
regression coefficients in that it selects from a large number of variables 
only those which contribute more true than chance, or error variance. 
This technique is used in the present study to select those variables 
that are most highly related to the criterion when the effects of the other 
variables are taken into account. 
The Wherry-Doolittle method was used to select from the 14 independent 
variables included in the preceding sections those which are the most sig­
nificant contributors to the explanation of variation in the criterion 
variable. The variables selected by this method in order of their contri­
bution to the multiple correlation coefficient were: (1) X^, independence 
scale (2) Xg, total capital managed (3) X$, reported grade average in 
school (4) X13, number of decision-making steps identified (5) X^, length 
of prior planning of day's activities (6) X10, age. The remaining 8 vari­
ables were found to contribute more error than true variance when their 
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interrelationships with the above 6 variables are taken into account. The 
variables selected, their regression coefficients (standard score form) 
and their correlations with the criterion variable of management return are 
reported in Table 63. The above 6 variables when taken in combination, 
result in a coefficient of multiple correlation of .5491 with the criterion 
variable which represents an R2 of .30151. The addition of the remaining 
O 
8 variables to this analysis increases the R only to .5645 and R to .3187. 
As indicated above the Wherry-Doolittle method also corrects for the 
chance error added by each of the variables selected for inclusion in the 
multiple correlation coefficient. Correcting for this error the shrunken 
R2 between management return and the six selected independent variables 
was .2620 with an R of .5119. 
Table 63. Regression weights and correlations of variables used in 
computing coefficient of multiple correlation 
Variables (b) (r) 
Independence scale 
Xg Total capital managed 
Xg Reported grade average in 
school 
X^3 Number of decision-making 
steps identified 






















R2 = .30151 
R = .5491 
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To determine the level of significance of the computed coefficient 
of multiple correlation using 6 predictor variables the previously used F 
test will again be utilized. 
Null Hypothesis: There is no correlation between management return 
and the weighted combination of selected variables. 
The computed F ratio was found to be 8.921 with 6 and 124 degrees of 
freedom. Since an F ratio of 2.95 is required for significance at the .01 
level of probability the null hypothesis is refuted. 
The six independent variables found to contribute more true than 
error variance to the prediction of the economic return of farm managers 
include measures from each of the four major dimensions included in this 
analysis (values and attitudes, biological capacities, situation and the 
use of scientifically validated means). The variable contributing most to 
the multiple relationship with the criterion (independence scale) was an 
operational measure of the value and attitude dimension of the behavioral 
model developed to generate hypotheses for this analysis. Although the 
remaining four scales correlated positively with the criterion they were 
not selected by the process used primarily because of their intercorrela-
tion with the independence scale. 
The biological capacities dimension of the behavioral model was repre­
sented among the six variables selected by one of the operational measures 
of mental ability (reported grade average in school). This variable 
ranked third in its contribution to the multiple relationship with the 
criterion when the effects of its interrelationships with the remaining 
variables is taken into account. 
Two of the operational measures of the third major dimension of the 
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behavioral model (situational elements) were included among the six 
measures contributing to the relationship with management return. These 
two variables (total capital managed and chronological age) each represent­
ed different aspects of the situation as defined. 
Thus all three major dimensions of the model used in this dissertation 
were found to contribute to the multiple relationship with the criterion. 
Although the combined relationship of these variables to the criterion 
fails to account for a very high percentage of the variance of the criter­
ion variable it is concluded from this evidence that each of the major 
dimensions are relevant to the process and productivity of farm management 
and that each makes an independent contribution to the explanation of 
management productivity. 
The fourth major category of variables included in this analysis - use 
of scientifically validated means - was included in the multiple analysis 
to increase the predictability, although this category of variables are 
not considered to be at the same conceptual level as the three preceding 
categories. As was stated previously the use of scientifically validated 
means is considered to be an intervening behavioral variable between the 
three major dimensions of the behavioral model and the criterion of 
economic productivity. Two of the operational measures of the use of 
scientifically validated means were included among the six variables con­
tributing to the multiple relationship with the criterion variable. These 
two measures, in order of their independent contribution were: (a) number 
of decision-making steps identified and (b) length of advance planning of 
daily activities. Although these two variables were included as measures 
of the use of scientifically validated means they could perhaps have been 
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included as operational measures of mental ability since they both connote 
an ability to deal with abstractions. However such an operational defini­
tion would have been questionable since both of these variables might be 
considered as methods used by an individual with relatively high mental 
ability rather than measures of that mental ability. Because of these dif­
ficulties in operational definition the two measures were included under 
the category of the use of methods rather than the measurement of an 
ability. 
It is the conclusion of the author from this research and analysis 
that although the developed measures failed to be sufficiently related to 
management productivity to have any immediate and widespread practical use 
as a field instrument for selection of farm managers, the results are 
sufficiently encouraging to warrant further research efforts focused on 
refinement and development of more sophisticated measures of the conceptual 
dimensions included in this analysis. A discussion of the author's sugges­
tions for a more fruitful investigation of social-psychological variables 
related to differential management ability is included in the following 
section on suggestions for future research. 
Summary 
Four general hypotheses were tested in this dissertation along with 
a number of supporting and corollary hypotheses designed to further eluci­
date the expected relationships suggested by the general hypotheses. Each 
of the general hypotheses were tested by inference from the results of the 
tests of the empirical hypotheses relating the empirical measures of each 
of the conceptual dimensions. Based on the analysis of data reported in 
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this section the following conclusions are made: 
1. The various specific value dimensions hypothesized to be related to 
economically rational management are sub-dimensions of a more gen­
eral value orientation, i.e. economic rationality. (The specific 
value dimensions were a positive valuation of economic ends, inde­
pendence in decision-making, mental activity in management, 
scientific orientation and willingness to accept risk and uncertain­
ty.) 
2. The value measures used to measure an economically rational value 
orientation are significantly related to the economic productivity 
of the farm manager. 
3. The mental ability of farm managers as measured in this analysis is 
significantly related to managers' measured economic productivity. 
4. The scale of operation of the farm firm contributes to economies 
of scale and is related to the relative economic productivity of 
farm managers. (This is after subtracting out a fixed rate of 
return on the business investment to obtain the criterion variable.) 
5. Age of managers is negatively related to farm management return. 
It is concluded that this relationship is, at least in part, due to 
greater conservatism and a lowered aspiration level concerning 
attainment of economic ends associated with greater age. 
6. For some values significantly related to economic productivity 
(independence and scientific orientation) there is a significant 
interaction with scale of operation as these variables relate to 
management return. 
7. An economically rational value orientation, mental abilities and 
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scale of operation, while significantly related to economic produc­
tivity of managers were not significantly related to managers' use 
of scientifically validated means as measured in this analysis. 
The use of scientifically validated means however is significantly 
related to economic productivity of managers. While this is seem­
ingly a contradiction it is suggested that the sample of scientifi­
cally validated means used as measures in this analysis may have 
been inadequate and too situational to be significantly related to 
the three basic conceptual dimensions used. 
8. At least one measure of each of the three major conceptual dimen­
sions plus the use of scientifically validated means contribute 
more predictive validity than error variance to the multiple rela­
tionship with management return when their interrelationships are 
taken into account. When combined statistically by multiple cor­
relation the six independent variables contributing most to the 
relationship with management return were, in order: (1) independ­
ence scale, (2) total capital managed, (3) reported grade average 
in school, (4) number of decision-making steps identified, (5) 
length of prior planning of day's activities and (6) chronological 
age. 
The following section will be devoted to suggestions for future re­
search engendered in the mind of the author by the findings and limitations 
of the present research. 
Suggestions for Future Research 
To the extent that the success of a research project is evaluated in 
terms of the number of questions raised rather than the number of questions 
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answered the analysis included in this dissertation may be considered 
successful. 
The suggestions for future research are made primarily on the basis 
of the principal weaknesses of the present research as judged by the 
author. In developing these suggestions they will be considered under the 
general headings of (a) the prepositional model developed to generate 
hypotheses, (b) the measures used as operational definitions of the con­
cepts and (c) the sample used to test the hypotheses. 
In general it is concluded that this analysis supports the general 
behavioral model used to generate hypotheses. However it is also concluded 
that while the data tend to provide support for the general model, inclu­
sion of additional sub-dimensions as a part of the model could have contri­
buted additional predictive validity. Although primary emphasis was 
placed on the values and attitudes dimension of the model it is suggested 
that a more intensive investigation and explication of the more general 
beliefs held by the managers could have contributed to the completeness of 
the model in addition to engendering additional empirical measures. More 
specifically it is suggested that in addition to the five value and atti­
tude dimensions hypothesized to be related to economic rationality that 
measures of values placed on achievement, leisure and external conformity 
could have been logically incorporated into the conceptual framework and 
the empirical analysis. 
Although treatment was accorded achievement in terms of the relative 
value placed on economic ends this represents only one dimension, albeit 
important in American society, of the more general concept of achievement. 
Inclusion of value placed on achievement would have enabled a more detailed 
investigation of an orientation toward the maximization of profits as a 
means to some other end rather than an end in itself. It is also concluded 
that inclusion of value placed on external conformity would have made the 
model more complete. Although this dimension was at least partially in­
cluded in the hypothesized value dimension of independence it is suggested 
that it could have more appropriately been considered as a separate dimen­
sion. Finally it is suggested that the value dimension of relative value 
placed on mental versus physical activity was not unidimensional in its 
definition and could perhaps have been more appropriately divided into 
value placed on mental vs. physical activity and value placed on activity, 
whether mental or physical, versus leisure. In the development of the 
various dimensions of an economically rational value orientation in this 
dissertation, research evidence was cited indicating relatively higher 
marginal returns to planning, organizing and decision-making functions of 
farm operation than to physical labor. However it was also pointed out 
that a manager's time spent in physical labor usually also contributes 
positively to economic productivity although generally to a lesser extent 
than time spent in the planning, organizing and decision-making functions. 
(The above statements assume the labor function must be performed and the 
manager has the alternative of performing all or part of it himself or 
hiring all or part of it depending on his allocation of his time resource.) 
Leisure however may be considered as contributing little if anything, to 
the economic productivity of the farm firm and therefore in terms of a 
manager's time allocation (between leisure or work) could be considered as 
competitive with profit maximization. Therefore it is suggested that a 
scale measuring the manager's value placed on activity (whether mental or 
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physical) as contrasted with the value he places on leisure would have 
been more significantly related to economic productivity than the mental 
versus physical activity dimension included in this analysis. 
In relation to the biological capacities dimension of the model it is 
concluded that mental abilities are the most relevant and germane capacit­
ies in terms of the process of management and management decision-making. 
This aspect of the model is considered to be of sufficient importance to 
warrant separate research consideration with primary emphasis on the dev­
elopment of field measures of this ability. 
Much additional theoretical attention could perhaps be profitably 
devoted to further delimiting and defining relevant dimensions of the 
situation and the relationship of these dimensions to managerial productiv­
ity. It is the opinion of the author that focusing on the social referent's 
aspects of the situation and the role of these referents in the management 
decision-making process could result in additional predictive validity of 
economic productivity. This is considered to be especially true in agri­
culture characterized by a close relationship between firm and family under 
the present structure of agriculture. 
While it is concluded that the general theoretical model developed in 
this dissertation probably includes the more relevant dimensions effecting 
managerial productivity it is the opinion of the author that much addition­
al effort could be expended in further refining the operational measures 
of the identified dimensions. This is considered to be true of both the 
independent and dependent variables. 
In addition to the inclusion of additional dimensions in the model 
it is suggested that another possibility for refinement of the model would 
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be a closer investigation of the role of each dimension in the management 
process. Either explicitly or implicitly all of the independent variables 
in this dissertation have been assumed and/or hypothesized to be directly 
and linearly related to economic productivity of management. However it 
is suggested that theoretically many, if not most, of the relationships 
between economic productivity of management and the various independent 
variables may be curvilinear rather than direct and linear. That is an 
extremely high value placed on either willingness to accept risk or inde­
pendence could be expected to be negatively related to managerial produc­
tivity. The same suggestion could be made in relation to mental abilities, 
scale of operation and the use of scientifically validated means. In an 
economic framework scale of operation would certainly reach a point of 
diminishing returns, given the restriction of a single manager (49). 
Therefore it is suggested a more complete and refined analysis of the 
nature of the relationships between these independent variables and the 
economic productivity of the managerial input could provide additional in­
sight and predictability. 
Measurement 
Additional refinement of both the independent and dependent variables 
used in this analysis is considered to be necessary to additional predic­
tion of managerial productivity among farmers. Focusing first on the 
independent variables, it is the opinion of the author that both the re­
liability and validity of the measures of values could have been improved 
by either or both of the following methods: 
1. Use of the forced choice technique for measurement of values (124) 
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rather than the Likert method of scaling used in this analysis. 
This method could have resulted in defining a relative hierarchy of 
the hypothesized values for each individual rather than assessing 
the relative value in relation to other individuals included in 
the sample. 
2. The items included in the scales used with the experimental group 
were selected at least partially on the basis of responses of agri­
cultural students at Iowa State University. It is suggested that 
perhaps different and more discriminating items would have been 
included in the scales administered to the validation sample if the 
scales had been administered to a sample of farm operators. It is 
the opinion of the author that several items which were discriminat­
ing among the students (based on item-total score correlations) were 
too idealistic or socially acceptable to be discriminating among a 
sample of persons actually engaged in farming. 
While the other independent variables were subject to limitations of 
measurement these limitations were discussed as the measures were develop­
ed. 
Although suggestions have been made to improve the measurement of the 
independent variables used in this analysis further studies of managerial 
productivity will probably not achieve a much higher degree of relationship 
until further strides are made in the refinement of measures of managerial 
productivity. The present study and similar studies in the past are limit­
ed by their attempt to account for past performance on the basis of present 
measures. This approach makes the implicit assumption that the character­
istics of the individual measured in the study were functional throughout 
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the performance period. In this study 1958-1960 economic performance data 
was related to 1962 values and attitudes. It is suggested that a repeti­
tion of the present study on the same sample using economic performance 
data for the business years 1962-1964 would perhaps result in relationships 
of a greater magnitude. Such a study would be of particular value if the 
independent variables were also remeasured at the end of this period, their 
change noted, and included as a part of the analysis. 
In addition to problems noted in relation to ex post factum measure­
ment of the independent variables measurement of managerial productivity 
is a limiting factor in prediction. Several of these limitations were 
discussed in the text in the section pertaining to the explanation of 
management return. The relatively low reliabilities of management return 
as a measure indicate to an extent the effect of fortuitous circumstances 
on this economic performance variable. In addition management return as 
a criterion variable does not indicate the extent to which a manager may 
be exploiting resources for short run return, or conversely the extent 
to which he may be deferring immediate returns for long range profit-maxi­
mization. Although a 3 year period was used in this analysis to attempt 
to control on some of these factors, a longer period of observation would 
increase reliability. 
Sample 
The sample used in this study was selected primarily because of the 
availability of farm record data used for the criterion variable. However 
the selectivity and homogeneity of the sample are considered to be factors 
contributing to the relatively low relationships reported in the analysis. 
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As pointed out in describing the sample the farm manager-operators included 
in this study were considerably above average in scale of operation, educa­
tion and other relevant dimensions. In terms of total value of farm pro­
ducts sold all farms included in the study were among the top 25 percent 
in the area of the state from which the sample was drawn. 
In addition to being among the more economically successful farm 
operators, all managers included in this study were members of the Central 
Iowa Farm Business Association. This association in addition to providing 
a record keeping and business analysis service periodically sponsors 
educational programs for the members on methods, techniques, and principles 
of business management. It is possible that whether these principles are 
used in management or not, knowledge of them may have had an effect on the 
individual's responses on the questionnaire used in this study. 
Because of these characteristics of the sample it could be concluded 
that the independent variables included in this analysis would be more 
valid predictors of economic performance of a random sample of farm oper­
ators. However lack of uniformity and accuracy of farm business data 
among the general population of farmers make it difficult to achieve the 
same degree of accuracy in the criterion variable as that available for 
farmers included in this study. One possibility for replicating the pres­
ent type of study with a less selective sample could be cooperators in the 
Farm and Home Development program of the Iowa Agricultural Extension 
Service. These individuals are predominately younger and less economically 
successful farmers than those included in this study.* However farm 
Ifieal, George. Unpublished data from Farm and Home Development 
research. Dept. of Econ. and Soc., Iowa State University of Science and 
Technology, Ames, Iowa. 1962. 
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accounting data similar to that available for farm record association 
members is maintained for Farm and Home Development cooperators. While 
Farm and Home Development cooperators would represent a lower average 
economic strata they are subjects of an intensive educational program de­
signed to improve their management ability so the educational effect would 
still be a limiting factor. 
In summary it is the opinion of the author that the research reported 
in this dissertation contributes to a limited extent to the understanding 
of social and psychological factors related to differential farm management 
performance. However it is concluded that the major value of this research 
will be realized if it serves as a basis for further refinement and dev­
elopment of future research efforts in this general area. 
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APPENDIX A 
Original Items Developed for Scales 
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ECONOMIC MOTIVATION ITEMS 
1. A good name is more important to a person than riches. 
**2. The only real objective in farming is to make a profit. 
3. Farmers should remain independent even if it means a loss in income 
to them. 
**4. Families with modest incomes are really happier than those who have 
lots of money. 
5. If a farmer enjoys working with purebred stock or some other speci­
alty he should continue with it even if it isn't profitable. 
*6. The poor are themselves the cause of their own poverty. 
**7. Probably the greatest satisfaction in farming is making it pay. 
8. Stewardship of the land is a farmer's most important obligation. 
9. The most important function of education is preparation for occu­
pational success and financial reward. 
*10. Most poor people stay poor because they don't care enough to try to 
improve themselves. 
**11. Having a lot of friends is a more important goal in life than being 
a success financially. 
*12. Economic forces in man are stronger than moral forces. 
13. The only real goal in farming is to maximize profit. 
**14. A farmer's standing in the community actually depends in large part 
on how successful he is financially. 
15. A person should try to stay in farming even if he can make more 
money in some other occupation. 
16. Farming is more than just a business: it is a way of life. 
*17. The truly successful farmer is the one who weighs the profit to be 
gained from a new farm practice against other alternatives. 
The following symbols are used throughout the Appendix: 
*Items dropped on the basis of judge's standard deviations. 
**Items included in final scale form. 
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**18. Material success is a very important goal in life. 
*19. The principle reason for keeping farm records is to figure the 
return per dollar invested in each phase of the farming operation. 
**20. In farming the successful man is the one who makes the most profit. 
*21. Even if I were financially able I wouldn't stop working. 
22. There are actually very few goals in life that can't be accomplished 
if you have the money. 
23. I would have to have a guarantee of considerably more income in 
some other occupation before I would give up farming. 
*24. Any person who has a good mind and is willing to make the sacrifices 
can become a financial success. 
**25. Most people in this country are evaluated first on the basis of 
material accomplishments and secondly on other things. 
**26. The major reason for going to college is to be able to make a better 
income. 
27. There are so many advantages in farming that income becomes relat­
ively unimportant. 
*28. There's not much use trying to get ahead financially these days 
because the government will take a large part of it back in taxes 
anyway. 
29. Many parents make the mistake of teaching their children too little 
about how to manage money. 
30. Many farmers fail to realize that doing without some things at the 
start and investing the returns back in the business will reap 
bigger dividends in the long run. 
**31. Many people who are really respected in the community have not done 
so well financially. 
**32. There are too many other important things in life to spend your time 
trying to make a few extra dollars. 
33. The price a person has to pay for financial success is not worth it. 
*34. There's really not much incentive in farming anymore since income 
is largely determined by government programs anyway. 
35. A farmer who is really striving to reach some income level he sets 
for himself is generally a good farmer. 
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*36. Working long hours now to get ahead financially will mean more free 
time in the future. 
37. Life is just too short to spend all your time working. 
38. The important things in life like education for the children, comfor­
table retirement, etc. can only be attained if a person has made a 
good income. 
39. Many farmers today are so concerned with making a few extra dollars 
that they neglect spending enough time with their families. 
40. The desire for money is destroying the moral fibre of our country. 
41. It's only natural to look up to a man who has made a lot of money. 
*42. The chances for giving children a good start in life are pretty 
slim if you have just enough money to live on. 
**43. People who have been at least moderately successful financially seem 
to contribute more to community life than people who don't have 
money. 
44. It's difficult for children to get a good start in life unless you 
can provide them with economic assistance. 
45. While it is true that a person may become too oriented toward making 
money, many farmers would be better off if they would spend more 
time trying to make their farm pay rather than doing other things. 
**46. People who have been successful financially are generally more 
interesting people to visit with. 
**47. One of the major problems in our country today is that people are 
too concerned with money and the things money will buy. 
*48. A man who works his own way through college comes out with a better 
education than one whose parents have paid most of the bill. 
**49. Farming is first of all a business in which the major goal is profit 
and secondly a healthy and rewarding place to raise a family. 
50. A parent's first responsibility is to assure the material security 
of his children. 
*51. The main reason that more farmers aren't better off financially is 
that they aren't willing to put in the effort. 
**52. In deciding whether or not to try a new practice a farmer's first 
consideration should be "is it profitable?" 
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*53. Too many people fail to realize that if you're going to get ahead 
financially you have to do without a few things at the start. 
54. Farming has become so commercialized that a lot of the good old-
fashioned neighborliness has been lost. 
55. A farmer should make an effort to have a neat, clean, and attractive 
farmstead even if it takes time from other activities that would 
produce more profits. 
56. People who have gotten ahead financially have generally done so at 
the expense of others. 
57. The sacrifices needed to get ahead financially not only help you 
reach that goal, but also help build character and appreciation for 
the important things in life. 
*58. If I were completely honest with myself I would much rather do with­
out some things and quit working so hard. 
*59. There's no doubt that hard work and financial success go together. 
60. If I were completely honest with myself the more I have, generally 
the more I want. 
**61. One of the best ways to improve income in agriculture would be to 
reduce the number of farmers so that those remaining would have a 
higher income. 
62. A real effort should be made to stop the number of people leaving 
agriculture even if it means lower income for all farmers. 
*63. Agriculture would be better off if more farmers would try to improve 
their own income through increased efficiency and harder work rather 
than depending on government assistance. 
*64. A person should make a real effort to reach a point where he is 
economically self-sufficient. 
**65. Even if his income has dropped to a low point a farmer should try 
to stick it out so his children can grow up on the farm. 
**66. There are so many desirable things about farming that a person can 
afford to get along on a lower income to maintain these advantages. 
67. Farming is more a way of life than a business. 
*68. Any normal person that is willing to make sacrifices can become a 
financial success. 
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SCIENTIFIC ORIENTATION ITEMS 
1. All of the workings of the human brain will eventually be explained 
by the laws of science. 
2. There is too much emphasis on science today and not enough emphasis 
on morals. 
3. The principle hope for peace in the world is the advancement of 
man's knowledge. 
4. Science is actually in conflict with Christianity. 
**5. Many farmers have become so scientific they have forgotten the 
importance of good practical judgment. 
6. There is really little prospect in the future for any major 
increases in yields per acre. 
**7. Education is valuable but it will never be as valuable as experience 
for success in farming. 
**8. Good management is the application of scientifically developed 
principles. 
*9. New ideas in farming are alright but the farmer who works hardest 
is generally the most successful. 
*10. The person who is a good manager, regardless of the kind of business 
he is in, would probably be a successful farmer. 
11. There is no substitute for practical experience in farming. 
12. Farming is becoming more scientific and requires a high degree of 
technical training on the part of the farmer. 
13. A college education in agriculture is almost a necessity to begin 
farming these days. 
**14. Man's future depends primarily upon the technical advances made by 
scientific research. 
**15. Farming today is more a science than an art. 
*16. The successful elevator or feed store manager would probably be a 
successful farmer. 
17. It is more important for farmers to make decisions on the basis of 
past experience and rules of thumb than to try to find out new ways 
of doing things. 
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**18. Probably the best guide in making decisions is what has worked in 
the past. 
19. It is important for a farmer to be able to predict what's going to 
happen before it happens. 
**20. lime spent by the farmer in finding out about new ideas and prac­
tices in farming is time well spent. 
21. The truly successful farmer is the one who weighs the profit to be 
gained from a new farm practice against other alternatives. 
**22. Everything considered, all of the scientific developments in this 
country have done about as much harm as good. 
*23. A farmer really can't afford to experiment with different ideas 
on his own farm. 
24. In the long run practical experience and knowledge gained through 
experience are a farmer's most important assets. 
**25. Older, more experienced farmers in the community are probably the 
best source of information on farming ideas and practices. 
26. Many good ideas on raising children come from research on child 
care. 
27. It is important to take time to consider the alternative ways of 
doing a job before deciding which one is best. 
*28. Good managers take the time to seek out information and use this 
information in making decisions. 
**29. Much of the research information farmers receive is too impractical 
to be of value. 
**30. The basic principles of farming really haven't changed much in the 
last 30 years. 
*31. Results of scientific experiments need to be tempered with the 
wisdom of experience. 
**32. In general the farmer with the most education is the most success­
ful. 
33. The ability to make right decisions is something a person is born 
with. 
*34. The best guide for making decisions is a prediction of what's going 
to happen in the future. 
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35. The future of agriculture depends largely on additional research. 
**36. The principles of management of other fields can't be applied to 
farming. 
37. Our schools today don't place enough emphasis on science. 
**38. People who do agricultural research really don't have an apprecia­
tion of the farmer's problems. 
*39. Most of the research information in agriculture is good but a farmer 
should try it on a limited basis on the farm before accepting it 
completely. 
40. A lot of farmers use field-days and short-courses as an excuse to 
get away from the farm for a day. 
41. Our high schools need to offer more science courses. 
**42. There is really no reason for man to explore outer space. 
43. In the foreseeable future man will be able to control the weather. 
*44. In the long run people who know how to do a job are worth more to 
society than the geniuses who invent new things. 
*45. The main reason for our schools is to teach young people how to get 
along with each other. 
*46. Getting ahead in the world depends more on gaining knowledge than 
on gaining friends. 
*47. Knowing a dealer personally is probably the mos^ important consider­
ation in deciding where to buy farm supplies. 
48. A farmer is generally ahead to buy farm supplies from a dealer who 
can also provide the latest research information about their use. 
**49. A farmer can generally get more useful and practical information 
from other farmers than from the county extension director. 
*50. Advances made by science are primarily responsible for the farm 
problem today. 
**51. Research information is a necessity to a farmer in making decisions. 
52. The only way a farmer can maximize income is to use all the latest 
available research information. 
*53. It's impossible to "farm by the book". 
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*54. In general farmers who keep good records and use the records in 
making decisions are the most successful. 
*55. In the final analysis most of a farmer's decisions are based on 
guesswork. 
*56. In judging neighbors the most important thing to consider is how 
practical his ideas are. 
57. In getting ahead in this world it's more important who you know 
than what you know. 
**58. On the whole a farmer can get better information from specialists 
and farm magazines than he can from his neighbors and relatives. 
**59. I feel that research information put out by agricultural colleges 
is just as good to go on as if I had tried it on my own farm. 
60. Farmers really don't have to think a great deal about what they are 
going to do on their farms since this is largely decided for them 
by their land and by the kind of practices followed in the neighbor­
hood. 
61. It is important for a farmer to be able to predict what's going to 
happen before it happens. 
62. Many farmers spend too much time and effort trying to keep them­
selves up to date on new farming ideas. 
63. Since the future is so uncertain in farming a farmer has to depend 
to a great extent on what has worked in the past. 
64. A farmer must continuously evaluate his operation and adjust his 
future plans on the basis of these evaluations. 
*65. Even with all the changes and new developments in farming common 
sense is still the most important factor for success. 
*66. There are certain basic principles in farming that can only be 
learned from experience. 
*67. About the only thing that science has accomplished for the farmer 
is to make life more complicated. 
*68. Although there is new machinery, new fertilizers, new feeds, etc. 
the basic principles of farming really haven't changed too much in 
the last 30 years. 
*69. In the long run a farmer is better off to establish a pattern and 
stick with it rather than to continually change his farming 
operations. 
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**70. The best thing a young farmer can do is to learn as much as he pos­
sibly can about new developments in agriculture. 
**71. The best way to compete in agriculture today is to apply the latest 
scientific research. 
*72. À farmer should try research recommendations on his farm on a 
limited basis before accepting them completely. 
*73. Common sense is still the most important factor in farm decision­
making. 
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MENTAL ACTIVITY ITEMS 
1. I like to plan and organize the details of any work that I have to 
undertake. 
**2. Thinking, reading, and planning cannot really be considered as work. 
3. Hard work is more important in a successful farm operation than all 
the new ideas you read or hear about. 
4. The most important thing a farmer can do is to work out a long-range 
plan for his farming operation. 
5. One of the most important things in being a successful farmer is 
keeping a good set of records. 
**6. In judging neighbors one of the most important factors is how hard 
he works. 
**7. Even today hard work can make up for a lack of management ability 
in farming. 
8. Time to keep farm records should be taken only after other work is 
done. 
9. A farmer's most important asset is his ability to think ahead. 
10. The best way to solve a problem on the farm is to sit down and think 
it through until the solution is decided upon. 
11. A real problem for many farmers is that they don't set goals or 
objectives for their farming operations. 
*12. Gathering information about farming is part of the job just like 
field work or any other physical work. 
**13. Mental activity counts for more in farming success today than 
physical work. 
14. A farmer would actually be better off to hire more jobs done and 
spend this time in planning and organizing. 
15. Most farmers spend too much time cutting weeds and not enough time 
planning. 
**16. I would never hire someone to do my work while I went to a short 
course on new ideas in farming. 
*17. A fellow who works his own way through college comes out with a 
better education than one who has the way paid for him. 
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18. The best way to solve problems is to dig in and work on them instead 
of wasting time trying to think of better or easier solutions. 
*19. The best way to keep a boy out of trouble is to keep him busy. 
20. Most people have forgotten what it means to put in an honest day's 
work. 
**21. Physical work is actually more satisfying and rewarding than mental 
activity. 
**22. Most farmers vc- i là  be better off if they would quit trying to figure 
an easy way ouz and work harder. 
23. The happiest people are the ones who put in an honest day's work. 
24. Most farmers work harder than people in town. 
*25. The best advice for a young farmer is to keep his nose to the 
grindstone. 
*26. A boy who has had to make his own way usually turns out better than 
one who has had everything given to him. 
27. Intelligence is probably a farmer's most important asset. 
**28. Spending a day working the field gives me a greater sense of satis­
faction than spending the day working on farm records. 
29. Without good physical health it would be impossible to manage a 
farm successfully. 
**30. A farmer's most important asset is a strong back. 
**31. Although keeping records and making plans for.the farm operation 
are important, the real difference between a successful and an un­
successful farmer is how hard they work. 
32. Generally other farmers respect and admire a man who has great 
physical strength and endurance. 
33. Even if I were financially able I wouldn't want to stop working. 
*34. It's impossible to farm by the "book". 
35. A man always has a clear conscience if he has put in a hard day's 
work. 
36. Many farmers spend too much time trying to find the efficient way 
rather than going ahead and getting the job done. 
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37. A farmer who can't read well is at a real disadvantage in agricul­
ture today. 
*38. A boy who knows he's going to farm should take all the practical 
courses (like shop, welding, etc.,) he can while he's in school. 
**39. If I had a choice I would rather be working with my hands than 
reading a book. 
40. Hours spent by a farmer evaluating and making future plans for his 
farm are generally more profitable than hours spent on the tractor. 
41. A farmer's standing in the community depends largely on his repu­
tation for being a hard worker. 
*42. Time spent by the farmer in finding out about new ideas and prac­
tices in farming is time well spent. 
43. Most farmers spend too much time and effort trying to keep them­
selves up-to-date on new things in farming. 
44. Generally a farmer can save himself time for other things if he will 
just sit down and figure things out. 
45. I respect the farmer who can get a job done with the least amount 
of effort. 
**46. When I'm at a meeting I always feel like I should be home getting 
things done. 
47. The only way I appreciate free time is if I feel like I've worked 
for it. 
48. Not enough.people appreciate how hard a farmer has to work. 
**49. The worst thing that can be said about a man is that he is lazy. 
50. I respect the farmer who can get things done with the least amount 
of physical effort. 
51. A farmer can generally make more money with a pencil and paper than 
he can by physical work. 
**52. If I were to take a job outside agriculture I would rather be a 
skilled craftsman than a white-collar worker. 
**53. The successful farmer these days is the one who can use his head as 
well as his back. 
*54. One of the greatest satisfactions from farming is the feeling that 
you have put your own work into making it a success. 
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**55. Some farmers would be better off if they would spend less time 
going to meetings and more time home cutting the weeds and fixing 
the place up. 
**56. If a man is going to hire labor he should be willing to work right 
along side the man he's hired. 
*57. It is more fun to be working for something than to actually have it. 
58. One gets more satisfaction out of possessing something if he has 
worked for it than if it was given to him. 
**59. Intelligence is less important in farming than in most other busi­
nesses. 
*60. The boy who gets good grades in school shouldn't waste his time 
farming. 
**61. Keeping records in farming takes more time than they are worth. 
**62. Time spent by a farmer in keeping records is generally more profit­
able than time spent on the tractor. 
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INDEPENDENCE ITEMS 
**1. Sooner or later farmers must come to recognize that they are in 
competition with each other. 
**2. In making management decisions one of the important factors to be 
taken into consideration is what your neighbors will think about 
you for doing it that way. 
*3. Farmers should remain independent even if it means a loss of income 
to them. 
4. In making decisions it is more important to follow one's own judg­
ment rather than to do what other farmers are doing. 
5. Farmers are going to have to depend more and more on government 
programs. 
6. An individual should try to solve his own problems by himself. 
**7. Farmers really don't have to think a great deal about what they are 
going to do on their farms since this is largely decided for them 
by their land and by the kind of practices followed in the neighbor­
hood. 
8. A man must be willing to make his own decisions, uninfluenced by the 
opinions of others. 
9. The best way to avoid difficulty is to be as completely self-suffic­
ient as possible. 
10. One of the major reasons for trying to gat ahead financially is to 
be independent. 
*11. Perhaps the greatest advantage in farming is the opportunity to be 
your own boss. 
*12. The basic motivation behind all human behavior is self-preservation. 
**13. One of the greatest lessons a young man can learn is to make his 
own decisions. 
*14. In getting ahead in this world it's more important who you know 
than what you know. 
15. One of the most important advantages of rural life is that a person 
has neighbors who he can depend on in time of need. 
16. A man who works his own way through college comes out with a better 
education than one who doesn't pay his own way. 
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**17. A farmer can no longer afford to make his decisions independently. 
18. Knowing the dealer personally is a most important factor in deciding 
where to buy farm supplies. 
19. Perhaps the greatest advantage in farming is the opportunity to make 
your own decisions. 
*20. The mark of a successful farmer is the one who has the respect of 
other farmers. 
21. Many young farmers get started off on the wrong foot by trying to 
follow all the practices their neighbors are following. 
*22. All men are created equal. 
*23. Our free enterprise system is the backbone of democracy. 
24. Probably the most distasteful thing about communism is that the 
individual has no opportunity to make decisions for himself. 
23. Those farmers who have made the greatest financial success have been 
willing to deviate from what the rest of their neighbors considered 
right. 
**26. One of parent's greatest obligations is to teach their children to 
make decisions on their own uninfluenced by what others may say or 
do. 
**27. Farming would be extremely difficult without the advice and help of 
neighbors. 
**28. A young farmer would do well to find out the opinions of more 
experienced farmers before making decisions. 
**29. It is very important to have friends to whom one can go for opinions 
before making a decision. 
**30. If I were really truthful with myself it is very important to me 
that my neighbors approve of the way I farm. 
**31. Actually I really don't care too much what my neighbors think of 
the way I farm. 
32. One of the things that city people miss out on, is the close ties 
with other members of the community that you find in the country 
and small towns. 
33. I really respect an individual who makes his own decisions and is 
willing to stand behind them. 
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*34. In the final analysis even after I have collected a lot of informa­
tion I generally make my decisions after having talked to some 
people whose opinion I respect. 
*35. One of the best single indicators of whether or not a man will make 
a good farmer is his ability to make his own decisions. 
36. Before trying any new practice or idea it is pretty wise to wait 
and see how it is working out for some of the neighbors. 
37. One of the worst things about some of the government programs is 
that they tend to destroy the freedom to make your own decisions. 
38. If it boiled down to two choices I would rather have the respect 
of my neighbors than to get ahead financially. 
39. To be able to share ideas and advice with other farmers is one of 
the greatest advantages in farming. 
*40. Even though I've collected a lot of information on my own, I usually 
don't make my decisions until I've talked to some other people 
whose opinions I respect. 
41. One of the most undesirable things about working for a big company 
is that all of your decisions are made for you by someone higher up 
the ladder. 
42. To be accepted by one's fellow man is one of the most important 
goals in life. 
**43. I would much rather give up a part of my freedom to make decisions 
than to be forced out of farming entirely. 
44. People in our society have become so concerned with conforming to 
the actions of others that we have lost a part of the independent 
thinking that made this country great. 
45. One of the real advantages of vertical integration in farming is 
that someone else shares a part of the responsibility for the decis­
ions that are made. 
**46. In the long run it's generally better to go along with the thinking 
of the majority than to push for the acceptance of one's own ideas. 
*47. One of the disadvantages of being independent and making one's own 
decisions is that you have no where to turn when you get in trouble. 
48. In any group it is more important to keep a friendly atmosphere 
than to be efficient. 
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49. Young people today would be a lot better off if they would follow 
more closely the advice of their parents, teachers and other people 
with more experience. 
50. In making decisions it's a good idea to get the advice from a number 
of people but then go ahead and make your own decisions. 
**51. In a democracy like ours the way of the majority is usually the 
right way. 
52. A farmer should decide what's right for his own farm and go ahead 
regardless of what his neighbors may think of him for doing it 
that way. 
53. One of the desirable things about the government programs in agri­
culture is that they make the farmers decisions easier. 
*54. A real problem in this country today is that too many people are 
relying too much on government programs to get them by. 
=55. Humans are rational beings whose actions are determined by self-
interest . 
**56. It is more important to me to be known as a person who gets along 
well with others and has a lot of friends rather than a person who 
likes to make decisions for himself. 
*57. When men choose to live in groups they must give up certain indiv­
idual rights and submit to the decisions of the group. 
58. I don't like to feel obligated to other people. 
**59. In this day and age a person can no longer afford to be independent 
and to rely on his own judgment in making decisions. 
60. Farming has become so complex it is impossible to rely solely on 
one's own judgment in making decisions. 
*61. Above all other things children should be taught to respect the 
opinions of their elders. 
**62. Having the freedom to make up my own mind is, to me, one of the 
major advantages in farming. 
*63. In this day and age it is important that each person maintain his 
individuality. 
64. At the present time there is too much emphasis on groups and group 
activity in our country. 
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65. Individual needs and desires should be subordinate to group needs 
and desires. 
*66. In any group there is a real danger in having members who always 
want to do things differently than the majority. 
67. A basic cause of the agricultural problem today is that too many 
farmers want to go their separate and individual ways without regard 
for other farmers. 
**68. Unless farmers stick together the price situation in agriculture 
is going to get worse. 
*69. About the only way the agriculture problem is going to get solved 
is by individual farmers joining together to put up a united front. 
*70. The solution of the agricultural problem is going to depend on each 
farmer giving up a part of his independence. 
71. It is actually more satisfying to be a part of a group that has 
accomplished something of significance than to accomplish something 
on your own. 
*72. Generally speaking most group accomplishments result from a few 
individuals taking the initiative and leading the rest of the group 
members. 
73. One of the best ways to get ahead financially is to be independent. 
*74. In farming the most successful man is the one who has earned the 
respect of his neighbors. 
75= I'm not concerned about what my neighbors think of the way I farm. 
**76. Farmers problems will probably never be solved by collective action. 
*77. Decisions made by a majority vote usually restrict the better 
farmer. 
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RISK AVERSION ITEMS 
**1• It is better to have a smaller profit each year than to attempt 
something where there is a chance of losing. 
**2. In farming a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. 
3. In farming the successful man is one who stays out of debt. 
4. Most farmers who enlarge their operations by borrowing make more 
profit than farmers who have small operations free of debt. (52) 
5. Farmers should wait until they can accumulate their own capital 
rather than to borrow for farm production purposes. (52) 
*6. A farmer should strive to increase the size of his business, rather 
than to get out of debt on a small unit. (52) 
7. A farmer should borrow enough money to have as much equipment and 
livestock as he needs, regardless of how much he is in debt. (52) 
**8. The major goal of young farm families should be to stay out of debt. 
*9. Most farm families profit by using production credit. (133) 
*10. It is better to rent a farm than to go in debt to buy land. (133) 
11. A farm operator who is short of capital generally would profit by 
borrowing more money before paying off the debts he already has. 
(133) 
**12. Farm families would do well to wait until they have accumulated 
their own money rather than borrow for farm production purposes. 
(133) 
13. It is easy for a farmer to borrow more money in normal years than 
he can pay back if a bad year strikes. 
*14. Farmers who use short term credit are generally below average 
farmers. 
15. In being a successful farmer it is most important to do the best you 
can with what you have without going into debt. 
*16. In being a successful farmer it is important to stay with practices 
you have always used. 
17. In deciding whether to change a farming practice it is most import­
ant to be among the first to change if it is good practice. 
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18. In solving the present problems in America concerning farmers the 
government should direct its attention to setting up more security 
measures to help the farmer during bad years. 
*19. About the only way to make a go of it in farming is to own your own 
land. 
*20. If a man is to get ahead in life he must be willing to sometimes 
gamble for all or nothing at all. (12) 
21. It is important to select a good crop rotation and stick with it 
despite changing price conditions. 
**22. A farmer should try to reduce the risks or uncertainty in farming 
by remaining diversified even though it may mean the loss of some 
future income. 
23. A farmer can borrow $500 to purchase a new piece of farm equip­
ment that can make him an above average profit within the year. He 
should borrow the money. (12) 
24. A reliable criticism of many farmers these days is that they have 
forgotten how to play it safe. (12) 
25. It is generally better to stick with practices that have proven to 
be productive rather than experimenting with new ideas. 
26. The farmers who are going broke these days are the ones who are 
scared to take a few chances. 
27. Rather than going in debt a farmer should make do with what he has. 
*28. The wise farmer is the one who does not put all his eggs in one 
basket. 
*29. Novelty has a great appeal to me. 
**30. I regard myself as the kind of person who is willing to take a few 
more risks than the average farmer. (12) 
31. Most farm families would do well to hold off buying modern equip­
ment for their homes until they can pay cash for it. (133) 
*32. Most successful farmers have had to take a big gamble at some time 
in their farming career. 
*33. Installment buying will eventually hurt the economy of this country. 
**34. Every one should have some money laid aside for a "rainy day". 
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**36. One of the most undesirable things about farming is the risks a 
person must take. 
**37. The best advice to a young farmer is to be cautious. 
*38. It is easier to make decisions than to carry them out. 
*39. People need to start early to lay aside funds for retirement. 
**40. In making decisions it is better to think in terms of minimizing 
losses rather than maximizing profits. 
41. A farmer can't afford to be without crop insurance. 
**42. One of the most undesirable things about farming is the number and 
kind of decisions that have to be made. 
*43. I would rather have a job where I didn't have to make so many 
decisions. 
44. Before adopting a new practice in farming it is a good idea to see 
what luck other farmers are having with it. 
45. It is generally too risky to be among the first to try a new idea 
or practice. 
*46. It is generally a good idea to postpone making a decision until 
you have gathered all available information. 
*47. I would rather try something that will make a small profit each 
year than something that will make a big profit one year but lose 
the next. 
**48. I would rather invest money in a savings account in a bank than in 
speculative stock. 
49. Most people wait too long to make a decision. 
50. A farmer should never borrow money for operating capital. 
**51. A farmer needs to remain diversified to protect himself against a 
bad year. 
*52. The best advice to a young farmer is to stay out of debt. 
*53. In making major decisions a farmer must always keep in mind that 
something could happen to him. 
*54. It is not fair to the family to take chances. 
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*55. The government makes it too easy for people to forget about putting 
away money for retirement. 
*56. This country would be better off if more people were concerned about 
the future. 
*57. The smart farmer is the one who takes all possible precautions 
against losses. 
58. Farmers who are unwilling to take occasional risks never seem to 
get ahead. 
*59. There is a great deal of risk or uncertainty associated with any 
new farming practice. (12) 
60. Farming is probably riskier than most other kinds of business. 
*61. Most of the farmers that are quitting today have taken too many 
unnecessary chances. 
62. A farmer can't afford to be without insur ace on his buildings. 
*63. For the same pay I would just as soon be an employee as employer. 
64. I like to put things off as long as I can in hopes that a better 
solution may come along. 
65. Even though it occasionally costs money it is better to wait to 
try some new ideas or practices rather than taking the chance of 
losing. 
*66. The basic cause of the depression was the fact that most people 
had over-extended themselves financially. 
*67. In farming he who hesitates is lost. 
68. Those farmers who wait to see how new ideas are going to work out 
seldom do well financially. 
69. I enjoy making decisions. 
70. The price of management is accepting the risks that go with it. 
71. In selecting enterprises for a farm it is better to stay with those 
that guarantee a small profit than to get into enterprises that 
have a higher return but also greater risk. 
**72. I would rather take a chance on making a big profit than to be 
content with a smaller but more sure profit. 
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73. Those farmers who specialize generally have a higher income than 
those who don't. 
*74. Farmers should constantly guard against the possibility of another 
depression. 
75. There is probably more money to be made from taking some chances 
but the worry isn't worth it. 
76. A farmer should always have some money laid aside in case of 
emergency. 
**77. Young people today are too willing to take chances because they 
have forgotten how tough times can be. 
*78. Vertical integration would be a good thing because some of the 
risks would be shared by a company with capital. 
*79. I've missed several good opportunities because at the time it looked 
like too great a risk. 
80. If a person buys a farm he should put all the money he can into 
it until he gets it paid off. 
*81. I find it exciting to take chances occasionally. 
*82. The only people who ever seem to get ahead financially are the 
ones that are willing to gamble occasionally. 
*83. For most jobs around the farm the long way around is generally the 
safest road. 
*84. It takes too much to get ahead in life to risk it all on one venture. 
*85- It's better not to act than to make a wrong decision. 
*86. It's better to make a wrong decision rather than do nothing. 
87. It's better to do something wrong than not to have tried. 
**88. Farmers who are willing to take chances usually do better financial­
ly-
*89. People should be more concerned with saving money for retirement. 




Intercorrelatlons of Empirical Measures 
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Table 64. Intercorrelation coefficients of empirical measures3 
Ec, met, 
scale 
Se, or. M, act, Ind« R, aver, Grade 



















s % *6 S X8 X9 xio *14 "15 Y 
!i — •108 ,212 ,129 .223 .080 .156 .127 .155 -.182 .187 .226 .282 .121 .526 •222 
h — .340 .197 .230 .136 .165 -.025 -.065 -.178 .227 «•024 .175 .058 .579 .171 
h — .335 *429 •279 .239 •071 -.033 -.181 .113 .031 •076 -.010 .721 .113 
h — #437 .183 .036 •026 -.032 -,154 •076 .144 ,161 .103 1656 .371 
h — .229 .255 .164 .149 -.224 .050 -.064 .042 .081 .727 .267 
h — .201 .116 .121 .094 .263 .144 •201 .140 .281 .256 
h — .118 .080 -.086 .068 .065 .096 -.077 .263 .125 
k — .887 -.058 .084 .043 .111 .149 .114 .243 
4 —— -.019 .093 .162 .193 .185 .055 .272 
% — .103 .091 .026 -.098 -.287 -.177 
% — .266 .118 .152 .205 .132 
J12 — .198 .317 .036 .179 
*13 —— .180 .228 .282 




Correlation coefficients of ,144 or greater required for significance at .05 level, 
Correlation coefficients of ,202 or greater required for significance at ,01 level. 
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APPENDIX C 
Interview Schedule Question From 
Which Empirical Measures Were Derived 
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4. About how far ahead (how many months or years) do you try to plan 
your farming operations? 
5. Generally speaking how do you go about deciding what you are going 
to do on a particular day? 
a. How far in advance (days or weeks) do you try to plan what 
you are going to do on a particular day? 
13. Farmers as a rule are often faced with decisions that involve con­
siderable amounts of money, risk, or time. (Decisions like deciding 
whether to buy a new piece of machinery, a load of calves, a piece 
of land, or whether to try a new practice or make a change in the 
farming operation.) 
When you are faced with decisions like this, what is the process (how 
do you go about deciding) you go through in reaching your decision? 
14. Now let's suppose you are faced with a situation where you have 
enough capital to either purchase a new tractor or mechanize your 
feeding operation, (both of which you need, but only one of which 
you can currently afford) Approximately how much time do you think 
you would spend collecting information (reading, visiting specialists, 
other farmers, dealers, etc.) before making this decision? 
a. Where would you go for information (what sources of infor­
mation would you use) to help you make this decision? 
28. How old are you? _years 
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29. How many years of education have you completed? (High school grad­
uate - 12 years, college graduate - 16 years) 
31. Approximately what was your high school grade average? (If did not 
attend high school ask for grade school) 
95 and up (straight A average) 
90 - 94 (mostly A1s - some B's) 
85 - 89 (mostly B's - B average) 
80 - 84 (C plus average) 
75 - 79 (C minus average) 
